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INTRODUCTION

F.s
The-,-materials included in this volume have been pioduced in order to

meet existing gaps in the field of ethnic studies. Recent reviews,of the

American educational scene continue to point out the cavalier fashion with

which various ethnic groups are treated in the formal.curriculum. Prior

to the 1970's, there were blatant Omissiovi in dealing with Afro-Americans,

Mexican-Americans, native-Americans and othereticic groups, particularly

those from Eastern and Southern Europe. While the literature of the 70's

conceining the first three groups, mentioned aboVe increased, literature on

other ethnic grqups remained scarce. When these ethnic groups are mentioned

in texts and'other-printed materials fot schools,'the references are super-

ficial and are presented unsystematically. The findings of a panel of

fourteen educators and social scientists reported in 1947 regarding the
,,,, , * . ,

. .

.

quality of texooks for elementary and secondary schools, still holds.

The panel established that tektbooks are generally characterized by "ethno-

centrism, middle-class bias,. Anglo-Saxon and white racial emphasis.

17

'Protestant Christianity. ill
Thus, children and youth are not given the.

opportunity in school to review"theecontributions of different ethnic groups

to American history and culture'and to examine reflectively the problems

which such groups faced as they-began-to establish their identity and

fulfill their needs.
o,

, .

1

For the full-report, see C. B. Cdx and B. G. Massialas, eds., Social ''

,

II
.

Studies in'the7United States: A Critical Appraisal, New York: Harcourt'
Brace Jovanovichl Inc., 1967. 4

ii'
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GreekAmericans have made. substantial contributions to the American

culture--in the arts, in the sciences, in music, in politics--yet likes many

of the groups mentioned before, they have remained outside tHeliformal

curriculum of the public,schools. While the'generS1 contributions Of

ancient Greece aredealt with, primarily in world history textbooks, vir
e

tually nothing is mentioned in social studies texts about the Greek migra

tions before and afterl4orld War I, the problems immigrants faced, or their

modes of responding to the challenge of their environment through fraternal

organizations, religious and youth clubs, and neighborhood groups. Greek

immigrants settled primarily, in large cities--New York, Chicago, Detroit)

4

Cleveland, Boston--so that their problems and cultural contributions are

associated with those of urbanareas. However, mall settlements in such

communities as Tarpon Springs and Apalachicola, Florida, initially estab

lished as sponge diving and fishing villages, respectively, also prdsent

a fertile area of research and study, and contribute to a bekter under
,

standing of American cultural pluralism.

Given the unsystematiC treatment of the'topic, .as well as-he dearth

of readily available resources for use in schools, the need for a program

focusing on GreekAmericans as they interact with other ethnic'gtoups in

the context of American Mciety becomes apparent. It is to this particular

need that the proAct sought to address itself. In'this regard, the project,

madea modest beginning.

t..// /

The materials included in this volume are organized as units built

around a topic. Generally, the units are selfcontained and can be infused

into appropriate areas in the curriculum, including world .and U. S. history,
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humanities; music, and ethnic studies. Teathers_shouAd use their own

j4dgment !n deciding wheh and where the units may be infused into their
4

own programs.

. / In'developing these materials, our primary goal was to provide infor-,

v/Igtion about Greek-Americans for children and youth which would enable them

to make their own interpretations concerning the accomplishments, problems

and life styles of this ethnic group inimaking the transitiorOfrom the old

world to the new. In meeting this primary goal, we have relied on the

following principles: (1) that the description pf Greek-Americans be based

Non'reliable evidence and that the interpretation of their contributions

be objective; (2) that an inquiry approach of learnine nd instruction be
. r

utilized so that students reading and participating in activities about

Greek-Americans can be motivated to pursue the subject beyon4 the information
4

.given; (3)' that a multi-disciplinary approach be used so that students and

educators realize that the study of ethniaty'is not a new subject to be'

aided to the curriculum, but is a significant topic to be'treated from the

perspective of different subjects and disciplines; (4) that a comparative

approach be used in the sense that questions raised about the Greek-
.

Americans, and generalized findings about them, can be applied to the
y

I/

study of other ethnic groups to/which the students may belong or know about;

(5) that the individuals studying ethnic contributions need to personalize

the ideas to the extent that they can relate the springboards to their

own personal experiences and find meaning in and relevance to the described
. .

events and:activihies.

In organizing the units, we haVe followed a set format based on our

I
iv t*
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notions of inquiry teaching and learning.
2

Each unit includes,two sections--

one for the teacher and one for the student. The teacher section includes

the fcglowing.components:

1. Goal.- This is a general statement which Summarizesthe

yin
and purpose of the unit;

2. Oblgctives - These are the speci c things'which students

should gain from exposure to the unit, and are stated'*in

!!semi-behavioral" terms;

3'. Hypotheses - These are examples of possible hypotheses

which the teacher may expect the student to'reach after

using the unit. However, these are only suggestions

,may be replaced or modified by. the students

4. Background Infox:Mation -.This provides the teacher with

additional data upon which the unit is based.- The

1

material may include necessa terms and definitions,

bibliographic sources, and o her elaborations so that the

teacher who may not be completely .familiar with the topic

-can feel- con f /dent-. in teaching. the-. unit ;

5. Procedures - This component provides suggested guidelines

which the teacher may follow in order to complete the unit;

I

2
For further information

Zevin, Creative Ehcounters in
Sons, Inc., 1967, and ByrotipG
Social Issues Through Inquiry
Hall, Inc., 1975.

t

on inquiry, see Byron G. MaRsialas and Jack'
the Clgssroom, New York: 'John Wiley and
. Massialas, Nancy Sprague, and Joseph Hurst,
, Englewood cliffs,-New Jersey: Prentice-

v

Al
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6. Materials and Equipment - This part alerts teachers to

specific student materials or audio-visual equipment

--//
(i.e., cassette player, slide projector) which will be

needed for the unit;

7. Student Materials - A copy of all student materials are

_provided f4 the teacher.

,
,

The udent section includes the following components:

1. Springboards - These include materials such as specific
4k .

articles, case studies, recorded music, slides, and video-

tap E/s which the students will examine during the lesson.

Eachspringboard is designed to have students generate

their own ideas about Greek-Americans in comparison to

other ethnic groups. Our springboards provide a begin-
..

ning, not an end, to the study of ethnicity in America..

The...work on this project has been eitremely gratifying for all

concerned The ethnic groups involved, the contributors gf ideas end

mate'rials the teachers and students participating in the field-testing:and '

_ ...

the curriculum writers have all shown that there is vitality and excitement

I.

in this field. The ethnic roots which people have are to be thought of as

a ricttnational heritage to preserved, not something to be destroyed

t., or homogenized. It is in *Ile spirit that these'terials are offered for

.American students to use as a Powerful means for exploring cu'tural diver-
.

sity in all of its aspects.

December 31, 1975

vi

--Byron G.Massialas
Project Director
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A PROJECT IN MULTICULTURAL LEARNING:

GREEK - AMERICAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMERICAN SOCIETY
N.

Professor Byron G.,Massialas, Project Director '

1. Patterns of EuropeanOigration to the UnItedStates.

Examines the reasons for immigration to the tnitedStates.
Covers the advantages and disadv tages of a new life in the United
States. Identifies immirantgro ps' origin and their ethnic com-
position sin the U.S: population.

1

2. Migration from Greece
4

'Discusses the reasons 'for Greek immigpatibn to the'United
States. Examines the dowry systemand economic conditions of the
,Greek countryside.

11

. 3 Greeks Go to the United States 25
4

Examines the particular 'reasons which led to extensive mi-
gration frdmGreece. Deals with refugees from Asia Minor and pro-

.blems which arose from a reliance on currant crope,..

4. Initial Greek Contact in.rhe United States 39

Looks et.the examination proce'dures eAugtered at Ellis
-Island-and-how-this-contact-affected Greek ignigvants.

.-

54. New Immigrants lb the City 47

40.

Examines,and discusses the adViintages and disadvantages df im-
migrant concentrations in large cities., Explores the reasons why
these concentrations develop.and what kind of institutions they
provide.

5B. Residential Relocation ofImmigiinti

Examines the changes which
tions of cities. Discusses the
explores the, reasons concerning
of the city.

4- Ns

take pia& in the residential sec-
reasons for_ living in the city and
immigrantiocation in the center,

"

vii4
9

61
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Greek Employment 70

Examines the kinds of employment which Greek immigrants ob-

II :
tained upon arrival in the U.S. Discusses their qullifications and,
desires-for such jobs.

c..

7. Social Institutibpp--Social Club Activities ,85

Examines social activities and organizations in general and
identifies specific Greek social activities.

- 8. Ethnic Organizations
N. °

Examines the formation and characteristics of-Greek-Ameri-
.

can organigations. Discusses the reasdhs for and functions of
such organizations.

e.

9. Social Institutions- -The Coffeehouse

Specificalexamines the coffeehouse and its functions in
Greece and,the United States.

10. Greek Mustile. Iistrumlents

-r

Examines and identifies musical instruments native to greece.
Compares Greek music with American music.

,

108 .

11. Greek Folk Songs 131

Examines regional Greek folk songs. Identifies 'he development
and some historical information of these songs.

12. Greek Dances

'Examines characteristics and diagfams of Greek folk dances.
Discusses the historical and cultural backgrounds of several speci-
fic dances.

13; Greek-Ameripan Newspapers

Describes similarities and differences in American and Greek-
' American newspapers. Examines the kinds of news and advertisements

in Greek-American newspapers.

val.

10
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14. Greek-American Participation Ln U.S. Politics.

XleScribes attitudes and participation of Greek immigrants. in

U.S. pglitics. Examines immigrants' political trust and political
efficacy.

.

15. Ethnic Pressure Groups in the Political Syslem

,.
Examines and defines ethnic pressure groups. Identifids the .

objectives,of pressure groups and the means of achieving those
objectives.. Also illustrates the political accomplishments of ...

.

Greek-:American pressure groups by using a specifiE case studs.
.

--,.

a

Political Leaders

Examines some
ethnic background,
education relative

,

179

187

9 208

of the aspects of a political career. Discusses

socio-economic.background, persomality and
to the success or, failure of a political career:

4

I .

1
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UNIT 1 - TM

GOAL:,

To exiamtne the forces

Europe to leave their'

beginning of the 19th

OBJECTIVES:

t,

that influenced sizable population groups-from,
- J

homeland and migrate to the U.'S., since the ,
.

century.
/

.
' iI .

1. Students will be able to identify the main reasons (i.e., economic,
political and social) for immigration eo'the U.'S.

. Students will be able to list and describe the advaritages and dis-
advantages of life do the U. S. in comparison to. life in EurOpe
during the .19th century. A ry

3. Students will be able to identify the main immigrant` groups by,country
,of origin band ehe ethnic composition of .the U. S. population'

4

HYPOTHESES: , 4. -
,.

- it

. . 1
1. If a group of people are faced with a large-scale economic disasters

or political or Social persecution, then they are likelirto move
. elsewhere in search Of safety, political and religious freedom, and

economic independence.

2. Once the decision to migrate ismade, people are likely to choose
the country which offers the'best economic opportunities; .11"

3: If people are forced to leave their homeland, then they are likely
' to go to a place where theyknow, through relatives oifriends, that

. /they may find better living conditions,
. s

4. .The country which provides the best economic opportunities and social
conditions for new rife ii 14ely tb,attract the majority of those
willing to migrate.

BACKGROUND INFORMATrON:

w

During the early 19th century, many European countries-were.under

reactionary regimes, which cameinto power after the. defeat of Napoleon

1

I

V ir
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. _., . . ..f.. .

(at.Waterloo) 4iid the subsequent erosion of the liberalizing and.refoiming

.
.--.

_ideas released by the nen 'Revolution in k789.
, .,

,
,,. .

Reactipnary measures and suppression were,practicea by almost all
. '.

. i

,European regimes, forcing rebelling gfoups-e-4 individuals to emigrate.

11 4

During this period, one of the few countries where freedo6;and liberty

prevailed,lias the United States of America. The U. S. was the country

wherasmost Europeans turned iorder to escape from persecution in their

o wn. country ';The largest. number of political refugees during the 19th
N,

century:,came'from Germany, where many intellectualsprotesting the .prac-

:OF V 1

tics ofthe gOvernment were'quickly repressed by German forces. These

protests buiMinated in'two attempts to overthrow the goliernmentn 1830

, 1

and 1848. lkeseeffbrts were unsuccessful and drove train of education,.

substance, and4ceal standing to emigrate to the U. S. InadditiontO

p6litical persecution, social persecution '6n the basis of either race or

religion was one of the main factors for the formulation of a:olmigration

flow frOgi Europe to the U. 5-; (e.g., immigration ofws from Czarist .

Russia).

1
0

However, relatively poor &colic:, io,,conditions,prevalent in most

European countries was pie main force that drove the great. majority pf
. .

AO
immigrants to the-U. S. Ireland is a prime example of Migration based .

. v& $
...., .-

on economic reasons.' The feudal structure of
.

its economy, as'in many
.

-

2 .

-A. CI

4"



UNIT 1 TM
Page 3

\ 6

p
6

A

Other European countries, Could' not cope with adverse,leconomic conditions.

'Therefore, when., the calamity of the potato crop failure struck in 1846,
0 --

mostolOf the peasants had nothing to rely upon, Those who survived were

at .
sent to the U. S. at the cost of $15 per person, which was paid by the

Irish government in an aftempt to eliminate excess population. Economic

reasons were the most significant in the

.

the mafn,forces behiid political and soti

In summary, the following table'gives

in some of the European countries during
9
may #e used in the classroom to initiate

I *

various reasons for,immigvation. It may

"there were probably as many reasons for

were ,people who came ."1

sense that they 446,frequently

al persecution.

the main reasons for migration

the last century. This t 'able

a more general discussion on the

alsolbe mentioned' in class that o.

coming to,AmerIca .as there

C0.11TRY MAIN CAUSE OF MIGRATION

,Ireland
Germany
Russia
Italy ,

.Austria- Hungary ,

,

Famine .

Politics Persecution
Racial Persecution
Poverty

.

ti
Religious Persecution

Immigrants were originally weicomed to the U. S. becausethey were
,

needed as lEiborers and as new settles of the West. The English dna ScOttish
/

arrived first,. then the Irish, followed by Scandinaviihsband Germans.

The flow of immigration was relative* small until he 1870's. After

this period the number of immigrants increased, reaching an all -tide

3

1 P.

>

owe
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'UNIT 1 - TM
Page 4

I/
,.

,

high L'hund the turn of the century. ,I ,
.

The compositiceof immigrant stock changed after 1880, when increasing
or

II'numbers of Russians and Italians began to arrive. After 1900 4 the Italians

were the most populous group of immigrants.

1/
The Ehglish and the Irish settled in the cities and the Northeast.

The Germans and Scandinavians were themain force behind the agricultural

settlement of the West. Later, the Italians became one of the main sources

11

' of labor in America's large cities.\

The poem, "The New Collosus," written on the pedestal of the Statue-
1'

II
of,Liberty, compares the Statu Liberty with the Colossus of Rhodes.

4..
..

11

. The huge statue of the'Colossus of Rhodeg, dominating the harbor entrance:
,

of taancient town of Rhodes, was dedicated to the sun god, Helios, and
(

* ,

I/

:symbolized the great power of ancient Rhodes as a commercial center..

c=50030"

11
SOURCE:

o

1. Kennedy, John F., A Nation of Immigrants, New York: Anti-Defamation
League of B'naiB'rith, 1959, pp. 17-18: /

/

2. Ibid., p. 8.

./
.-7---"--

3. Ibide,, pp. 11-12.
..,

t 2

il MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
."

1/.

1. Class copies of Springboard 111.
2. Class copies of Springboard 112.
3. Class copies of Springboard 113.

I .

.
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'UNIT I TM
Page 5.

L

PROCEDURES:

'1. .The students Should be gikren five minutes to read Springboard #1,
and discussion should .follow on the basis of the relevant questions.
The background information ghould'assist the teacher in answering

. qtigstions. The students-should begin formulating, their hypotheses
at this stage.

2. The ttudenti should be given another five minutes to read and wor
'on'6.Pringboard:#2. The discussion, based on the questions related

springboard, should help the students identify the main,
groups which came to the U. S. On the basis of this discussion,

they-should be able to substantiate their hypotheses.

3. The students should be asked to speculate on the size of immigration
during the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century...They,
should compare the size of the migration with the siz of the overall

.0 population of the U. S. during the same period. For example, 1etween
1820.nnd 1920, over 33 million,people entered the U. S. as compared
Ito an overall population of 521 million in the same period.
, AI

4. Ficlally, the poem by Emma Lazarus-in Springboard #3 4hould be read
by the students. They should be expected to connect 'the meaning of

,the poem with,the large' mmigration waves that come from the poor and
suppressed European countries to the-. S.

'c)

5
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UNIT 1.- SM
Springboard #1

ReaC,the following article about an Irish family and their reasons

for going lAmerica: 4..

% )(

ids

"'-In 1844, Patrick Donnely, his wife, and three children, lived on a

farm in Ireland. Donnely did not own the farm but worked it for a landlord.

1

In return for this work; he kept a portion of the crop and gave the rest

to the landlord.

The 1840's were not'good years in Ireland. Land that had been farmed

for centuries was worm out, taxes were high, money was short, and Donnely

fotind it difficult to meet the'increasingly heavy demands of his landlord.

The Donnely family lived in a one-room but made damp by the weather

and smoky by the fire which burned for heat and cooking.' The most impor-

Eant part of their diet was potatoes grown on the farm. There was a

little milk, occasionally a piece of fish, and meat was the rarest of

luxuries.

This Vals what the'DOnnelys wed known' all of their lives and'they. "

,
might never have questioned this existence had it not been for the calamity

that struck in,1846--the potato crop was destroyed by rot. Half a million

people died in IcalaJthat year of starvation and 1,s eases resulting from,

malnutrition. For the'aRnelys, failure to produceta crop that year

meant eviction by their landlord.

There was no longer a life for the Donnelys in Ireland, and there

were many more in theesame condition. Therefore, when the government, in

an attempt to get rid of excess population, offered to 'pay th4 Donneiys'

6



UNIT 1 - SM
Spriagbbard #1
ContinU

,(

passage to America, they accepted. The cost was $15. As.hundreds sof

'thousands of their compatriots did, the Donnelyssailed for'America and

-.eventually the reached their destinatiOn--New ;fork."

04

t

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the story about

2. Why do you thinks the DOalelys left their homeland?

3. Why do you think they did not wait for another year?

4. Do you pink that the problems the Donn, lys faced were similar or
differecit from the probliets ot,er countries in Europe-faced during'
the 19th century?

5. How would you summarize the main f actors underlying migration?

AN.
4

111

7
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UNIT 1 - SM
Springboard #2 5 4

1/4

* .
. .

.

with
.-

Beginning with the largest group, make a chart and rank the various
. 1

-nationalitieg shown below according to the size of their emi atiop to,
1-

a

the U.S. Use the following map to identify the countries and the number

t

of immigrants from those countries.

Immigrants,to the U.S. from Edilope, 1900-1920

(

Ireland ngland

511,38 620,103

Scandinavia
814 921 1

I

Austria- Russia

Hungary 2,608,299.

2,001,376'
t -

r

Greece

343,510

Adapted From:

Carpenter, Niles, Immigrants and Their Children - 1929, U:S. Bureau of

Census, Monograph No.7, Washbigton, D.C., 127, pp. 324-325.
4.ft

0 At,
*4,4,

A

*a,

4

I

.

13,
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UNIT- 1 - SM
Springbdard #2
Cont.inued-

QUETIONS:

1.' From which part of Europe did most of the immigrants come between
1900-1920?

2. Based on what you' know about earlier immigration, why do you think
immigrants were so numerous from these areas?

3. Do you think these numbers increased or decr sed in he next len to
twenty years? Why "do you think! so?

4

1
11.1111111111611112111;11 SINWEINM.-1

4

fl

(,

4
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pNIT'l SM
Springboard #3

1

,

Read the following poem afitryou have read the'four queitions

4

1elow. Think about what the poem may be trying to say.

THE NEW COLOSSUS.

Not like thy brazen giant of Greek fame,'
With conquering limbs astride from land to land
.Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty, woman with a torch, whose flame '
Is the` mprisoned lightening, and her name
Mother of,Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows worldwide welcome; her mild eyes coMmand
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame
"Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp:' tries she
With sildht lips. "Give'me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearn g'to breathe free,
The. wretched refuse of you teeming shore.
Sarid these, the homeless, t st-tost
"lift my lamp beside the go14 rt." I/

11 ,

4

.QUESTIONS:

II
..

.
1. What is the poem about?

. ,.e
,

II

2. To what peopFdoes thg poet refer?

*..,
. 3. What is the significance of the poem?

i
.

significance -

=11
4. Why do you think part of the palm s written on the pedestaloT

the Statue of Liberty? ,_. *:to0 "Th..' ' .

1 g

Irwk

Emma Lazarus; "The.New ColoAsus," 1883.

4

r

10

2i
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f.
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UNIT 2 --TM

1

GOAL

To examine the conditio4s under which Greeks emi rated to the U. S.

OBJECTIVES:
e

1. Students will be able to describe the economic'conditions prevalent
.in the Greek countryside in the early 20th century.

a

2. Students Idik describe how close contact with immigrant friends
or relatives influence4 the Greek peasant living in'a small villag
to migrate.

3. Students will be able to identify the effects of the dowry system
on the life of the Greek village.

HYPOTHESES:

L. If the employment opportunities in one place do not increase as much
as the population, then the surplus population of ,that place may
eventually emigrate in search of employment. 1

2. If immigrants keep close and continuous contact with their friends
relatives back home, then their friends or relatives may eventually
low the immigrants.

3. if 'a group of peaple are convinced that their own living conditions
e not good and that .they.can easily obtain better living conditions

in another place, then these people may leave their homeland without
having a real need to migrate.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Traditions', the majority of the Greek Ropulation has been employed

in agriculture and fishing' This large segment of the populace contitutes

the most under-privileged class of the society. It is no wonder, therefore,

I

that the Greek village. has always been the main source of migration. f

Some of tjPe main problems faced by the creek villagers and hoW these

._

problems event y led tothedecision to emigrate are discussed below.

, 11
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The most important of these problems isthe,low productivity of land

due to lack of modern or adequate methods of cultivation-and feitiliza-
.

\.%tion, as well as the generally poor soil.

Until recently,.very little ha been done to improve these adverse

conditions. With lack of support by he central government., the Greek

peasants found themselves left. Ilehind in terms of economic growth and

e

they gradually grew disappointed, distrusting, and dissident.

Greek familige- have ,traditionally been'large--they formed what is

known as the."extended family." These included alb three generations--
4

grandparents, parents, and their children--reflecting an inability to

4

satisfy the growing housing needs of the increasing popidaton. These

overcrowded conditions were readily accepted as long as the children were

, .

youngsand the grandparents were able*to help with the domestic and farm

work. However, when the children reached working age and were too numerous

and burdedsyme to be taken care of by their parents, they had to seek
-

employment elsewhere, most often in a nearby town or capital village.

Frequently, they moved to a nearby village af er marrying a resident of ..

that village.

The result of the above process was the slow but constant increase

in size of most of the Greek peokTisional capitals throughout the country,

especially the disanalogous grow.th of.Atkens to its present immense

II dimensions (nearly 2.5 million today).
ss

.

The origin of Greek emlgration to foreign countries, and especially
.

to the U. S., is to be found in the structuraof the Greek Iconomy and
1 fl/

4
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... in part in the adventurous character of Greeks.

A
Fairchild said That, 1:-64e4 has always been -a splendid place to go

a

411k away from to make a fortune," and, "emigration from Greece is not a new

thing." Greeks have traditionally immigrated to the surrounding countries

and to the various European capitals.
1

During the last decades of the 19th century, the advance in communica-
o I

tion facilities, especially the establishment of overseas trips by boat

i., o, Ilirdn ,regular basis, made long-distance traveling available to more people.

t.,

the adventure-seeking Greek character pushed the first Greek immigrants

8 /
to the new land. The ability to comm unicate frequently by mail resulted

in the emigration of friends and\relatives to this new land, who otherwise

would have emigrated tosnearby Greek viirages and towns or to Athens in

search of employment. Some of themmmigrated to the U. S. because they

wanted- to experi ce life in the U.-S. (about which they heard so much)

wiout having a real need to emigrate.'
ll

Greek customs and traditions are family-oriented. The idea of migration

was acceptable only because of the possibility of constantjcommunication

between'the emigrants and their families, who depended upon their help and

support to continue age-old Greek traditions, such as the dowry system.

It is indicative of the strong family ties and the powerful Greek,

traditions that the first immigrants to the U. S. went with the-objective

orking a few years and then "returning back home," where the individuals

felt the\ y belonged. ......Th,e distance, however, between the U. S. and Greece

is too large, and ,the changes the first immigrants
wunderwent were too great.

N.
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tl

,

4.

to permit an'easy decision to return arid "backback home" again. 'A

O

number of.immigrants, after a few years of staying in the U. S., returned I

to Greece only to find it hard to adapt to an Alvironment which seemed to I

different and strange.

Another area of concern is the at4itude of the Greek governments with

regard to the various economic and political problems which Greece had

encountered Since the end of the 19th century.
4M , v. .

k . . 0 1

Greekgovernments, since 1821, faced a number of difficult and pressing

problems. One of these was the adverse economic conditions throughout
1

the country. The policies'the governments initiated to meet these conditions

were not well coordinated. Occasionally, physical or political disasters

drove Greek peasants to despair. One.such disaster is the so-called

,-.. .
..)

.

"disaster in Asia Minor," which, in 1922,. drove millions of Greeks residing

in Asia Minor under Turkish rule out of their homeland.

The lack of stability in the political field led the country to a

*number of political adventures both within the.couhtry (conflicts between
AP"

king and parliament, occasional cougretats). and 'with its neighbors (wars

11.164N'
Turkey and Bulgaria). Greek peasants had to worry about who was going

to be their,next governor, and they always had to be ready for possible

war with one of Greece's neighbors.

The gap in education between the elite and the people, atd the reported

lack of interest on the part of..- politicians forthe real benefit of the

country] resulted in a mutual distrust between leaders and the Greek people.

The lack of personal security and the threat of recruitment into ti4

14
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vt

army (often for a questionable cause); added to the pressing economic

Conditions and-made emigration thebest possible solution for a Large

segmeni of the Geek-society--the Greek peasant.
.

t

SOURCE:

.
.9

t

1. Fairchild, R. P., Greek Immigration to the Unl.ed'States, Yale University'
Press, 1911, p. 9.

1

2. Vlachos, Evangelos C.,iThe Assimilation of Greeks in the°U. S.,
EK.K.B., Athens, 1968.-4'

:.'MATERIALS AND EQUriMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard
t.

111;

2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3. Class copies of Springboard 113.

4. Class copies of Springboard 114:

PROCEDURES:

x

1. The,teacher should distribute Springboard 11f0'and ask the students for
their reaction. The teacher should write,, on the board 'some of the
solutions proposed by students for the problems faced by the peasants.

2. Springboard 92 should be disfrAuted and the 'questions referring to it .

should be asked. Again, SOMQ of the answers should be samp'ed And the
connection between the scarcity of employment' and the-dowry system
should be established.

3. Springboard #3 should be distributed And-students should begin formu-
lating hypothes"s to'explain the eagerness of Greeks to go to the'U. S.

4. Finally, Springboard #4 should be distributed,tcxthe students, and their.
responses to the questions should be incorporated in the original
hypotheses explaining the initial emigration of Europeans.

a
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UNIT 2.- $M
Springboard #1

Read the description below of a Greek.family and answer the questions

which follow:

In the little village of. Tsipiana,Ntucked away among the rocky hills

of central Gxeece,, there was living a 'short time ago a' fine young lad

with a handsome peal face, wavy hair, and a well-knit, Sturdy.fraMe. His

name was-Constantinos Panagopoulos, but the'vilfagers called him Costa,

1. and for.convenience sake we will follow their example. Costa was,.the.

`yOungek child of a family of five-7,three boys and two girls. His father

he had never known, as he had been One of those who lost their lives in

the ill-advised Turkish War of 1897, when Costa was little more than a

year old. The loss of the chief bread-winner was a hard bldw for the

11:1e*6
family, whose gircumstances had never been easy, but hey .all rose to the

nsoccasion and took Op the new burde-that.presented themselves. Fortunately,

1

thWowned a small plot of land just outside the village. 'Peri of this was

laid out in vineyardand the rest was given to the cultivation of wheat.

The remainingproOerty of the family consisted of a donkey and a few.

sheep. Thi little stone cottage in the village, too, belanged them.

This put them in indepipent circumstances, and th4x were about as well

off as the average of their fellow villagers. After the father's death,

the remaining members of the familyftivided xhAabor of cultivating their

littlt piece of grouhd among theme .As soaves Costa was able to walk,.he
5 %

used to go.out with One of his'brothers or sisters and help watch the

little flpck,of ep as they bre7ed on the hillside.

1"°' 16
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Continued 4

SOURCE:-

Fairchild, H. P., Greek Immigration to the UnitecCStates, Yale University
Press, 1911, p. 90.

11,

QUESTIONS:

1. What does thii story telliyole.

2. How would you describe the condition's of Costa's family?

3. In your opinion, were these people content with what they had? Why
or why not?

4. If they owned "acapall plot of land," how do you think they could
survive when all five of them would be older and each with a family of
his /her oign?

Try to imagine yourself in Costa's position.

o

IL
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°

I

The following article gives a description of an ald Greek tradition.,.

THE DOWRY SYSTEM

According to Greek tradition, one of a man's most important obligations

was to ensure his childrens' future happiness by arranging foi their

successful marriage. The marriage of the daughter required spehal care,

since a woman, as it was widely accepted, was dependent on her husband.

Consequently, one way to ensure a happy and prosperous life for one's own

daughter was to provide her with a sizable dowry, which her44usband would

administer for their mutual prosperity. If the father in a family was

deceased, then the responsibilities in such matters were assumed by

other.male members of the family.

/--`,
"No young'man.ever thinks of marrying a girl who is not provided with

a satisfactory dowry, and the marriage contract, amounts practically to the

purchase of the bridegroom. The fiincipie incentive for work for the

men of die country is to .secure enough money to make good Witches for
r

their daughters and sisters. liks respect, the young men show a really

4
admirable devotion to their sisters. It is quite an exceptional thing for

a Greek to think of entering the wedded state-himself until all his sisters

are married."

SOURCE:

Fairchild, Henry Pratt, Greek Immigration to the United States, Yale
Univetsity Press, 1911 pp. 39-40.

'18
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Oontinued

QUESTIONS:

1. What do these paragraphs describe?

C,

2.. Do you ftk that the dowry system helped yohng--people toA start a new

life? How and why? A
44

3. Do you think that the dowry system was beneficial for die copmunity?

Explain your answer.

'4. Do yousknow of any similar institutions? Name them.

5. Do you approye. cf such a system? Why or why not?

,4
6. Do you think there are enough reasons to justify its existence today?

Why' or why ,not?

Net
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Springboard 13

0

The material below shows Costa in a new situation in America. Read

the article and answer the questions which follow.
4

"Well-dressed men with flashing diamonds/ Ed gold watches, and a

. fascinating air of prosperity-and 1orldlines frequently drove over from

Tripoli', and sat about the coffeehouses.of the village telling strange

tales of a glorious, far-away land called America, where money could almost

be had for the asking, and where the buildings were half a mile high, and

strange carriages without horses ran about the streets. More than,this,

!here was work there for everybody and a man could aet rich in five years.

These men said they had been there and seen all these things, and so it

.seemed that it.mbst be so. The villagers Esed to hang around tflesemen

in open-mouthed wonder and Costa's two brothers were often in the grPup.

One-day, one of the flashy strangers walked out to the field where the two

b6yp,were Working-and had a long conversation with them. He asked tiem

why they did not leave this dull and poor little village where they had

no,hope of ever being better off than they were then, and go away to America

where they could very soon make a? fortune and provide a luxurious home

for themselves'and their families. He said he had a friend in Chicago

who was running a large establishment and who'needed several boys to do

easywork for him, and he would use his influence to get the boys a

position with the Chicago man. His conversation inspired the boys with,

a keen desire to get away to this wonderful land, and they said that if

they had the money they would certainly gO. But it really was no use

thinking of it, for they scarcely could get money enough together to

20
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UNIT 2 - SM
Springboard #3
Continued

supply the needs of thelfamily, to say nothing Of taking trips across the

ocean. But the wonderful man overcame every objection. He said that
#

he would provide them ticket's all the way to Chicago. Of course, he would

take a mortgage on their property% just for the form's sake, but when.they

reached America they could earn enough in a very few months to pay that

off and have some laid up for themselves.

The upsbot of the matter was the boys were won over They in turn

persuaded their mother, and in the Spring of 1901, they started for

America. Then began a period of still greater hardship for those who were

left. The entire burden of cultivating the field fell on the mother and

the two-girls, while Costa hadto spend all,his days watching the,sheep.

After a couple of months, letters began to .come frail; the boys. They were

full of'disappointment. The' establishment was a small shoe - shining parlor

'wHere they had to work fifteen or'sixteen hours a day, atwages so small

that only by diL of the strictest economy and cruel self-denial could

lr
they save even thesmallest sums weekly. Moreover, they learned that t

had been grievously overcharged for their tickets, but the mortgage was
.

in writing and die interest must be paid promptly, whatever befell.

But as the years went,y, things began to look brighter. First,

ii't

.,.. the boys wrote that they were getting better wages, a d were abile to begin

to makl-paymeitts on the prince al of the morekage. Then one'day came a

.1.dtter bringing with it enough money to pay off tjytentire balance of the
.

.

heavy debt. What a day of rejoicing that was!. Arm that time on things
I

went prosperously. Ia short time, the boys wrote that they had bought

01.
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ntinued

et

a little candy store and were going into business'for themselves. Fora
%

while after this, the letters brogght less money than before, but ,only

for a while. Soon the sums of money whith came regularly every month
4

began to assume proportions that seemed fabulous:- These were laid by,
.1. ,

II ' un'til,the totalwas sufficient to pay for the erection Of a fine new house,
r

lalmost the best one in the village.

Thus, Costa greW up with his eyes turned toward America. His brothers

were not the only ones who had gone to that wonderful land. Every year

the number of villagers who left for the United States increased, until

by thetime Costa wagiebout thirteen there were hardly any young men left

in the village. With dowry provided by the boys in erica, the elder)

daughter had been married. Her husband, too, had le t very soon for America ,

but he Promise4 to send for her soon and she was waiting in patience. The

younger daughter, though she too had a dowry, was etill unmarried--there

were so few men in the village.

fAit last, early in the year 1909, Costa received a letter from his

elder brothit. It contained several strantelooking_s414.ps of paper
IP

fastened together and read something like this:

Dear Costa:

4
The time we have been so long expecting has at last arrived. Our

businese has reached the point where we need another helper,.. and we
want you to come over and help us. Ienclose complete ticket from
Tripolis toChicago, all paid for. All you have to do is to show it to
the men as you go along.' Have dear mother give you a written paper
showing that you Have her permission to come, as you are not yet sixteen.
We will pay you,the same wages as we would pay any other clerk. Take

Chicago, Ills., Dec. 28, 1908

22
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Y

,v

the greatest .care of yourself, dear posta,_and come quickly. Kiss my
beloved mother and sisters for de. I kiss you on the two eyes.

SOURCE:

Your affectionate brother,"

p

'Fairchild, Henry Pratt, Greek Immtuation to the United States, Yale
tis

University.Press, 1911, pp. 62-64.,

QUESTIONS:

1. What does this story describe?\

2. Why do you ''think Costa's older brothers
6 a 1-

left in the first placd?

3. Can you give some reasons for Costa's willingness to go co the U. S.?

4. Do'you think he did the right thint. Why or whir not?

5. What would you have axle in his .position?

I

-\
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Springboard #4

**-1.A.s you read the following paragraphs, think about how the message

'her; would affect a Greek peasant.
.!

,Ar "Why remain to struggle for a piece of bread LTithout'any security

for the future, without honor and independence? Why not open your eyes 4

and see the good that awaits you; harden your heart and'seek your fortune

abroad, where so many of yqur countrymen already have made theitst

Why linger? To protect your parents? Today or tomorrow, whether
a

their -children are here or abroad, they will close their eyes forever.

It till be better for you to leave home and, send a little money to provide

r them in th r advancing years.

Or, are you waiting to cultivate the barren lands with the pfough--
ti

i

share and dig in the fields? Have you seen how much progress you have made

thus far?"

SOURCE:

,

'Vlachos, Evangelos C., quoted in They Remember America,
.

p. 3., Theodore
Salutos. The Assimilation of Greeks in the U. S., Z.K.K.E., Athens,
1968.

QUESTIbNS:

1. What do you think is the purpose of this invitation?

2. How do you think it would affect 'h Greek peagant?

3. Put yourself in a Greek peasant's position and try to,react tt, the
above invitation. How yould you respond to the person who wrote the
letter? Or.

) 24



UNIT 3 - TM

GOAL: 4

To examine some of the paicular circumstanees which created extensive
migration from Greece.

4. OBJECTIVES:-

1. Students will state how the livelihood of peasants may be affected
by total dependence on a single agricultural product.

2. Students will list the possible destinations of Greek refugees from
Asia Minor in 1922 and give reasons why Greek refugees would move

to those particular areas.

3. Students will discuss the effects of war, especially guerrilla war,

upon the life of the Greek peasant.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If the livelihood of the majority of a population depends heavily on
a single agricultural.product, the welfare and prosperity of these
people will depend exclusively on the quantity of that particular crop

harvested and sold each year.

2. If a particular crop fails to grow or sell well for several years in,
a row,?-then the people depending exclusively on it are likely to *mem
its cultivation, search for other employment, and possibly mfgrate.

3. When a large segment of the population of a country is uprooted, some p.-

of.these people are likely to move to the richest and most prosperous !
country known to_theme . ' ,

4. When a war takes place in a country, the rural areas of ,the country
are most affected and some.of the peasant population is likely to seek

-security in the big towns of the country or possibly emigrate to
another peaceful country.

S

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

At the turn of the century, the principal agricultural products of

Greece were vineyards, wheat, olives? 'fits, corn, tobacco, and a variety of

gaiden vegetables. Withsote variation, these are the main agricultural

I
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prodticts of Greece toothis day. Among them, raising currants was the

fundamental industry of the nation.

Greek currants originally sold well due to the currant crop failure's

1
in competing`' countries, mainly France:f However, when France solved this

Et'

crop disease problem and resumed producing currants, Greece could not

compete and its crops remained unsold.

This condition prevailed for a number of years and created acute

problems for the Greek government and the Greek people. The government

was-not in a pion to solve the problem effectively, so the peasants

found a solution in emigration. This emigration trend eventually became

a massive exodus from the Greek villages. One of the main destinations

wag the U. S. Once an older brother, friend, or relative was established

in the prosperous land, he would,step by step, take most of his able-bodied

relatives with him.

This trend-was somewhat eliminated by the Balkan Wars and World War, I.

In'fact, some 30,000 to 40,000 Greek immigrants returned from the U. S.

to fight for their fatherland during this period. However, immigration

to-the U. S. increased again with the end of .the war- in Europe.

In the early 1920's, there were approximately ,500,000 Greeks living

on the coast of Asia Minor. Greece attempted t incorporate these people

into the Greek state, and make this area Greek territory. Turkey resisted

and the war between the'two countries ended with a disastrous defeat of the
,

Greek army. As a result, the millions of Greeks, living in Asia Mihor wire

eventually uprooted and transported to the Greek mainland. The main center

26
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of Hellenism in Asiatnor hadeen the town of Smyrna. A description

of the Smyrna disaster was recorded by Henry Morgenthau, a contemporary

who was the first chairman of the Refugee Settlement Commission (the inter-

national agency set up the the League of Nations to plan d supervise the

staggering work of repatriating the million-odd destitute re gees from

Asia Minor). Its used here to present; the conditions under which thi\z

transformation took place and to give an idea of the'magnitude of the problem.

Two and a half million people were to be accommodated in a country which

could ha'rdly afford to provide fir its own population (nearly 6;000,000 at

that time). The settlement of the refugees created immense problems-in

----.JGreede and a number of international organizations fesponded, offering help

to-alleviate the/refugees' plight. Eventually, a'number of .these uprooted

Greeks sought asylum in other countries, espedially in the United States.

4
Since then, the number of Greek immigrants to the U. S. Was kept low;through

the immigration policy of the U. S., which discriminated against Southern

Europeans, and through the world economic crisis of the 1920's.

The 1940's were, for Greece, years of political, economic, and social

'turmoil. During the fotir years of German occupation (1941-1944), a large

number of men fled from Greece to join the Greek army in Egypt. An even

9larger number joined the various resistance groups inside 6ctupied Greece.

1.

The pblitical and social unrest following the liberation of the country

culminated in a di strous civil war 11947-1949). During the two yedfs of

this war, th G k countryside suffered most. Looting and murder terrified

the Greek peasants; The agricultural product was poor and was intended to

feed,anly the family of the producei. Much of this product was stolen or

27
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destroyed by the fighting parties. Many of these peasants sought safety

with a relative or friend in the large Greek towns. Most of the men were

engaged in war, and the rural population consisted of women,--children,

and older men. Nikos razantzakis, One of the great modern Greek novelists,

,

wrote a novel dealing with this period. The'first.pages of his novel

provide an excellent description'of the prevailing circumstances and the

general feeling in a small village A-one of the remotest and tost.neglected

parts oytreece.

k The events of this decade (1940's) had a profound effect on the Greek

I.
people. The economy was ruined, an d the inflation waerunning high. The

people were divided and polarized between left-wing Communist supporters

and right-wing supporters of the established order. This was the climate

under which Greece entered the reconstructiqzperiod, six years afterthe

rest of qe 'world. Again, Greece was left a few steps behind.

The advance in c ommunication facilities brought Greek villagers in

close contact with the city culture which eventually became greatly admired

and highly desirabN. These sentiments contributed to the continuation of

the'migration flows from village to town, and 'eventually from tie village to

those foreign countries which presented better employment opportunities

(e.g., West Germany). In later years, this migration increased due to the
a

generally worsening conditions for the agricultural segment of the Population

and ,because of the lack of educational opportunities due to the phronic

inefficiency of Greek educationk system. Campbell and Sherri,rd noted

that despite the immediacy of village a ffairs, men's imaginative aspirations

28
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.

were elseWhere and, etpecially in mountainous districts, ambition and

success became equated with migration.

To quote David (olden: "The young have learned that lifeeliewhere

"NV'

.16

- can be more exetirig and more' prosperous, and in 4cent, years they have

been packing their cardboard suitcases in, unprecedented numbers and taking

to the road." And as Fairchild said, "The. wonder is not that the,Greeks

are now emigrating to Atherica in such numbers, but that they did not begin

longlago."

SOURCE:

1. Campbell, Joh and Sherrard, Philip. Modern Greece, London, 1968.,
'4W .

AI

2. Kazantzakis, N kos. The Ttatricides. New YOrk: Simon and Schuster,
1964. ..

..---' --,-,-P'

3. Morgeiithau, Henry._,. An International Drama. London: Jarrolds.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard 411.

2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3. Class copies of Springboard #3.

PROCEDURES:

1. The class session will begin with an examination of the currant crop
and how the failure to selLits in part, created the Greek. migration
flOws to the United States. Use Springbdard #1.

2.' The studenisihould then Lead the description of the disaster in
Smyrna is, Sptingboard #2. They should discuss the possible-destinations
of thesCpeople, forcefully removed from their homeland.

3. The students,will then use Springboard 13 to generate discussion and
explain how the Greek Civil War reinforced migration.

29
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Springboard #1'

*Description of Currants

ti

Curranti are small berries Obich are round and smooth with a tart

flavor. The name "currant" is also given to a type ofsmall seedlese-

1 ,

raisin, used in cookery and confectionery, that has be,n grown far cen-
;

4

turies 'inGreece and is now also cultivated in California.

Currantplants are bushy, seldom exceeding six feet (two meters) in
er

height. The stems lack spines and prickles, and the flowery fruits are

born in clusters. The currant is closely elated to goosela4yries. The

currant plant is fairly hardy, growing bes In ricg,..well-drained soil

- ,

with some moisture near the surface.. Harvesting is dorlhY hqper.

There are different types of currants, and various uses include'jams,

jellies,, wines,, and pies.

The currant w is a Serious-enemy of currant bushes and gooseberry.

plants. It 'is the young, or larva,*o_i a European sawfly. Currant worms

f-

can be killed by spraying Thad arsenate on the plants. Currant plants
tor

serve as a shelter'for the fungus that
0
causes the disease white pine

blister rust, which is harmful to white pine trees. It is unlawful to

grow currant plants in states which.have large

I-

to pine forestg.

following article describes an event which caused some Greeks

to emigrate from their country.

4

A

The phylloxera epidemic in French vineyards eliminated the production

of French currants* to minimal proportions. Greece took advantage of the

p

A
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' disaster in the French crops and increased its export of cdrrants from

43,800 tons in 1861 to 100,700 tons in 1875. Eventually, Greek economy
/

came to depend heavily on this agricultural product.

By 1892, France hid recovered and started increasing its domestic

currant product. During the same year, "France introduced a high tariff

against Greek currants, the Price of which on the London' market fell over-

night by 70 percent. The currant disaster (due to the low currant price

and the unsold quantities of this product) had repercussions throughout

the economy. . . . Thus, the 1890's saw a recession that helped to begin

the migratory movement to the U. S.,
A
which betwsen.1906 and 1914 attracted_

more than a quarter of a million migrants."

SOURCE:

Campbell, John, and, Sherrard, Philip. Modern Greece. London, 1968, p. 97.

-QUESTIONS:

1. What do these paragraphs tell you?

2. Why did Greece face economic disaster when the currant crop remained

unsold?

es.

3. What alternatives aid the people in Greece have in order to eliminate
the problems created by the currant situation?

4. Would you Ray that the currant problem was the main reason for migra=

tion of the Greeks during this time? Why?

R.
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These paragraphs describe another incident which led more inhabitants
4

to leave Greece.

THE STORM BREAKS AT SMYRNA

wortwool'"The Smyrna disaster of 1922'need only be briefly mentioned here. It
,

was the cause of the great exodus of all the Greeks of Apia Minor, but it

happened so recently that many of the details are still fresh in the public

memory. Let me itemize at* of these details:

...The systematic
Turkish troops

...The systematic

burning of the Greek quarter of Smyrn
under the very eye of Kemal; c

slaughter of Greek men, women, and.children;

...The organized looting of.houses and churches;

:..The unchecked, wholesale raping of women and Amng girls;

...The segregation of all able-bodied Greek males from sixteen
years of age to fifty, who were then driven inland where
practically 41 periphed of forced labor, their destruction
being hastened by starvation and aadassi,nation;,and,

4"

...The deportation of the remaining women, children, and old men

'to Greece.

All these. atrocities were clear evidence of the deliberate intention

of the Turks to remove utterly all Greek population from Asia Minor,
)1' n

r".

pursuance of the program of the Turkish Nationalists under Kemal, by which

Asia Minor was to be completely 'TurLyfied''.

' This plan to deport or exterminate the Greek population, thus made

plain by the horrors of Smyrna, caused the immediate flight of thouiands

of Greek families from the other ports of Asia Minor. In many cases, they

were pursued out of their houses 10f their Turkish neighbors, who seemed
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spontaneously to attack them, in imitation of the Smyrna example. These

thousands likewise toured in upon the seaports of Greece proper, swelling

the flood of destitute refugees that was overwhelming-_ the ancestral land.

Within a,few weeks, seven hundred and fifty thousand people were dumped

like cattle at'the ports of Salonica and Athens, and upon the larger

Gre k islands bf the Aegean Sea, such as Crete, 'mytelee; Chios, and Euboea.

The condition of these people upon their arrival in Greece was

pitiable beyond description. They hascNeen herded upon every kin51 of craft

densely on board that in many cases they had

There:they were exposed alternately to the

that could float, crowded so
'

only room to stand on deck.

blistering Atm and cola rain

cage

of variable September and.October. In one
ry 1

h I mys if beheld, seven thousand people were packed, into a.

sel that would have been crowded with a load of two thousand. In this

'anamany other cases, there.was neither food to eat nor water to drink,

numerous

1

'stances, the ships were buffeted about for several days

heir wretched human cargoes could be brought to landi,

aid smallpox swept through the ships. 'LiCe Infested everyone.

; r''
,Babiesowere born on boaid. Men and women went insane. Some leaped over-

board to end their miseries in the sea. Those who survived were landed

without.shelter upon the open beach, loaded with filth, racked by fever;

twithoueblankeis beeven warm clothing, without food and without money.

Besides these horrorg; the refugees endured every form of sorrow--the loss

offhusbanas by wives, loss of wives by husbands, loss of childretu through

death or stxaying, all manner of illnesses.

33
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If ever the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse rode dOwn upon a nation

it was when ,this appalling host appeared upon the, shores of Greece, ghat
.' ..

was trampled by the flying hoofs of,their chargers and scourged by the
. ,.

, .

spectral riders of War, Famine,,Pestilence, and Death. But the little
+CP

Greek nation, of only five million souls, met their brothers in distress

with unshaken courage and with open arms. Every home in Greece threw wide

its doors and took in some of the refugees. In Athens, more than five

thousand rooms in private houses Were opened to them. Public schools were

turned intO hospitals, town halls were used as barracks, even the beautiful

National Opera House in Athens was filled with refugeeg, each of its velvet-

lined boxes,becoming the home of a whole family, while scores more slept

upon the flo the auditorium and on t e stairways.

Reli f work was rganized on every . In Athens, the'famous Old

Palace o :constitution quare was turned into a headquarters wherebread

/as distributed daily Co-thousanda of refugees, where lists of names were

posted for the purposes of reuniting families that had been separated in
_ 4

the chaos at Smyrna, and where the general direction of all relief measures
0 *,

was centered. 6

The streets of Athens were transformed by'the surging multitude that

now invaded them. The city had been almost somnolent before-Lis irruption.

It had been living the staid life of an orderly small capital, where business

had grown intoestablished channels and where life had settled into an

easy and familiar routine: Overnight all this changed. Now the streets

were thronged with new faces. Strange greets of Greek assailed the ear.

I
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The eye was caught by outlandish peasant costumes from interior Asia Minor.

Sidewalks were crowded. Avenues that had been pleasantly ample were now

filled with peddlers' carts of refugees who were trying to make a living

by selling a few strings of beads or bits of finery. Cobblers set up their

stools and trays along the most fashionable thoroughfares. The great rock

of the Acr polis, that rises with almost sheer sides in the very heart of

Athens, looked down upbn as strange a sight as it had seen since the days

when Phidias was adorning the Parthenon at its' summit. At its base sprang

up d new Angora, a new marketplace packed with tiny shops displaying all

*, 4

%the varieties of small merchandise that refugees could scrape together for

sale."

SOURCE:

Morgenthau, Henry, "An International Drama. Jarrolds, London, Pp. 51-53,
(no,co yright date).

ST IONS:

1.`slrhax is the story abdut?

2. What 'did these people take with theme when they left?

3. Where did most of these.people bp? Why?

II .

.4. 'Do you think that these people would stay in Greece forever or would,they
try to gb.,to another country, like the U. S., if they had the chance?

,Why?
.,

5. What do you suppose was needed by a family from Greece to travel toI/
,

.

. the U. S.? Do you'think the Greek refugees could afford a trip to

II

the U. $.?
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The Greek village described below expresses the feelings of many

Greeks during this time:

"The sun had set in Castello. It had flooded the rooftops and now

overflowed, spilling onto the dipping, narrow back streets, pitilessly

uncovering the harsh ugliness of the village. Stark and absen, the houses

were barren, stone piled on stone, their doors so low one had to stoop to

enter--and within was darkness. The courtyard smelled of horse manure)

goat droppings, and the heavy stench of man. Not a single hou:Nad a

,tree in its courtyard, or a songbird in a cage, or a fi rpot in. the window,

with perhaps'a root of basil or a red carnation; everywhere, only stone

upon stone. And the souls Who lived within these stones were hard and

inhospitable. Mountains, houses, people--they were all granite.

Rarely, evAn in the good years, was the sound of laughter heard in

.

this village; it seemed indecent, an act against nature; the old men would

turn and wrinkle their brows, and immediately the-laughteiwould cease.

And when the great feasts came--Christmas, Pentecost, Easter--and the

people ate a bit more, drank a bit more, and stretched their graceless

necks ta sing, what a lament it was Heart-rending, tragic, endless!

Trilling mournfully as it passed from one mouth to the other. What ancient

terrors, what massacres it evoked,. what slavery, what eternal hunger; Their
p

song revealed, more than their tears could, the incurable trial of their

lives, the thousands of years that had passed over them--years full of

hunger, of, the whiplash, of death. ,But they, like cliffweeds, had hooked

on to these inhuman gray rocks and would not be torn away. As long as

the world endured, these hard-headed people of Epirus would not let go.4
4
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Their bodies47d thdir souls were the color and the hardness of stone;

they had become one with it, soaked by rain, tanned by the sun, covered

by snow; all together, as though they were` all people, as though they were.

all stones. And when a man and a women left their lonely istences and

the priest came to marry them, they had not a single to de) word to say,

,they did not kflow how. Silently they merged unde e rough-woolen

blankets, wi only one thought in mind: to make children- -that they might

pass on to them theis stones, these hills, this hunger.

So many women, so few men! When they merry and the son is,planted

in the woman's womb, most of the men leave. How else can one survive in

this barren wasteland? Theygo far and are long in returning. 'Wide-flung

travelers and slow returners' the plaintive song calls them, frir they leave

their wives behind, alone. And the women wither, and their breasts-sag, and

?air grows on their upper lip. And when they go to bed at night, to sleep,

they are cdld. I

Their life is an unceasing battle with God, with the winds, with the

snow, with death. For this reason, the Castellians were not surprised,

when the killings began, brother against brother. They were not afraid;

they ad not'change their way of life. But what had been simmering slowly

within them, mute and unrevealed, now burst out, insolent, and free. The

primeval passion of man to kill poured from within them. Each had a

neighbor,,or a friend, or a brother, whom he had hated-for years, without

reason, often without realizing it. The hatred simmered there- unable to

find an outlet. And now, suddenly,'they were given rifles and hand grenades);
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noble flags waved above their heads.. The, clergy, the army, the press

urggd them on--to kill theiD neighbor, their friend, their brothe'r. Only

in this manner, they shouted' to them; can fdith and country b saved!

Murder,, that most ancient need of man, took on a high mystic meaning.

And the chase began--brother hunting brother.

Some of the men put on red hoods and took to the hills. Others

'1)arricaded themselves in the village, their eyes glued to the top of Mount

Etoraki across the way, where the guerrillas, were hiding. With whooping.

cries, the red-hooded ones would storm dawn the hill, or the black tops would

attack from below. And they would pounce on each other, flesh against

-flesh. And the sweet fratricide would begin. Women with tousled' hair

dashed from the courtyards and climbed onto the terraces, shouting, to

goad the men on. Thedogs of the village howled; they ran panting behind

their masters, their tongues hanging out as they joined.in the bunt; until

hight ewe and swallowed up the people."

SOURCE:

Kazantzakis, Nikos. The Fratricides. New York: Simon and SChtister, 1964.

S NS:

1L00 46.

1. What are these paragrapha about?

2. Haw'wonld you describe the situation of the village in this story?
.

3. What are the reasons implied by the author for the men leaving, their
village?

4.- Can you justify these reasons for leaving?

.38
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GOAL: 1

exam40 the effects of the first contact with the New World on the
Greek immigrants.

r

OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will list add describe the examination procedures which every
immigrant was subjected to upon his arrival at Ellis Island.

ii
2., Students will descri& how Greek peasants (accustomed only to peaceful

II
village life) were affected by their first contact with a city such
as New York.

1

1.

.

111.

1

HYPOTHESES:

1, If people re accustomed to a quiet village life, then, when they migrate
11% to large ties they may Initially be, confused and find it difficult -

,to adjust to the new pace of life.

2. ip peop e ;lying in poor rural areas like the Greek
count side migrate to large foreign cities, then -these people may
Change their values and beliefs to coincide with the culture of their
new environMent.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Between 1900 and 1910, around 200,000 Greek immigrants, the great

Majority of whom were single males under 40 years of age, came to the
tr

United States. Most of them came from small Greek villages and settled in

the large metropolitan centers in the U. S., predominantly in New York and

icago. These people, like those who later followed them, left behind

relatives, friends,' and ;g: entire world of beliefs and valips. Most were

shocked and-surprised bithe marvelous material world of'New York and

Chicago. They-were so absorbtd that they eventually set aside some of

their values andlbeliefs. A climate of permistiveness developed_slowly

among the Greek immigranpa, as it.did among every other-ethnic group faced.

. '39
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with similar circumstances. The harsh working conditions iahich the

immigrants had to.face contributed to the permissiveness.

The first impression of New York and other large American cities on

the young and poor immigrants was decisive and symbolized the enormous

difference between their conservative poor village and the permissive,

incredible world of the large Ameri&n city.

SOURCE:

Kennedy, John F. A Nation of Immigrants. Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B1vith, New York, 1959.

The Outlook. March 25,.190.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard #1.
6 /

2. Envelopes containing character descriptions for ro -playing vity.

3. Class copies of Springboard #2.
/1/
**sr,"

PROCEDURES:
//

/'
1. The class session should begin with the students rpiding'Spring ard #1.

The related questions can be used as a guide for/Class discuss on.

2. Select seven- students to role-play-the characters listed.in he/role-
playing activity in Springboard #1. Give/4.ach of the.seve student -

actors an-envelope which contains a de'Cription of one of the/seven
characters. Instruct the studentLactors to interpret t responsibility
oftheir role based on the description of immigrant ar ival as given
in Springboard #1 (you may want tO re-read the artic aloud before
students begin this activity). Terminate the Ole- ay activity after

. approximately 15.minutes. Encourage the acto the audience to
describe how they felt about the events which ap.ened during the role-

play activity.

3. Students should read Springboard !/2 and by use of the related questions, .

begin to develop hypotheses.
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Read the five questions which follow this article.° Think about them

as you read the description of immigrants arriving in America.

"In the middle, facing the gallery, was a tairway, coming up from

below somewhere; and up this gangWay poured an unceasing stream of immi-,

A
1

II

grants, two or three abreast. Most of the men had small trunks on their
1

heads or shoulders; the women wore shawls or handkerchiefs on their heads, I

I

ansi. led or carried small children. They came up, stolidly, steadily,
/
1

/0.- I

_

submissively, like so many cattle; and as they came, a couple of inspectors/
0

if 4

standi9g within the lane, defined by gas-pipe railings that led straight 1/
4 Iik . .

from the stairway to the end of the hall, saw that they removed the hats' /
. ,e'at ,, .

.

trunks, etc., from their heads, and that they had their tags, with numbers, /

7-,

in sight. 'The first thik they see,' explained the official, 'is the' /

American flag, as it hangs below us,here, and all hats must come off efore

e.

it.'
r

They had 1jttle time to look or understand, for they went /forward,

between4he guiding lines of railing to the first pen to their4h where

the tit..44isk, uniformed doctors stood, with a trim nurse in att ndance and

a neat array of basins, towels, etc.:behind-1nm doctors exa ned each

immigrant,' explained the official, 'for one of sevente co, agious eye

diesises that have to be watched agilinst, arid various iseases, such as

favus, which attacks the head and fingernails. When *octor finds-

disease, he chalkmarks the case, and it goes to th ital for detention

or deportation, as .the decision may be.' As the/ Ana 'cream flowed on"., the

doctors caught the head of each- immigrant, jerked ij sharply back, turning

41-
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up the eyelids with skillful finger and thumb, and if the e was no 'disease,

let the man or woman pass to the next pen. Occasionally a few chalk marks

were made on the shoulder of coat or dress. Those thuenarked went off

to the left, to the hospital."

AdaptPd from:

The Outlook, March 25, 1905, p. 731.

QUESTIONS:

1, What do these p e cribe?
:/

O

2. What was the firtt thing the immigrants on their arrival at
Ellis Island?

3. .What do you think is the impott nce, f any that the immigrants
attached to the sight of the Aican flag? Do you think many of the
immigrants noticed the flag? ,

4. How do you think the personality o
be affected by having to behave " ike c tle" upon their arrival in
the United States?

/
the individual immigrants might

I

5. -'Why do you think the doctors ha to uae chalk to mark the sick
immigrants? How would you res ond under the same circumstances?

ROLE- PLAYING ACTIVITY:

- F7
Select seven students to role- lay the following activity. Distribute

an envelOpe to each student/ with ach envelope containing one of the charac-
ters listed below. Restate/the si uation as given in Springboard 411.
Next, have students react b port sying the character in their envelope. At,
the end of tea or fifteen inute terminate the action:and discuss the
discoveries of the class./

It--

1/

Characters:

Inspector - You are to )eep theimmigranfs flowing steadily off the
boat in an organized -line. Make sure all hats, scares, and other items,

42
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L

are removed from the head as each immigrant passes beneath thttflag.

inspector - You are to keep the immigrants flowing steadily off the

boat in an organized line. Make sure all hats, scarves and other items
are removed frOM the head as each immigrant passes beneob the flag. It

has been a long day and you are tired.,

Immigrant- Carrying a few belongings, you :Lye down the gangplank,
amazed at thtsights you see. You follow all instructions and directions
given to you.

Immigrant - Carrying a few belongings, you move dorm the gangplank.
You seem alarmed at the treatment you receive.from the American officials.,

Immigrant Carrying a few belongings, you move dolt: the gangplank.
You are very uneasy about being here and are frightened by/these early
experiences in a new land.''

4

Doctor - You are to check each immigrant for contagious diseases
as they come from the boat. 'You have done this Job for several months and
the work is just a matter of routine.

Doctor - You are-to check each immigrant for contagious diseases 11

as they come from the boat. This is your first experience with this type
of work.

Note: Students shbuld not disclose the nature of their role to the other
students in the group. Give the students complete freedom to make their
own' interpretations of the rules.

, 43
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The following describes the reactions of an Irish immigrant lily

..,ueon their arrival in New York. .

"The. early comers passed wearily into the stragglitsuburbs.

Cautiously, they saw the now familiar road turn Into a crowded street.

Between the houses; the green spiFes grew Smaller, then disap e d.

.

Multitudes of men ppeared around them. ,Carts and Aaches ran all about.
4

'Tall buildings c secreted to unknown uses hemmed them in. The sun was.

' darkened. The noisn. of,nature *ere stilled. All direction wa s' gone.

This was the city: '

This1is eplace full of wondweys for those who have never seen a

.,.. .... .

city before: Amezement,tthe.shadow of so Much newness overs them.

.s
.

,

Their min rush to find a known compariso But this like nothing
. 1 ,:

,..

, _else in the woxld; town, no fair, no marketplace was ever like it.

-And the new men,. who./ery likely will spend the vest of their liNies in
4 I

a city, pause. They look at the life of the city, take in the myriad,of

.impressionsend begin to,shape their attitudes,t-O4ard urban society. . .

Patrick Donie1y was one M those new men. Starting a farm took money,

and that was sometilift Patrick did-not have. ;He settled hisiamily JA

a one -room apaitment and found a job in a construction gang.
4

In many ways, life for the Donnelysn New York was even harder'than
n

/
it had been in Irelan Hardest of, all 'was the strangeness of the city

'
.,

and the hostility of many of the people. Although the Donnelys lived
.

/

amOng a, large number of fellow Irish immigrants, there was no escaping .

a
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the bitterness whichhe and his family'clet when they ventured outside of

their circle of friends and neighbors: It was 'a kind of suspicion, a'in
0 r

hatred, that Petrick Donnely was to know for the rest of his life. His

grandchildren woAld live to see its virtual &appearancetbut that Would

be many years lateri

There was nothing in any way remarkable abodi the Donnelys' life in

America., They never again lived on.a farm--thatdreim died early. Patrick

DOnnely worked, raised his f y, and died. The things that happened to

him and his family stre vmall.ones,)put multiplied by hundreds of thougands

like the.Donnelys, they became.krery large. '''atrick ,and hisNwifit had no

education, his children had very little, but their children's children
,Ir

had considerably more and some of the great- randchildren even.wentfto
i

college, -Patrick and his wife were poor almost all of their lives. -This,

I
_too, changed for the Donnely family as the years went by. There were

other changes as the year4\ passed. Each succeeding year saw Ireland grow

dimmer and dimmer for the.Donnely family. indeed, for the children,

Ireland b&ame Tittle more than a aint memory kept alive/by/Old family

stories. What happened, in fact, was that the Donnelys and their off:-

springs became less different from other Ameiicans. V thout conscious
1

effort, each succeeding generation became less distinguishable from all

other Americans. Their presence made.the United States a different kind

of nation, tut it also.rdade the Donnelys differeht people. It is hard to

tell which changed more or which profited-more.

/ '45
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SOURCE:
.4

Kennedy, John F. A Naiiem of Immigrants. .Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith, New Yopk, 1959, pp. 18-19.

QUESTIONS:

1. What do there paragraphs describe?

2. What impressed the immigrants?

3. Keep in mind'what you knot: about Greek peasants, and imagine their
reaction to the first sight.of a big city like New York. Would it be

similar or different from the given description? State your ideas to

the class.

4. How do you think the city may have affected their behavior?
aLt

5. What do you think is meant in this story by the sentence, "and begin
to shape their attitudes toward urban society"?

r-

e

4
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GOAL: \.

O

To exd.mine the advantages and disadvantages of Greek immigrant concentrations

in large cities in the United States.
I!

OBJECTIVES:

1. Student! will examine why and how Greeks form communitiesAn a Imge

city.

2. Students will be able to identify and list some of the advantages and

disadvantages that a Greek community may provide for its residents.

3. Students will invest'igite the influence a large Greek community might

have on the rest of the city in which it is located.

HYPOTHESES:

..*;.0

1. If members of an ethnic group move to a big city (usually in search of

employment), then they are likely to settle in a part of the city

,within easy reach of theiremployment.

2. If an ethnic group is of considerable size in a given city, then

these people are likely to live in the same neighborhood and may

'occupy this neighborhood exclusively by themselves, which may result

in cultural isolation.

3. If a community.with a strong and unique. cultural background is firmly

established in a city, then it is likely that this community wilt

have cultural influence on the rest of the city and its region./

4. If an ethnic group is concentrated and established in the center of a

city, then it is likely.to provide institutions and neighborhood
life with which the immigrants are familiar.

BACKGROUND-INFORMATION:

Ethnic minorities, as they migrated to large American cities, often

concentrated in central residential areas near tpe employment center ofAV4 . ..-----

the city. The reasons for this' concentration have been the same for most

ethnie.groups. (The inability to cotmunicate in English madilt,necessary 41'

47
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for the immigrant to look for another fellow-compatriot. His ethnic

cultural needs (food, music,,dance) were only fulfilled in certain places

where members of a given ethnic group were numerous enough to support
-

establishments serving these needs, such as restaurants, coffeehouses,

It
and grocery stores selling goods from the homeland.

4-Greek communities of this kind were developed early in,the 20th

century In many large American cities, The advantage of these communities

for the Greeks was that they offered a cultural life similar to that which

Greeks had been accustomed-to in their homeland. Various institutions,

serving tt immigrants were established (chu rches, coffeehouses, clubs,

-etc.), fso-that the cultural identity'of Greeks was, to some extent, maintained

11.1.In the United States.

IThese communities also had some disadvantages. Th\existence of

strong social institutions hindered the exchange of American and Greek

I ideas, which subsequently led to,a partial cultural and social isolation of

the first Greek-Americans.

,The situation is different today because most second and third genera-

tion.Gree-Americans infrequently speak Greek, and they often maintain )1

only loose-spontact with the local Greek community.

Some large Greek communities of the early 20th century disappeared,

and tod Greek-Americans are scattered throughout the cities where they

live.' Some acquired higher social status and moved to the suburbs. In

very ,big cities like New York and Chicago, Greek communities exist-even

today, but they have different characteristics from the ones that were
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established sixty years ago by the first immigrants.

The effects, of large Greek Communities on the' rest of the city have
.

been numerous. Aspects'of the Greek culture,. such as Greek music, dance,
4

and, some kinds of food, are familiar, to most Americans today.

This lesson deals with why and how Greek communities were fOrmed,

and the advantagei and disadvantages these communities had for their

members and the' larger-community of which they were geographically a part.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies.of Springboard #1,

2, Class,copies'ef Springboard #2.

3. Class copies of Springboard #31

'4. Class copies.of Springboafd #4.

PROCEDURES: .0

1. The students shCtUld respond to Springboard by writing a fictionall
half-page story.about.theirown hypothetical rst day in New York.
Have students Share their stories with the rest of the class. ,Discuss

what the students' main ideas of "difficulty" and "hardship" are, or
other items that may-spring from their responses.

2. Springboard #2 should be distributed and the responses to the questions
should be summarized by the teacher. .

3. The students should then read and respond to the questions of SOring-
board #3.

4. Springboard 114 should: be Tdistributed and the responses do these

questions should be summarized (either orally, or on the board) by
the teacher so they reflect thie stated hypotheses of this lesson.

49
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UNIT 5A - SM _-
Springboard #1

Imagine ths) you are an immigrant who has just arrived in Net., York.

Youhave no family here and you don't speak English. You only'haVe the

address'of someone from your village in Greece who came to New York some

years ago. You haVe with yoirsoMe necessary clothing and a little money.

How would you.go about finding a job and a place-to live?

44.%
Describein some detail how7ou-would4aptnd your first day in'New -

York under these circumstances. What would iou look for?
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UNIT.5A SM
Springboard #2'

e attached map is of a fictional city. The shaded area is the part

of the own where mostly Greeks and Italians live. The non-shaded area

shows t e place occupied by other Americans. This neighborhood is not

exclUsi ely residential, since there are a lot'of stores in the area. The

first floor of the majority of these buildings is occupied by some kind

of busin ss: grocery stores, barber shops, coffeehouses, restaurants,

booth ks, fruit stores, candxstores, and newbpaper,stands..

agine that you are a Greek, immigrant without a 144owledge of English

' -and have little money. Now consider the map and try to choose a jot; and

an apartment to live in so that you minimize the distance between work and

home..

Be prepared to explain your choice of job and housing. What did you

take into consideration before you decided where to seek employment and

51
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UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #3

4

EXPLANATIOR OF GREEK WORDS: .

Thio Kaphethes.... Two Coffees (it is an
order to the coffeehouse
owner to prepare two coffees)

Loukoumi, Baklava,
Khalva Greek sweets

Giaourti.. Yogurt

ilaffi Pastry

Kappheneion., Coffeehouse

011opoleion Liquor Store (Wine Storie)

Typographeion Publishing House

Catastimata ,...Stores

AMERICA'S VEST-POCKET ATHENS

t is an ancient saying that New York contains "more germs than

Germany, more parasites than Paris, and more dubs than Dublin"; but all

America cannot boast more Greeks than Athens. Athens has 160,000--America

has 100,000. The Transcript of Boston, a,city sometimes called the Athens

of America, brings the news that the neighboring town of Lowell has more

than 10,000 of them. If Boston cannot show an equal number, then the presence
4F

of so many of the real Hellenes in a neighboring city may prove a strong

argument for crowning a new locality. Lowell'i Greek population is estimated

by the Hellenic paper of that city, the Erevna, and in further exposition of

those claims, the Boston paper remarks.

"Passing over the fact that comparati ly few of our Hellenic residents
4
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UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #3
Continued

may be described as Athenians in the literal sense - -being very largely

PeloPonnesions or .from Saloniki and the north- -the designation is not on

the whole inappropriate. The scenes are such as one might find in the

'Odos Ermou,: or in Syntagma or Omonia Square. There is a free-and-easiness

'in some of the byways that would recall the chaste s on of the 'Street

of the Red Shoes'--as tourists term it--under the'shadow of the Acropolis.

One misses the persistent hammering of the Street of the Coppersmiths, and

no festoons'oOlft(slippers hang from the door-posts; but the coffeehouses

are there in full blast, and dominoes click, the cry of 'thio kaphethes'

is heard in the land, and the occasional trickle of melody from a tibble,

or other rudimentary instrument, may be detected--not to say a quaver chorti.

of that indescribable kind that associates,with the lilting.Greek. .

""N. 4

Seek a cool cellar and you will see stalwart Hellenes stirring great

kettles of sirup destined soon to flower forth with "loukoumi," or

spreading thin layers of pastry and honey to be vended as "baklava."

"Khalva" you may buy as ready in Lowell`as in Crete. The ruddy eggs o -f)

a

Eastertide know their season. Over your he'd behold the sign, "Xenodohion

phagetou kai tou hypnou" (Hotel of things to and to-sleep), offering

ref 0
shments to wayfaring man--if you care to sample it. Giaourti and

pilaffi arent unknown. No lambs are roasted whole in curbstone ovens,

but the for them is doubtless there: The Greek community is

largely sufficient unto itself, providing that things that are requisite

and necessary as well for the body,as for the soul.

Political activity is as much in evidence there as'in Athens; too,

54
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11
c s sufficieyit to sdtlsfy the most fastidious. ;You will not hear

English spoken in ten blocks- -and scarcely ever will you see an English

sign. Ten to one, Themistocles would find himself more at home there than

would the Listener or th- Nom The kappheneion, the oinoponleion, the

UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #3
Continued

we understand, and that, in -the/ argol of the cultivated Boston periodical,

is "going some." For, we learned.

An election is the breath of. life to the local Hellene, with the

advantage hat it usually carries with it an aftermath of recounts and

11

typographeion, the kaxastamata ould be no mystery to him. Give us an
l

.. Acropolis with a ruined temple or two, a university, and an art museum

1

simulating the classical in outward show, and mayhap. a Boule', wherein to

hold voluble acidulous debate, and Lowell will make a fair modern Athens

indeed.
10.

The Greek keeps pretty much to himself. He emerges-to engage in

gainful toil--ih the mills, perhaps, or as-a.vender of fruit, or an /

embellisher of shoes in quarters other than his own. But thit done; he

retires at nightfall, either to his own colony or to 'his little suburbarie

farm, and becomes for a few hours once more a Greek, untouched by the

4

changed conditiong around him, chattering gaily in his wonted language- -

which untutored persons still refer to as "dead"--singing, dancing, sipping

coffee and mastika, and sleeping in joyous j taposition with hi entire

family quite as At home. He prints his own n spapers, embellished wl.th

-'advertisements which he has some difficulty to spell--because his alphabet

doesn't always fit. "Sodaphountain," "O'Solivan," "Khaiou"--this last you

410,
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UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #3 :
Continued

41

- .

might not know was "Howe" unless you were told--w111 serve as samples. How

he gets around "Lowell" I don't remember--but probably he makes it "Louell,"

not having been blessed-by the Almighty with any "w" in his font; for he

persists in regarding the lower-case "w" as an "omega" and gives it that

,
r sound. Altogether, he is_a hospitable, a thrift} yet a ganerss'soul.

II e puts his money in a bank--which he refers to as a "trapeze" to give his

classic word°its more familiar American fore When'hereis enough of it,

II ) he sends it home as a marriage portion for his sisters, or else he goes back

0
.- himself, only to weary of tha homeland and return."

SOURCE:

Literary Digest. March 17, 1917, pp. 743-744.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is t is story'about?
A

2. What kind of community is described heKe?

3. What is the main similarity,in your opinion, of this town and Athens,
Greece?

4. Explain why,Greek is used inaost of the stores.

5. Name some of the most characteristid Greek activities that take place
in this neighborhood. f

a
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UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #4 "vor,

---:7r3rrp"t-

0'

The folf6wing paragraphs are'patt of a 1pngthY story in which the
-4

author, Harry Mark Petrakis, describes events of his Childhood.

"You ate a bonehead. You don't understand that a whole nation and a

people are in this store."

I looked unedOkly toward t 8torerocxn in the rear, almost expeAing

someone to emerge.

"What about olives?" he cut the air with a sweep of his arm. "There

are olives of many shapes and colors. Pointed black ones urn-icalamata,

oval ones from Amphissa, pickled green.olives and sharp qua yellow ones.

Achilles carried black olives to Troy and after a day of savage battle

leading his Myrmidons, he'd rest and eat cheese and ripe black olives such

as these right here. You/have_heard of Achilles, boy, haven't you?"
i -

"Yes," I said.

"Yea, Barba Nikos."

"Yes, Barba Nikos," I said.

I motilned at-the row of jars filled with varied spices. "There is

origanon there and'basilikon and daphdeana sesame and miantanos, all the

marvelous flavorings that we have used in our food for thousands of years.

The men of Marathon carried.pmall packets of these Spiees into battle, and

the scents reminded them of their homes, their families; and their

He rose and tugged his napkin free from around his throat. "Cheese,

you said. Cheese! Come closer, boy, 'and I will educate' your abysmal (hope-

4w; leis) ignorance." He motioned toward a wooden container on the,countet.

1#
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Springboard #4

---.Continued

"That glistening white delight is feta, made from goat's milk, packed in

wooden buckets to retain theiflavor. Alexander, the Great demanded it on his

table with his casks of wine when he pltnned his campaigns.r

He walked limping from the counter he window where .the piles of

tomatoes, delery,,and green 4ppers clus d. se all you see here

fr i\
arefsonde andom vegetables." Hes%did not wait for me to answer. "You are

dumb

safad-.

These are some of the ingred .that go to make up a Greek

ou krok wt a Greek salad really is? A meal' in itself' an

experience, an emotional involvement. It is created deftly and with grace.

st, you place large lettae 1paves'in a big, deep bowl." He spread his

\-1

r

'fingers and moved them slowly, carefully, as iqe weV-arranging the leaves.

"The remainder of the lettuce is shr 'ded an piled in a small mound," he

said. "Then..fomes celery, cucumbers, sliced lengthwise, green

peppers, origanon, green olives, feta, avocado,'and anchovies. At the end

' you dresslit with ledon, vinegars and pure olive oil; glinting golden in the

light."

He finished with a heartfelt nigh and for a moment clo'sed his eyes!

Then he opened on eye to mark me with a baleful Antensity. "The stoe'goes

that Zeus himself created the recipe and assembled and mixed,the ingredients

on Mount Olympus one night when he had invited some of the other gOdasto

dinner."

4. ,1

.
. .

1

:He turn d his back on me and walked slowly again crows th store,
. p

dragging. one soot slightly behind him. I looked uneasily at the clock,
.

i
...

1,

which showed that it was a few minutes past one. He turned quickly, and
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Springboard 1 #4

tinued
1

startled me. "And everything else in here," he said loudly. "White beans,

lentilsgarlicl crisp bread, kokoretsi, meat balls, mussels and clams."

He /paused and drew a deep, long breath. "And the wine," he went on, "vane

from Samos, Santorini, end Crete, retsina and mavrodaphne, a taste almost

as old as water . . . and then the fragrant-melons, the pastries, yellow -'"

diples and golden loukoumades, the honey custard galatobouriko. Every-

thing a part of our history, as much a part as the exquisite sculpture in

darble%, the bearded warriors, Pan and the oracles at Delphi, and,the nymphs

1

dancing. in theishAdowed groves under Homer's glittering moon." He paused,

out of breath,again, and coughed harshly. "Do you understand now, boy."

He watched my face for some response'and then grunted. We stood

silent for a moment until h cocked his head and stared at the

"It is tine for you to leave," he motioned brusqueiy.toviad the door. m*e....

afe square now. Keep it that V

I decided the old man was crazy and reached behind the counter for my

jacket and cap and started for the door. He celled me back. From a box

he drew out several soft, yellow 4figs that he placed in a piece of paper.

"A bonus because you worked well," he said. "Take them. When you, taste

they, maybe you will understand what I have been talking alio",

I tocethe figs and he unlocked the'door and I hiirried from the store.

looked back once and saw him standing inthe doorway, watchinkme, the

swirling tendrils o''food curling like mist about his head.
-4. . , . .

.4

,I ate the figs late that night. i'forgot about them until I, was in
- .

..

. _,--; .
- . .

bed, and Chen f'roaeand took the package from my jacket. I nibbled at

4
ti
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. UNIT 5A - SM
Springboard #4
Continued

rti

one,14then ate them all. They broke apart between my teeth with a tangy

nectar, a thick sweetness running like honey across my tongue and into the

114.. 4

pockets of my cheeks. In the morning when I woke, I could still-taste

and inhale theirtagrance.

SOURCE:

Petrakis, harry Mark. Stelmark: A Family Recollection. pp. 58-61.

4

QUESTIONS:
r

1. What is this story about?

2. What kind of store did "Barba Nikos" own?

3. What :kind of merchandise did he sell?

V,
4. Why.do you think he attached so much value tghis goods?

5. In what kind of neighborhood do you think his store was located ?'

6. Who would you think could buy his merchandise?
o

1. How %add you charagterize Barba Nikos' behavior toward the duihor?
Would you say he Was just too sentimental, or too stubborn?

8. How do you think Barba.Nikon changdd his feelingstoward.Greek culture
(his Greekness) after years of staying in the United States? Would .

- you say that he did not change at all?
1

' -

.y
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UNIT 5B - TM

A

GOAL:

To examine the changes which take plaqe in residential areas located
to the center of a city.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will examine and list how and why some families decide to move
from their residence near the center of town to another neighborhood.

2. Students identify and list the reasons why newcomers move to
residential areas near the center of a city.

16

3. Students will identify and list by ethnicity and social status the
people who are Likely to occupy residential,areas near the center of
a city.

HYPOTHESES:

i .
.

1. If central residential districts are abandoned by their original residents,
then these districts are likely to be occupied by lower income groups,
including immigrants and ethnic minorities.

2.' If ople m ve into a city in search of employment, then they are
I likely eside near or in a place easily accessible to their source
'of employment.

3.' If people seek to improve their economic and social position, then they
Are likely-to seek better housing in the process of kchanging their
"lifestyles.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
,

. 4
The majority of Ameticanicities today are becoming increasingly

suburban
-

. The-. origiiial occupants of the center of a city move to suburbs

morein,iearch'of better housing, more space414 , and more green areas for-their

:children to play in. This trend started in the 1930's and took monumental

,
.

dimensions the 1950's and 1960's with the widespread use of private

761 ,

141
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automobiles.

New housing,in general is built prlearily for higher income groups

I,
because the e are the ones who can better afford a new house. Consequently,

the housing market is middle anditr-Upper class oriented. Most of these
-I

houses are hunt in the suburbs of the.cities because of greater availa-

bility of space and cheaper land costs. ,Eventually, as the city grows, the

fashionable residential district moves outward from the center, and the

obsolete houses left behind by the well-to-do are occupied by the poor,

particularly ethnic minorities and recent immigrants: This whole process

41,
is called "filtering process,"and a great. number of studies and articles

can be found on the subject. The abandoned homes are often called

1.
"transitional zones," and they can be found in almost any large American

41

or European city. Some of these abandoned neighborhood eventually-

bdcome exclusively occupied by a single ethnic group d provide service

and institutions particular to this. ethnic group. The process of "filtering"

is the subject of this lesson.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
.

1: Class copies of Springboard #1.

2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3. Class copies.of 'Springboard #3.

PROCEDURES:

1. Springboard #1 should be AiStributed to students, allowihg time for
reading: 'Responses to the questions should generate discussion in
the class dmong the students.

(
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Page 3

at

Procedures: (continued) -*

2. Springboard #2 should be distributed to the students. fter the students
read it, they should answer the questions and compare t is fax:lily with
the family of springboard #1.

3. The students should read Springboard #3 and try to conpEct it with
Springboards #1 and 2, after answering the related quesTtons.

I

J
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UNIT 5B - SM
Springboard #11

'Mr-C. Johns has recently been promoted to the position of assistant

off
manager in the company .whe he works. His wife suggested that they

could now aqord to buy a sailboat, something of which both Mr. and Mrs.

Johns and their two children, Steve and Mary, had long been reaming.

Mr. Johns agreed and a week later they went looking for a sailboat.

However, they had a problem; their home did not have enough parking room

for the storage of the boat. They were afraid that if they left the boat

in front of their house on the road, something would happen to it. A

lot of new people had been moving into the neighborhood and they didn't

feel as safe aebefore. Consequently, they decided to postpone the purchase

of the sailboat until they moved to a better house with more space, where,

they-would feel safe in leaving their boat out in the open. Besides the

larger parking spaCe, they would have more room in the house for the

needs of their growing children. Additionally, Mr. Johns would be able

to more frequentlIlinvite some of his friends and new associates to their

hoine. Since his promotion, hekhas many more social obligations. -

N
Two days later, the Johns' contacted a realtor and a "For Sale" sign

appeared in their,front yard. During the next two weeks, a number of

people visited them and looked around. Mrs. Johns did not like the fact

that people who'were not even able to speak good'English were.asking

quedtions aboutler house. Actually; Mts. Johns would have preferred to

sell her house to someone tlboy knew and trusted', but thele. friends-were

no longer-staying in'that neighborhood either. Eventsially, the 'Johns! had

64 q
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Springboard #1
Continued

to sell their house to the person who would offer the Alost money.

Since the newcomers did not have much money to invest in housing and

all of their old neighbors and friends were moving out, the price of houses

in the neighborhood started to drOp. The character of the neighhorhood

was changing drastically. Most of the new people worked in the center of

town and wanted to live near their work because they could not afford to

travel a long distance .from home to work each day.

Three weeks later, the house was eventually 'sold and the Johns'

started moving out. Steve and Mary were excited about their new house,

which they liked very much, but on the other hand, they felt sorry about

leaving their familiar playground. The last day, before the Johnd' were

gone, the new occupants came in to inspect the house and decide where to

put their furniture.. They had a strange name and Mrs. Johns could hardly

pronounce it. The newcomers -were a family with three childrdn, and Mrs.

Johns, remembered that she_coUld not understand the language of the two

youngest children.,

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the story about?

.

2: Try to imagine Alp is going to occupy the Johns' original house. What
do you think his occupation will be? His education?, Is he going to':
be married or single?

,x

3. Where do you think the\Johns' are most likely to move? W4?

4. Why do you think the new occupant of Mr. Johns" old (original) house
was attracteeto that neighborhood?

4'
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Springboard #1
Continued

f

5. How would you characterize the desire of Mr. and Mrs. Johns to move

out of their neighborhood?

6. What do you think were the main reasons for the change of residence

for the Johns family?
4,

7. Do you Oink Mr. Johns would have wanted, to stay in pis old neighbor-
hood even if he did not have the problem with the boat's, storage?

8. DO you know,of any similar circumstances in your neighborhood or se-

where? Describe them.

r
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Springboard #2

The following passage is partof an interview with Mr._ Paul Demetriou

(a Greek immigrant) and his American-born wife. They talk about their

past and present life.

The interview took place at their small restaurant which they now-own

andoperate. 'In this part, Mr. Demetriou talks about their house.

"No, no car no We have awned several cars. However, we have never

- owned our own hom . I used to buy a new car every year. In that

way I could keep a better lookinNey all the time and get a better
,
trade-

in price._ Houses are too expensive to keep up, and the taxes will break

you. I'd rather rent and save the difference. But my wee, she wants a

home."

"I surely (16 want a home," his wife said. "I'm tired of moving from

house to hoUie and ruining our furniture. Besides, living downtown over

the store, this, way is no way to rear children. They run wild in-the

streets for lack of a yilzd to play in."

"Well," he retortelt; "You ought to be glad you're living and able to

move."

"That's just the way you talk," she'replied. "You never give your

family's comfort and welfare a thought. Money's all you think of. If

you had our interests at heart you wouldn't have us living over the store

he children to come in contact with all the kinds of people that come

and go here."

67
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Continued

I

Ado ted fro

1939.

Sadie B. Hepsby's, I I

1
I

. . . Maybe we'll save a little money," July

QUESTIONS:
41#

1. Why do you think this family never bought a house for themselves?

2. Can you justify the husband's attitude?

3. How would you compakiXthis story with Mr. aqt-Mrs.

Are there any differences or similarities?

$

68
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UNIT 5B - SM
Springboard #3

(

This is a list of commercial ads tt4 a newcomer in a town is likelf10

to see in the local newspaper.

TO RENT: Room for single person, with co g facilities. Lc#7 rent.

No 'deposit necessary. 830 B dway Avenue.

N%.

TO room with running water, and private toilet. Central

location. 713 East River Road.

TO RENT: Nice house in very convenient location. Adequate for a family.

Newly repaired. 125 43rd Street.

TO RENT:. In the center of town, rooms to rent with all the fac34ties.

Very low rent. 'No references necessary. 452 3rd Avenue.

TO RENT: Close to your work,-apartments and rooms in convenient location.

Favorable terms. Cooking facilities, and running water.

52 2nd Avenue.

TO RENT: Small houses; apartments, ell conveniently located within easy

reach from downtown. Apply in person, 375 West Boul-evard Street.

TO RENT:. Reliable gentlemen only, to occupy newly redecorated apartment

in central location. References necessary. 637 6th Avenue.

a /
QUESTIONS;

1. If you were toning to town to find a job and wanted to get a place to

live, which of the places advertised here would you consider first?

Why?

2., Assuming that you have very little money, what would you be looking for in

your new residence? Why?
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UNIT 6 - TM

GOAL: /
.1

//
a '

/
To examine ple types of employment of -the first Greek immigrants,in

United StOes.

A

mufil>54

.
Students will consider how the padrone system influened the choice

of jobs for the first Greek immigrants.

2. Students will investigete the handicaps which Greek immigrants had--
when they were looking for employment; namely the lack of skills and the

lack of knowledge of the English language.

3. Students will identify and list some of the kinds of work a Greek
immigrant was in a position to take.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If people immigrate in search of employment, then they are likely to

take low-paying, manual labor jobs.

2. If people are in search of employment and do not have the skills ''and

the knowledge of the language of the country they live in, then they

are likely to look for help from their compatriots already established

in the new country.

. If some people in, one country are eager to emigrate, then they may not
examine the motives of the people who offered to help them.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

After the Civil War, thiVnited States was a huge country devoted to.

rapid economic, development. The mainsdurces of the country's affluence

were:

-1. The huge.agricultural fields newly-acquired and

opportunities for occupation and wealth.

" 70
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2. The industrial revolution which absorbed thousands 9f.

workers and offered the market many new materials.

The United States eventuall$ became a large importer of working hands.

4A small portion of those immigrants consisted of 'reeks whose massive

exolly from Greece lasted Until after World War I.

The settlement patterns of Greek immigrants were similar to, those

of the Irish, German, and Italian immigrants who preceded the Greeks.

Initially, their occupational characteristics were similar too.-- As new-

comerst, Greeks would undertake jobs pre'Viously held'by other immigrants who

had come a few years earlier. They would also become employed in other new

services which became pecessary due to thefact expansion of urban and indus-

trial centers.

The labor needs of the American economy we're largely satisfied by the

earlier immigration flow consisting of othei ethnic minorities. Greeks,

beint one df the latest ethnic groups to arrive in the U.S., were compelled

COt remain in the large urban areas, often the port of arrival, where it

was easier'to find em+yment, which very often was neither satisfactory

nor rewarding.

The attitude

.they found in the

work in general.

11111

of the Greekimmigrants towards the employment situation

U.S. was influenced by their traditional altitude towards

Their cultural and religious baCkground affected not only

8ti
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I

their behavior at work but their.overall rOction towards-the new social. .'. . ,

conditions with which they came into cantact in the U.S., and finally their

-ad.pimilation into the American society. q

The business cycle and the frequent fluctuations df the industrial..

sectors influenced the number of-ammigrants in tfie U.S, each year. However,

these changes had a minimal effect on the Greek imMigrat ion flow for two
Q.

reasons:

1.. Relatively few Greek immigrants were imployed by -the big

industries; instead, tM.y were mostly self-empliqed.

2. Greek immigtation had its origin in Gteece more than it had

in the U.S.

.t
One of the greatest problems 'an immigrant faces s the language '

_ ..

. ,

problem and the resultant lack of communication with other people. The
.

. . .

social life of 'Greeks was at that time. centered around this basic fact,'
.

.

end all social activities had. a strong Greek character. The various social,

prganigationsweterexclusiitely Greek With the emphas,is on various aspects

of Greek tracy.tio . .The coffeehouse, the raditiOnal after-work meeting

piece, was transplanted too. Greek immigrants in the, p.s. were precondi-
,,U -

tioned by those facts. They were c4elled to seek and accept the help of
4

. . 2

their compatriots,until at least they could get acquainted with tfie language
., .

. :

. and the country. They were taking jobs that other people who had'arrived before

o'

them did not want anymore, TINOM job an immigrant would tali,* depended

ilso onthe location of the job,inArelation to his rOldencee 7

,4
172 "
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Most of first Greek immigraftts that arrived du'ring the beginning

of the 20th century-ih the U.S. were employed in unskilled nual jobs.

HOwevet, relativery, few of them worked in railway construction, which

46

occupied a great-number of the immigrants from other countries. Instead,

Greeks became petit entrep'reneurs(small businessmen). Another popular

occupation was "peddling,".-which eventually transformed tle fruit, vegetable,

and confectionary shops. AnoiheT dype of employment very' popular among

'Greeks was, and still is, the restaurant business. Frequently they-
;

started with dishwashing, cooking/and waiting, and gradually would opens

their own restaurant. Restaurants are perhaps the largest single empyers

of Greeks in the U.S. and other countries as well.
*MP

The padrone system was .tine of. the most common ways Gieeks found their

way to the U.S. It worked like this: A Greek businessmann in4the U.S.,.

operating a small business,of some kidd,.upuld invite youngetersfrom Greece

to work for him. Very often they were relatives or people from his village.
. ,

, 1
; . L

yHe 'wcmld pay them a minimup.amount of money plus room and board, which was

limited to a single, room, bread, cheese, olives, and occasionally some

meat for lunch.: The employer would profit from thil.relationship and ,

the youngsters, who were originally attracted by the amount of money which,

1 by Greek stftdards, seemed so high, quite often were-afraid'to oppose their

6

. ,

a

AFIli"
boss. 'They Werg ignorant of their rights and of,other possible job oppbr

s'i4

tunitios becaude of their lack of, knowledge of the English language., Years
0

4

after theinaitiva , the youngemAoyees would have saved some money tor' , .
-

. .

start their Own businesses or try better jobs.
. ( .

.

. 6

, 4 W,
.

,.- 84,. .
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Page 5.

O

I

tiATCRIALS AND EQUIPMENT :

1. Class copies of Springboard 11.

2. Class copies of, Springboard #2.

'3. Class copies Pf Springboard #3.

PROCEDURES:

1

1. Students should read Springboard #1 and answer the qdestions concerning

the story.
1

o'.

It'

.11 Springboard #2 should be given to the students. Their response to
a

this should be general d14cuse4on in the classfoom.

.3. Springboard #3 should b'e distributed and discussed by _ttie studentsA
Answers to these questions should relate'to the 'previous 'springboards

and siicardbe-siitiecitiat-citjlge a zation of-the days -lesson.

14.

.7

9
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Springboatd #1-

The following paragraphs ate from an article. which appeared in the
magazine, Survey 853) in September? 1911, and deals with the padrone
system and how Greek youth were exploited by'other Greeks already established
in the.shoeshining bUsiness:.

THE GREEK BOOTBLACK

"Iit 1883 , there arrived at the varioysllborts of the United States a

total of 73 Greeks, which ise.larger number than came in any preceding

year. -This figure has steadi1 increased until, in 1907, 46,283 persons

, ---
of this nationality were admitted to our country. Owing to economi

/ .4rpor

turbapc4., the total decreased in 1909 to-20,262, but it can rdadily
..

be seen that even this uumber yearly, unless properly assimilated, is suf-
-6

fictent to produce a serious case of civic indigestion.

Of this number, it is impossible, owing to the lack of.statistics, to

state the exact percentage .of boys destins4 to pass the/rtyouth in the
,.

4
semi-slavery of the bogtblacking'establiahments. In 1904, however, an

g
investigation of this qvstior1 was conducted at Boston for a pey.bd of

tag
four months. During this time, there'arrived 898 Greek lads between the

4

ages of ten ands eighteeen years; 127 of whom Are returned. Of the remainder,
0

a conservative estimate places the number of boys whoyfll eventually.

.

become bootblacks at lout1000. , I

*Americans are appalled at the thought of parents thus voluntarily

placing their sons at the mercy of an un world. A study' of modern'
-

Greek life and customs, however; reveals tb t that among the poorer

)
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9

classes, at least in the-central.districts of the Peloponnesus, there is a

widespread custom of sending boys even at the early age of ten and eleven

years away from home to earn money and Wp'support the parents. These poor
.

lads are-sent to larg' cities all over Greece and to Greek cities in Turkey.

The contracts under which they are bound out are hard. The parents are first
.

paid from 240 to .250 drachmas (about forty dollars to fifty dollars) for

eachboy. The lads themselves then receive the equivalent of from ten

dollars to twenty dollara'per year each, d heir food and shelter. This

food is bread, cheese,.and olives, with meat wi.ce a week. Egth 'boss'

( usually provides one or two rooms for his-force, where they take turns

about preparing their *panty meals. Their hoUrs are very'lcing, from six in
,

the morning until eleven'or twelve at night, every day in the week a ting-...

some Greik chdrch holidays.

In Athens alone there are said to-be about1,000 of thesd.urchins,

and their wretched condition has attracted th attention of the Parnassus
1 I

Club, an ultra-fashionable organtzation4whic , under the patronage of the

Queen,, has established night schoolo for them, and succeeded in inducing'

some of the 'bosAlts' to permit them to attend by,altAletatrng their working

force.

A boy sixteenyears of ag or less, whoGannot read or write English,
if

comes in the majority 4, the states, under the jurisdiction df the truant

,officer bilt an official investigator will, find that when a boy's dge is in

t

I
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-11
Continued

'question, there seers to be ar entire absence of Greek numerals between ten
I

and seventeen. Ei)ery Greek working boy is seventeen or more, and when,

.11
in the case of a lad manifestly younger, some proof is demanded, heinvari-

s.

ably produces what purports to be i certificate of baptism, and which estab-,

lishes his age as at least seventeen. One wonders sometimes if there is;0( a,

central- bureau which sells these certificates at so much the hundred.

.

_

Lowell, Massachdbetta., has sought,to-alleviate the condition of her

foreign youth .by passing an ordihance requiring the attendance aOnight

schools of all those persons twenty-one years of age or less who cannot o

speak, read, andkwrite English. This 'measure would at least afford these

lads some respite from their arduous labo'rs, and grant them at least a taste

of that knowledge for which they crave, and which would fit them to demand

better conditions for themselves. At (he samd time, ft would necessitate

either more work ,for the truant officers or, in the case of the larger cities,

the appointmeAt of an officer for this sp ial class. The rescue of this

immense army of- lads doomed to Ignorance by tc unscrupulous greed of their

masters wo uld surely justify either alternative."

.

l'

SOURCE

Terhune,
t

Leo lOgnedict /le Greek Bootblack," The Survey 7rEditorial Grist,
.September 16,71911, pp. 852 -854. u o- .,

, )

QUESTIONS

1:What 'is the sl'oryabdyt?
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QUESTIONS (continued):

2. What do you think made the young boys akcept tnis kind of work?

3. Who do you think initiated this system, and'what-was its purpose?

4. Why do you think the young people did not complain about their long
tours of work?

5. How would you react if you were in the'position 'of one of
described boys?

I

A

above

ct 0 ,
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Springboard #2

47

I

6

The following is a list of advertisements from the New York Times in
1907:

HELP WANTED - MALE '.

Wanted - bookkeeper; thoroughly experienced double entry; office manager;
$1,200, Business Opportunity Co., One Union Square.

Wanted - good opportunity for well-bred boy, 16 or 17 years old, with
good judgment and willing to work, to learn export business;
high school graduate preferred. Apply: N.O.W.;''Box 205, Times_
Downtown. References necessary. \,

Wanted - boys, bright, clean4cut; Americans only; excellent chance fOr
exceptional boy. Lyon, 318 B'Way( NO ADVANCE. CHARGE. .

Wanted a bright young man in the °Met. of a large department' store;
two or three years experience necessary; neat handwriting and 'bust
be capable of adding columns of figures correctly; good povition.
Store, Box 150, Times Square. References necessary.

Anted - insurance solicitors, men accustomed to approaching the better
cl ses, can connect with the best-selling real estate proposition.

g Island. Must speak English, have completed high school
chmond,-Room 201, Brunswick Building. References,need,ed.

Wanted,- Greeks to get the best jobs in the city. I can place you in top
jo where English is.not.required, for commission. See Mr. D. at

Athens Way. Can also work housing arrangements.

Wanted - ten bricklayersVfth,Street and Avenue.B.
. .

. . . ,

Wanted ,- driver for bakers Wagon; 'nkight man.; securityit steady pOsl.tion.
. Coy885 Columbus Aveneu; .

.
.

.

Wanted - carriage porter; man `to wash panels and care for new carriages.
Br7ster and CO., and 47th Street.'1

Wantet - office Assistant in wall paper factory; 16 yeais old; bright and
willing, quidk and' accurate at figures'. 'Address, giving referdnce.
Assistant, 1864firoadway.

79
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Wanted - white girls to. se for hote&work. Hotel Belmont. Broadway.

Wanted - American males only; to serve as sales trainee. ApplyThi person
with references to Calendar Sales. 108 E. Broadway:

t
SOURCE:

New York Times, 1907.

QUESTIONS:":

1. What do you think is the ethnic background of the people to whom these
ads appeal?

2. Which lone-of the above ads do you think is the best suited for a'Greek
immigrant who does not speak English?

.

3. List ths.various job that are advertised in this newspaper.

4. Name the skills that are required for each pf these jobs.

p
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Springboard #3

The following table and the short passages are taken from The American
Journal of Sociology, and are part of "A Study of Greeks in Chicago" dated
September, 19.

TABLE SHOWING OCCUPATIONS OF 956 GREEK MEN IN CHICAGO

Occupations . Total, Occupations

Laborers 195 Saloon-keepers & bartenders 15

Peddlers,
I.

178 Candy stores or factories 18

ors and cooks 105 Barbers 13

O ers of ice-cream parlors 83 ' Masons . 11

79 Owners of shoeshine parlors 10

Restaurant,keepery 55 Printers 9

Storekeepers 41 Miscellaneous 89

Clerks 31 Not engaged in gainful
,

. occupation 6
Fruit stores 24

Porter

Like other foreigners, most of the Greeks must first serve an

apprenticeship in the gangs that do the railroad and general construction

work for the country. But their apprenticeship is shorter than with most

nationalities. A labor agent Who supplies two or thre thousand foreigners

a season fOr this sort of work says that Greeks se dom "ship out" more than

once or twice. In that time, they have lea ed some English and have.

accumulated enough money to venture on a small commercial enter prise for

themselves. They become peddlers, perhaps late own fruit-stands, and finally,

81
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an ice-cream parlor. By this time, they are ready to send for their wives and

children'or some Greek women wha become their, wives and they are =able to live

comfortably and happily. Durihg the short time that they have been in Chicago,

the Greeks have established their reputation as shrewd businessmen. On Halsted

Street, they are already saying, It takes a Greek to beat a Jew.'.!

SOURCE:

Grace-Abbott, "A Study of Greeks in Chicago," The American Journal of Socio-
logy, September, 1909. _

A*
r 4\

QUESTIONS: I I,

, \.
.

1. ,Which is the.most frequent occupation for the Greeks in Chigo according
to the tabfe? Explain why -you think this happened.

2. What does the short passage above tetl. you?
.: .

.3 Explain what the expression,means, It takes a Greek to'beat a Jew."

4. Describe the step, through which a Greek immigrant goes in hii occupation

It
until he,hett16 to his' final job. .r 0

0

4
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"Once his- foot.is on the first step,'4the saving and commercial minded

Greek climbs from curb to stand, from stand to store, frpm little store to

the chain stores, to branch stores in other cities. Such are the stagej of his

upward path."

"Work to the Greeks is . . . an inner joy or what the Greeks refer

to as 'prokommenos' (diligent, energetic). But work per se is perceived

as free of pressure and compulsion by the Greek."

QUESTIONS:

1. Compare the two ,statements above. Doyou think one explains the other?
In what way?

2: Are the same characteristicaAcommon to other minority groups you know?

C
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OF-

GOAL:

To introduce and examine some basic ideas about social activities in
general and Greek social activities in particular.

BJECTIVES:

1

1

1

1

. Students will be able to identify and list some of the social activities
known to themselves.

2. Students will be able to describe what the members of any given social club
or society may have in common; i.e., interests,religipns, political
ideas, ethnic origin, income, etc.

3. Students will be able to identify and categorize some Gfeek socia15,4.0 s and
social activities, and compare them with social groups previously
mentioned.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If people feel the need to socialize and to participate in certain social
activities, then they may regulaily attend a special establishment
serving this purpose.

4
2. If .a fairly large number of people have.somethind-in common, then these

people may join"togetiler to establish a club or organization serving
their common interests.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: /

This lesson is devoted to a--discussion of various social Aganizations

and the underlying social needs of.participating individuals.
. .

The Greek social groups presented in Springboard #3 are mostly organi-
,,

'-

.
zations common to one area, and the members have in common their jlace of

.1'origin in Greece ortheir residence.,in the United States. Few of them have

cultural or humanitarian backgrounds.

****Note -e letters A.H.E.P.A. stand for American Hellenic.Educafionaf.
.111

Progressive Association. It was founded in 1922 in order to unite tfie most

. _85
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S
successful Greek-Americans into an organization,promotingtreek-American

interests in the U.S. and the assimilation of Greeks into the'American

culture. G:A.P.A. stands-for Greek American Progressive Associatip

was founded,in 1923 (a year after A.H.E.P.A.) and its functions a

It

e similar

to that dt A.H4E.P.A. Itsloundeis were people who were in' disagreement

with the original policies Of A.H.E.P.A: Today, A.H.E.P.A. and-G:A.P.A.

are the two main rival organizations, representing Greek-Americans in the

United States. G.O.Y.A. stands for'Gregk Orthodox Yo th Association. This

is an organization"pramotedgby-the
Greek,Orthodox Church of.the Unite1

States, whoie fuactionsare.social and liMited to large tvicah cities

where sizeable Greek communities can be found.,

Daughters of Penelope is the women's club equivalent to'h.H.E.P.A.

PhiloptohOs comes from the Greek words, "friend" ,and "Poverty" and, stands

"for any organization of humanitarian nature b.ldicatecito helping the polar- ""
.

,,

-and needy. .Philoptohos organizations are founa'iri'alMost any large Greek-
,.

American community and are operated,by aww

,-
Apokreatiko glendi-is an entertalhment event ttat takes place once a

year in early spring. It-is a Greek-tatiliihil.
./.

. Vasilopita Glendi

-It usually

ea year.

is /an annual event celqrating the

s place within the firdt two to

t

coming of -the .

three months of"
Apokreatiko glendi and VSsiloptta glendi are events that every Greek-

American organization puts together once a, year.

SOURCE:
-

,

Saloutos, TheodoriYThe Greeks in the United States,-Hard Universits"essi
-

.
.1964, - .

.
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard #1.

2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3. Class codes of Springboard #3.

PROCEDURES:

I

1. The teacher should hand out Springboard 1/1 and ask the students to
write down as m#ny social activities as ,they can. The teacher should
then solicit reactions from - students and*Iike a chart on the board,
thus generating a discussion. .

. ,

I

2. The students should be given Springboard 4 #2, and allowed time flor
reading. Then. the teacher should generate discussion on the basis
of the given questions.

!:

3. 'The-teacher should ask the students to'make a guess as to which inpti-
tutions would best serve the soci# functions of the Greek immigrants,
bpsed on what the.students already know about. Greece. Distribute

c
Springboard #3 and ask the related quettions.

b

°

-11

'1

4
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Write down some bf the social activities you,knoW of.and wtere they

take place.

ACTIVITY

1

QUESTIORS:

1. What is your favorite pastime activity?

2: What is your parents

3. Is there any need to
your hobby?

PLACE

most common pastime activity?

have a particular place

88
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UNIT 7 - SM
,Springboard #2

1

The following paragraphs describe several clubs and organizations:

IA service club'is an organization, usu ,plly composed of business and

professional men oiwonlen, that promotes fOlowship among its members

and is devoted to the principle of volunteer community service. The idea.-

of the service club orcginated in the United States and has had its
,..

greatest popularity there. However, service clubs now exist in many other
.

,

countries and are often linked through international associations.

4

IIAll service clubs have high-principled mottoes_ and creeds, such as as

Rotary International's "Service Above Self." About 41f of these clubs

II areinsemi-ruralconmiunitiesandhavemembershipsoflesstht.n50.Most
ik

hold a luncheon or dinner meeting each week. The larger service organize- .

tions publish magazines that report their activities and also carry

articles of. general interest by well-known writers. Many of the service

organizations have clubs in more than one country.

IIIt is estimated that each year service clubs carry on several hundred,

thousand local-community projects, ranging in complexity from sponsoring

bazaars to building and equipping hospitals or summer camps for under-

privileged children. Most servi-tganizations support youth activities._______k

II

Exchange clubs conduct a nationwide model-airplane competition for teen-

II

. .

agefs. Lions Clubs operate a school for guide dogs for the blind.. Rotary

-, International has one of the most ambitious international programs; it

administers a multibillion-dollar fund to provide `scholarships for graduate
.

.

1

students to study in countries other than their own and to become better

acquainted with people of other lands.

89
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I

Lions International-is a humanitarian service organization founded

in 1917., Lions' activities focus on agriculture and conservation, youth
',,,-

activities, citizenship and patriotism, community betterment, education,
c.

.

3. .

health, and welfare, international relations, safeV, youth exchange, a.-
.

',.

Lions CARE program, work for the aging, and -the fieidcoOgreatst endeavor
\

-.: .

guide dog training centers, and institutions of hiOer adueffti for the

blind as a 'part of their humanitarian service operations.

Lions International works closely with the'United Nations and is

one of the member agencies of'CARE. Headquarters for Lions International
1

are in Oak Brook, Illinois.

The Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, a social, patriotic, and

. ,

benevolent association, was founded by fifteen actors and othef entertainers

in New York Cityot FebrUary 16, 1868.
.

-

TheElks National Foundation has provided more than $1 million for

nearly 1,,000 college scholarships. The: Foundation makes substantial

grants to state Elks associationcirrtheir charitable programs. These

includi,home therapy for children with cerebral palsy, hcypitals. for handi-'

capped children and adults, and sumNr camps. The Ells National Service
r

11 Commission sponsors recreation and entertainment in veterans hospitals.
2

Headquarters of the B.P.O.E. arean Chicago.

1`

I/
90'

SOURCE:

14 Adapted from: Encyclopedia Americana

2. Encyclopedia Britannica
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%QUESTIONS:
o

1. What is thp Lions'Club? What is the Elks Club?,a,.. 4'

2. ifw would you describe these service clubs? F

. (

3.. What do you think the members of these clubs have In cOmmon?

4. Why do you think people get together to form clubs lice Rotary, Lions,
Elks, etc.

5. Hbw can individuals contribute to,7society if they do not belong to
such clubs?

6. Describe some clubs or organizatiohs you know of or beloneto.

r.
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The following social, calendar
several Greek communities-

January 17

January 18

January

January 25

February 8

February 14

lists activities and functions

March .13, 1975

HELLENIC CHRONICLE
SOCIAL CALENDAR

Cypriot Student Benefit Dance sponsCred by Deree College

Putnam and'Thurston'slestaurant, Worcester

fo'r.

Glendi '75, Boston Daughters of Penelope and Maids
Homebtead Motor Inn, Cambridge

at

of Athens

Rummage Sale, 9 a.m. to 5. p.m. at Dormition.Church, Somerville

Dance, St. Nicholas Church at Elks Hall, School St. Clinton

Annual Valentine Dance, Sons and Daughters of St. George
Church, Lowell, at Speare House, Lowell

18th Annual Queen of.Hearts Dance, Dormition Choir, at

Moseley's on the Charles, Dedham

February. 14,15

and 16 4 District 8,Sons and Maids Invitational Basketball Tournament,,
hostedbgBrockton Sons ditd Maids

Jr. T.O.Y.A. Dance, Church Hall, Woburn
Nt,

"Carnivali" Apokrlatiko Glendi, Daughters of Laconia, Boston

Dedham Inn, Dedham

March 14

March 14,

March 15

March 15

March 16

March 22

March 23

C

Annual Greek Independence Day Dance, Greek-American Legion of
Lowell, Speare House, Lowell' .

Mardi-Gras Dinner Dance, Hyannis Church At church hall, 7 p.m.

Annual Ten-Mile Road Race, Lexington to Cambridge, sponsored
the Greek Church of Cambridge

'terry Agganis Scholarship Fund Dance, Logganiko Society, Speare

House,"Loyellf

Greek Independence Day Celebration with Consul of'Greece John
Fotopou/os as host at ..rohn Hancock Hall, Boston, Massachusetts.
Elaborate prograd, including colorful folk dancing. and enter-
tainMent. Admission free to all.
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Springboard #3
Continued

Social Calendar (continued)

GM.

March 23 i P.T.A. Lenten Luncheon following Divine Liturgy - Woburn
Church Hall

ti

March 29 Aristatelian Award Dinner-Dance, A.H.E.P.A. and Daughters
pf Penelope, Speare House, Lowell

.

March 29 Splash Party, Arlingtof Jr. G.O.Y.A., Arlington Boys' Club,
7:30 p.m.

March 30 Annual P.T.A. Spaghetti Dinner and Independence Day ProgLm,
Cambridge-Community, following services.

Apri113 Easter Parade Fashion Show, Daughters of PenelopvBrockton,
Parkway Restaurant, Oak Street, Brockton, 3 p.m. w

April 18-20 Second National Invitational Basketball Tournament, Greek-
Americaq Veteran's Organization, J.F. Kennedy JuriioVigh
School, Peabody

QUESTIONS:

1. Name some of the organizers of these social, events.

2. What do you think is the purpose of most of these social gatherings?

3. Name some features 'common Wall these "coming attractions.'.'

4. What' is celebrated in each one of these social events?

5. Do you recognize any of these events? Are any of these events familiar
to you?

I
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UNIT 8 - TM

GOAL:

To examine the role of ethnic 'organizations in the lives of the members__
of ethnic groups.

. OBJECTIVES:

1

1% Students will examine materials relating to the formation of local
Greeg-American organizations) aftd will be able to give a short summary .

of the conte .

2. Students will be able to state hypotheses about the reasons for the
formation of local ethnic societies.

3. Students will be able to list some of the characteristics and
ti functions of national Greek-American organizations such as A.H.E.P.A.

and G.A.P.A.

4. Students Will devise a fictional constitution for a national ethnic
organization, given the assumption that they are immigrants of that
ethnic group. g ,

HYPOTHESES:'
C

' 1. If people with similar backgrounds and interests are in a culture other
than the one in which they were raised, then they will form their owp
organizations in order to have a sense of belonging and to help each
other:. '

2., If immigrants have close ties with their native villages, then they
will organize along regional es to help their villages economically.

3. If national ethnic organizations are formed, they.will be in a better
position than local societies to meet the needs of the members of the
ethnic group.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
.

The formation of fraternal local societies is an integral part of

the life of Greek-Americans. Soon after they arrived in the U.S., Greeks

fromithe same village, area, district,.o island formed societies. Thus,/

93
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as early as 1907, there were about 100-local organizations 'throughout the

country, 30 of these being in New'York. Today, that number has increaSea

greatly and 100 societies can belpund in New York alone.

Mutual aid:charity, and humanitarianism are the main goals of the

Greek-American local organizations. Often, money js collected fNuild

bridges, schools, roads, churches, Or other works in the native villages.

Also, fraternal societies provide a sense of belaonging and security.to

people with the tame background who,find themselves among strangers.

People from the same area gather to talk about the news of their'.
.

.
4

village., discuss the political situation in Greece, and their. problems in

the U.S. a
;

Another'important

Activities ranging from

and soccer tournaments,

function of the local societies is entertainment.

annual dfnces to picnics and excursions, basketball
,

and card playing, are prc3Vided for the members.

With time, many societies from the same area'in Greece joinedg.to-
..

gether and formed bigger, more Inclusive organizations Or federations With
4

chapters all, over the V.S. More thai ten societiesof people from thej,
* . ..- .

land of Chios, for example, j'elong to the all-inclusive 'Paripiiki
....:,e, i

Association. f

In addition to local soctetiesorganized according to village or

island, atnional,associations were'formed by.Greek.-044erib ahs, whose member-

ship included individuals from every part ok Greece. Their main purpose.

was originally to "Americanize Greek immigrants"teprovide them with
)

4V
the knpwledge and skills they needed to participate effectively in American

-' 94
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/

lifei without, however; forgetting their traditiops.completely. Such

were the Creek American Progressive Association (G.A.P.A.), the,American

o Hellenic'Educational Progressive Association (A.H.E.P.A.)- whose aim was

*ctehmericaniz , the_Gl'eek immigrants, the Daughters Of Penelope - A.H.E.P.A.'s

"female counterpart - andthe Sonsof Pericles and the Maids of Athena -

4
youth organizations of the A.H.E.P.A. "family." There are also professional

II
&

- .

such as the G.O.Y.A: (Greek'Orthodox Youth of America).(.11

organizations such as_the Hellenic University Club and the Graduates of

Greek Universities Association. Other groups are affiliated with the Church,

Later, the ngtional organizations tpok on many more responsibilities

and bedame active in many spheres. Some of A.H.E.P.A.'s programs are dons-
.

tions and participation prdgrams for churches and schools, ReLi Cross,

-Greek language studies, sports programs, cultural studies, orphanages, ,
---

hospi als, disease control and reseaph, youth programs, and lobbyihg for

Greek causes.

SOURCE:

Saloutos, Theodore, the Greeks in.the United,States, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Harvard University Press, 1964. '

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard #1.

2. Class copies of Springboard #2-A, 2-B, 2-C, 2-D, and 2-E.

a

c.
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PROCEDURES:

- ,

1. The teacher should distribute Springboard #1. (Letter to,Taki) to the
class and ask them to have in mind, when reading. it, the questions which

. follow the article. The aim of the discussion is tp makstudents
understand why ethnic groups formed their own,organizations whdn ,they
come to the U.S. (to fulfill their need for:belongingf to make their
life in a strange land pleasant,to help each other, and to jointly help
their native villages).

2. Following this discussion, the teacher shOuld give'Springboard #2
(Netional Associations) to the students and also the questions 4'
following. They should askthe students to read the sprinsboard,and
be prepared to-.discuss the questions. ..

3. The teacher should then give this assignMent to the class:

You are 'in a.foteign country and want to form an organi-

. zation. There are people with backgrounds similar to
, .

yours all over the country, You are the committee_
)

that will decide about the form, aims, and functions of
,

the organization. braw.up a constitution which includes

these items.
(" A

The aim of this exercise iEto make students
ethnic groups face. in the U.S. and the ways they
sorve them. This is done by temporarily placing
same situation.-

.

%.

.

aware of the problefns
music find to .

the students in the'
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The following is a letterfrotia GreekAmerAan to a friend in .

Greece. Would you Ael like this if you were living in a neW country?

Dear Friend Taki,

' I've been in New York for s everal months now and have finally' gotten

settled. When I first came; I was very lost. America is so different

from greece. I cannot understand Americans. Their lives, their habits,

. -

their language are incomprehensible to me. I feel'like an outcast when I

am around them.' Of course, I had my uncle, who helped me much, but he pis

old and has been her long that I cag4t really dommunicate,with him.

However, there are manysOiher Greeks;here. I met a Greek in the place

Awo
OP

where I work and'we became gopd friends. .He's froth' the other end of

Greece, from Crete. One day I, went with him to a meeting of the pociety

that'the people from his village have formed. They often get together

anr ialk about the news of their'village, the political situation in

Greece, their jobs, their problems and many other things. Sometimes

they play cards or backgammon. When I was there they were discussing a

lettez they had received from the village.priest. The church needed repairsA
afid.hewrote and asked thei to send some money for the repairs. As my

friend told me, everybody gave some money to the treasurer who sent it to

the priest.

As'tinie went by, I got to know more GreekS and more about their lives

here. .At first I was amazed at.the'number.of associations like my

friend's. I know of at least twenty, but I.am sure there are many bore.
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Continued
I

A

I alweis read in the-

41

rgek newspaper-about some society haVfkg a dance or
4 .

4
a picnic ,or_sometilin ike that. ' . . *

-

. r '

4

;

T,he
'"-4 I

iffew,people from our village;t4 e here have not formed an
. .A

:

. . '
organization, but manY',other,groups from our.parts have joined together

'445

and formel4 a Pan-Macedonic AssoFiation. Idthink I Will Spin It. It is

.

good.to be among your own people. My friend asked me to join his society,
, -...

-
.

But even though they too are Greeks, they have different customt, and
.

. ..

- .different music, etc., and don't think,I
,

wt11 fit in very well.

I also heard something about national Greek- American organizations.

think they try to get.all Greeks together. I don 't really know much.

about them yet': When I -find out more, 1 will let you know. '

A

Your friend, Nikos

QUESTIONS
P\

1. Whit does Nikos say in.hie letter?

2. Why did Greeks form,local organizations soon aftethey got? `the
.SU.? 'What ,were some of the functions of those ortanzatio ?

3. If` you went to another duntry, would you try to find An organization

formed by people with similar backgrounds to yours? Why or why not?.

4

9
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0
c

The following describes a Greek-AMerican organization which was
Organized to help Greeks in a new country.

"Objects and Principles" of G.A.P.A. (Greek Ameiican Progressive Association)
. -

.. Section 1. To promote and encourage loyalty and allegiance to the
. JP ,:i «

. .

Unite& States, its constitution and.lawd, including the constitutionsNoloo

the several states and their subdivisions. To teach and educate persons

of Greek,nationality residing in the United States of America the principles,

1

ideals and doetrines of American citizenship; to educate its members in the

. * '
(fundamental pridkipleg of constitutional government; to teach the sci nce

4,1 (

of'poiitical economy and to afford its members social cultureandenjoyment.

Section 2. To urge its members:to become citizens of tbeUnited States

11kin,order that they may fully appreciate the pri/ilege of citizenship and

participate in the political, vic, social and commercial life in the

United States.

Section 3. To promote abetter understanding between the American
ti

q: 4nd Greek people

United States;

f the ideals of Hellenism'and its influence on th e

f
Section 4. To cultivate-the Greek -langyage, the religious senti-

men.t of members according to the dOg}nas and ligly Canons of the Greek

.0

Orthodox Church, and to,asiiist it in order to fulfill its spiritual mission

in,America through an educated, disciplined and learned English-spe- aking

clergy and by means of Sunday schools, Bible classes, and social work,

j 'Section 5. To cooperate in benevolent and charitable matters, and in

'P99
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s

the maintenance of higkmoral Standard; to promote good fellowship ands
8.:

4
1

I

spirit of altruism among its members; to impress the duty of its members, ,

to help, encourage and comfort each other in every possible manner:

In the application for membership is this pledge:

Relying upon the assurance that the G.A.P.A. is an organization con-

secrated to the ideals and traditions of America; that it pledges its

membership in obedience to the duly constituted Federal, State, and Muni-
/

cipal authorities of the United States; that it obligates its membership to
.

.

the practice of the fraternal principles of b therly love, benevolence

#andseif-sacrifice, I do hereby respectful request admission . . .

The extended system attemptg to articulate the community components
* ,

of the total ethnic group in.the American society, a:Khence the individual

communities to (1) the American representational system; e.g.,, the
t?.*.

"principles, ideals, iprid doctrines of AMerican citizenship"; (2) legal status

in the American, social system, by urging "its members to become citizens off

the United States"; and (3) the "political, civic, social snd,,Commercial"

subsystems of. American society.

On the other hand, this associational system seeks to preserve and

Strengthen the community's ethnic representational system by emphasizing,

as in thecase of the G.A.P.A., the "cultivation of the Greek language .

the Greek Orthodox Church," and Greek schools. That is, while giving each

community-system status in the American social system, the national G.A.P.A.

100
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Springboard #2-A
Continued

A

-a

would nevertheless have that community system maintain its essential

',Greekness..

The'communitx, as-the name of the association suggests, must be both

Greek and Americanat one andithe same time, to sanction, while stiiki
.66

articulated to.the Ametican social system, the preservation of its Grtek

elements. The,osaqiation seeks to promote a better understanding between

the American and"Greek peoples, and 9f the ideals of Hellenism, and its

influence on the United,Statea; thatis it would halve the American vocietr

understand why the Greek community should preserve its 'Greekness' in

Ame5,ica.,

SOURCE:

Warner, W. Lloydp.The Social Systems of American Ethnic Grouis, New Haven,
Yale University Press, London; 1945.,

4fs

QUESTIONS)
of

1. What is ttObjectsNand Principles" about?

2. Why was p.A.P.A. ,forted? 0
3. What are its aNlis?

A 1

4. Do -you agree with them? Particularly, Section 4? Why or why not?
\,

(

4

(7#
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.Springboard 112-B

1)

This article describes another Greek-American organization. Is it
different'or similar to- %he organization described in the previous article?

A.H.E.P.A. and CYPRUS

deft.
'American Hellenic Education Progressive Association was formed in

---1922 to help Greek immigrants to adjust tollife in America.

During the Cyprus_grisis, once again, A.H.E.P.A. came to the forefront

as the ceding American Hellenic organization, mustering its forces and

energies for the. cause.

Determined to carry the ball again for the Cyprus cause,'a task that

had its beginning back in 1948, all the A.H.E.P.A. leaders put forth thei

( .united efforts_in tackling the Cyprus tragedy, even befong the Boston

Supreme Convention offiCially opened. The results werd'a well coordinated_

II.
campaign aimed:at exerting enough influence,on officials of the

..;

United States government to have a favorable response:to the pleas of the

tragic situation -on the Melliterrfiean'island.
.

I

Committed did In excellent job in preparing Resolutions, making

ads for the New York-Times and WashApgton Post, arranging for offi ial
..

visitations to the United Nations and an'interview with U.S. Secretary of

State Dr. Kissinger, making available'for the cons ntivn pOstcarda

41.

and telegrams to send to their Congressmen, and doing everything possible

to see that the Cyprus matter was favorably treated. /

The Order of A.H.E.P.A. intends to carry out the just struggle of Cyprus

until a solution is'found that will be ircompliance with justice, the

102
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Continued

ga

t

,.
articles of the Charter of the United Nations and all the laws and mandates

C

I

of international relations. To this/end, a Special A.H.E.P:A: International

A
Justice fortyprus Committee has been appointed.

Extensive coverage has been given to A..E.P.A.'s efforts in behalf of
.1 4

the Cyprus` tragedy in this issue. We feel that our membership should be

acquainted with,the,situation as much as possible, so they can map their

own local campaigns for this impoikant undertaking t1at is uppermost in

the minds and hearts ofHellenes everywhere. We will continue to keep the

members informed of 'future programs and efforts of the Cyprus committee."

SOURCE: A

The'AHEPAN MAgazine,-OctOber, 1974

QUESTIONS: 1*

1. What does this arrile say?

2. What are -some of the functionsr,of A.H.E.P.A. today?
. springboard, are the associations functions the same

it was established?

3: Do you think organisations should,becolile invOlyed in

why not?

C

r
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40

This article describes an activity - of A.H.E.P.A.

a

DAYTON AHEPA FAMILY ANNOUNCES ITS DRIVE FOR COX HEART INSTITUTE

The Dayton A.H.E.P.A. family took the occasion of Supreme Secretary

Steve Betzelos' and Grand President Mary Dinell's attendance at their

Annual A.H.E.P.A. Family Day Luncheod to announce a major civic fund-
/

raising project.

1
The AHEPANS and Daughters are helping the internationally known Cox

Heart Institute, located in Ketteting, Ohio, to officially launc an

&dowment Fund Drive in connection. with its tenth Anniversary year. The.:

Institute is one of twenty national centers designated tby the National

Institute of Health to conduct a study on prevention and risk-reduction

of coronary heart disease.

SOURCE:

Hellenic Chronicle, March 6, 1975.

°

-QUESTIONS:.

( What is another function of A.H.E.P.A.?

104
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Springboard #2-D,

stands for Greek Orthodox Youth of America. It is an

organization of young peoplewith many chapters in the United States.

G.0:Y.A. is closely connected with the Greek Orthodox Church. St. Nicholas, .

St. Demetrius; eid".,1 are names of Greek Orthodox churches in New York.

Herd is an example. of one ',of their sports activitiegy

METROPOLITAN JUNIOR G.O.Y.A. BAS115.4.LEAGUE STANDINGS

St. Nicholas (Flushing)

IISt. Demetrius (Astoria "A")

St. Spyridon (N.Y.C.)
,...\,

KimisisTheotokou (YKT-BKLYN)

Phophet Elias (Yonkers)

St. Demetrius (Jamaica "A")

Three Hierarchs (THY-BKLYN)

St. Paul (Hempstead "A")

,-St. Paraskevi (Huntington)

Transfiguratf41(C9rona)

Holy Cross (BKINN)

St. Demetrius,(Astoria "H")

St-. Paul (Hempstead "B")

St Demetrius (Jamaica "B")"

St. Demetrius (Astoria "C")

Holy Trinity (Statenqsland)

4

14- L PCT.
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'
9 1 .900

9 1
'

.900

8 1 .889

4
7 2 t .778

6 2 .750
. ,

7 . 3 .700
. ,

5 .4554 ,

4 5 .444,

4 .400

3 6 .333

2 8( .200

2 9 .183

1 9 .100

1 9 .100

0 9 :000
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basketbail,game took place on Sunday, ..4nuary"26, at the Nassau Colliseum,
...-

located in Hempstead, Long Island.
,

This huge arena, which seats over 15,000 and is the home of the New York

Nets of theAmerican Basketball Association and the New York Islanders of the-

DNIT-8 - SM
Springboard #2-1
Continued

JO r'

. .

One of the largest audiences ever to witness a'Metropolitan G.O.Y.A,

11-)

Nati ia1 Hockey League, was the4sge for the inter-league all -star game.

.00
4.%

II

A

I
which pitted the WOrld Champion New York Nets against the Indiana-Pacers

---, - Air.

.
will be a memorable event cherished by every Metropolitan Junior G.O.Y.A.

\

It was an unprecedented event in'the Metropolitan Junior G.O.Y.A. Basketball

history. The thrill of playing a preliminary game before the main attactbon

... All-Star.

,/
Plailiyefore a crawd'of 5,000, which later increased to over 12000

by the end1 of the`game, the East All-Stars overwhelmed the West All -Stars

by a 71 to 58 count.

11
:SOURCE:

Hellenic Times, February 27, 7 .

11

QUESTIONS:

1. What does this springboard tell us.

2.

I/

Do you have any organizations such as G.9.Y.A.?

0

A

o

r
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0

- This article describes an edliztional functioti.of another Greek-
American organization.

, A

U

UCL LIBRARY GIVEN -$1,a00 BY HELLENES

he library of the University of California here was presented a"

gift of $1,200 recently 1y the Hellenic University Club of Southerp.

California with which to Achase postrclassical Greek materials.

Professor Saloutos explained the cultural objectives of the Greek-
,

American academic community generally and stressed in particular thee
4

commitment of the Hellenic University Club toward fostering a spirit Of

scholarly concern and research on post- classical Greece.

SOURCE:

Hellenic Chronicle, March 6, 1975.

QUESTIONS:

What is one

-

of the functions of the Hellenic University Club?

GENERAL SUES' :

,

*****Haw.dó et nic otganizationd-serve,their members?

C.

00.

gno

0

sit
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t
GOAL :

ti

A

To examine the coffeehouse as 'one of the main Greek social ihstitu-
tions in the United*States,

OBJECTIVES:

1., Students will be able to list some of the m n functions of the Greek
' coffeehouse in Greece and in the United Sta es.

2. 1Students will be able to identify and similaritdes and differences'.in
the functions of coffeehouses in the United States'end GreeEe.

r

HYPOTHESES:

1. If an ethnic sibtp moves from one place to another, then these people.
may transplant their social institutions to the new country.

,* \

2. If a social institution, deeigned to serve specific purposes, moves
.

from one country to anotire then this institution is likely to change
in order to accomodate some of the differences of the new country.

__.'\

BACKGROUND
.

INFORMATION:

The cof eehquse (kafeneion) is one o f,the social institutions in

9reece. It h s always been a place to meet friends, to exchange news and

views on political situations', to talk about sports, to make business

contacts, and his traditionally been a p for entertainment. Its main

characteristic is' that it is exclusively attended by males. Recently,

the value of thcoffe house as a place for entertainment has been eliminated

in most of Greece. Cinemas, and to.a certain extent,,confectioners (candy

stocs), are competing with the c offeehoUse. Newspapers,Jadio, and mostly

television have deprived the coffeehOuse,of its unique position as a place
e

' Ior information exchange. In small_villages, however,the coffeehouse retains
41*-s

f

a
t

410

all of its original functions.
,

In freat number of small villages for

4

108
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example,.the only television of the village can be found in the coffee-

house.
fi

T4Greek coffeehouse in the United'States serf/es similar purposes.

Its functions:, however, are a little different, because the cultural
b

setting in which iti operates is different. In addition to the above

functions, the Greek-American coffeehouse offers a sanctuary for Greeks

where thay,cspeak their language and exchange,news about Greece.

Coffeehouses in the United States are often the centers for other socialm n 4

activities; e.g., the offices of the local soccer club are frequently

located in the backroom of the coffeehouse. Live entertainment is offered
AV.

e .

irom time to time, but is seldom offered (on,Iy on very special occasions)

by the coffeehouse in Greece.

"Due to assimilation of

Americans into the American

coffeehouses the U.S. his greatly diminished. The coffeehouses have

the second and thin generations of-'6reek-

culture, the number of people attending

f disappeared from most of the towns, with. the exception of some big cities

with large Greek communities such as Neff York, Chicago, Toronto in

# 1
Canada, atd Tarpon Springs in FlOridti

400

HATEBIALS-AND- `EQUIPMENT

1. Class copiesofSpringboard #1

2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3. General discussion questions on page 3 of Teacher's Manual.
4

109
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CEDURES:

1. pringboard #1 should be given to
or the reading. Their responses
e board in order. to be compared

b rd #2

2.'

ilk

students ailq,Ang five minutes
to the questions should be put on
later ,w1lh the responses to apringt

/

Springboard #2 should be given'to students allowing time for
reading. the, students' responses to the questions should be put on
the board alongside the responses to Springboard #1: The ques Jane
for both .of the sprpgboardsere essentially the same so as to er-'
mit comparison/Of the two coffeehouses.

1

3. The lessonill conclude by discussing the similarities and
diUerenceslof the coffeehouses in Greece with the coffeehouses
in America, This discussion should *be stimulatel by the following
.questions for general discussion.'

Questions for General Discussion:

a
1. How would you compare the two coffeehouses? Canyou find any

differences or any similarities? Name them.

'2. Would you say that the two coffeehouses serve essentially similar
functions,.or do you think that they serve different purposes? '

Why or why not?
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411000.

The following paragraphs give a description of a Greek coffeehOuse.

Despite the rigors of rural life in Greece, or perhaps because'of
. .

them, most people prefer to live in villages rather than in the harien

countryside .0ne-U the chief 'advantages of village and city life iss,theval

-tavern*, or coffeehouse, a Elculiarly Greek,instftlition and in many ways
w41.*

the center 'of Gree life. Athens is' crowded with them, and even-the poorest
r.

village has theit--often, in fact, t*ee. One of the most'elemental.

rules of coffeehouse etiquette is thit men and their sons do not freqUent

the same ones, perhaps becaus*having a.son present cramps a man's style,

or because/ for a son to sit down; with elderd on an equal basis shows an

inadequate amount of respect. Hence, the three-coffeeheude arrangement;

one frequented by the older men, one by the middlelifeged, and one by. the

young. This Unwritten rule is perhapsfading4 with time

They are places where the men go to tall( about the day's events, about

1'

national and international events., in every ramification, every implication./ '

The coffeehouses adt as places where information is dissethinated. Often the only

radio in the village is there, or the single newspaper. A newspaper in a small

village may be treasured, as perhaps not evepbody2reads so the gather in

the taverna and one person who can read will read .it aloud to everybody else.

Along with the extension of electricity to rural areas,'radios have come, even

Alto the remote villages. _Community tastes and decisions are formed in the

taverna, giving. Greece "coffeehouse juries" similar to the "tearoom juries"

of China.

ld ,
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44

c

The med freqUent the coffeehouses every ,evening, and often during

the day. In the smaller villages, the coffeehouse ma be no longer than

nine by 12 feet, with benches along the walls, andm y double as a fort

of general store where some produce may be sold.

SOURCE:

"ED 077-779 GreekImmigrants and Greece: An Introduction to the Multi-
Media Package on Greece. '71- Suzanne Monat and AnneWitzel, Toronto Board
of Education, Ontario, Research Department, September, 1969,p. 23.

QUESTIONS:

1. What are these paragraphs about?

AV
1. What dolpeople dj in the ,coffeehouses?

3. Why do'you think pnopae go to the coffeehouse? What would. you say
is the main r'on for attending the coffeehouse in Greece?

0 4, 4. Why would you say that the coffeehouse Was important in the life
of the people in the vi age?

41
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4

The following describes,a Greek-American coffeehouse. What similarities
do you notice in this and the plpvious description of a Greek coffeehouse?

In'the Cafe Acropolis, the night had just begun. It was six o'clock.

Outside the open doors, pn.Halsted Street, the crowds were coming home;

there was a ceaseless shuffling tread of feet, and laughing, shouting,

talking in a curious babel of tongues. But in here was only Greece. Not a

word of English, but a hum of deep, harsh Voices from a dozen groups of men,

some playing pool in the rear, but most at little round tables, sipping
Y

TuAish coffee irk` small, thick, white cull; reading ,the Chronos (Times),

an American newspaper printed inGTeek; and smoking cigarettes or long

It'

Turkish water pipes. AboVe in festoons hung gay paper ropes of all colors.
u

On one wall, from a gilded picture frame, the A

down; on another, a print of a classic old Parthenon statue
. . .

ti

cropolis looked

Here, many cams to seek news from home. On the wall at one spot were

pinned some sure of letters, the addresses in strange Greek scrawl. When

the postman-came in with the'evening mail, ahalf dozen rose and crowded

around, him, but came back disgusjed; except for one chubby-faced man who

toolca blue letter -- also chubby -- back to his corner table, and sat

complacently smiling dawn, lighting a fresh cigarette i)eforeheginning to

read. Stories cluster thick round..this rough,Isimple post-office, but

Of these yod can get only hints. Thgre was a boy of eighteen who walked
41

.in every night for over six months, never asking for letters, buti,simply

glancing up at the place on the wall--for the message which never came.

A
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On the wall are some envelopes dingy with months of waiting for readers,

the stories still hidden'inside. And here one night an anxious group of

big workmen sat breathing hard over a letter to be sent to a mother in

Greece, to say that her son had lost his legjn a tunnel explosion, that by

passing the hat in the cafe for the past five evenings they had collected

enough for his passage and that he would soon start for home.

At some tables, faces drew clode'together scowling, or were thrown

far back laughing--over first adventures in'America. For this cafe is

a meeting place for Greeks from all over the land. Here, stories are told

of faraway camps, of the railroads, the mills, and the mines; but more

often of South Water Street nearby, the fruit mart of America. For.fruit

is the Greek's,main busines6 field. Thousands peddle it along the city

streets, and a few already own big South Water Street stor9s.

In one corner, at a table by himself, sat a gray old man, prosperous

looking, slowly puffing a Turkish pipe and,Reading.the Chronbs. From this
r

Ilkailhusinessman-gentleman dawn to tie rade ng railroad hobo, you could

a 4 ,

See in the_different grades of clothes and demeanors-the various rungs in

th'irsocial ladder. For even the Greeks are beginning to -climb. ,

"Seb those fellers," said a.jaunty young Greek clerk who sat,at my

table. He pointed to the jolliest crowd in the room, the jolliest and

the raggedest--grimy, hairy giants with clear, black eyes and flashini3

smiled. "Hayseeds," 4e remarked. "Fresh from the mountains in Treece,

the licsOr placed. Most Greeks are like thertwhen they come here first.

,d)
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Then they. learn."

I called. the waiter, and ordered Turkish coffee for ukboth.' My

new companiori'grinned.

"You ought to try a water pipe, " he said.
0't

The coffee was delicious, light yellow, thick, and very strong.

Then the waiter brought my pipe, a lohg-neCked bottle, half full of
o

water, with a lump of wet tobacco leaves on the top of the neck; and on

top of the leaves a red-hot goal. The bottle he placeton the floor, and

.

the long, flexibluube he handed to me. Then he, too, grinned. I took
,

the mout4iece and

After many vain at

like a double-dyed

saw the water bubb

felt' the smoke as

passed throdiivithe

puffed, gently anti peacefully % but with no result.

tempts, I seihd the tube in both hands and inhaled

Turk. I heard 'a rumbling noise down in thebottle; I

ling hard, the coal glowed red, md the next moment I'

from forty cigarettes, not hot, but cool, foi it had

water below.' I was smoking.

Later I went to the "Parthenon." This was like the "Acropolis,"

except that here thewhllswere literally covered with piCtuies. In

addition to-the poster of the valiant cannon giants, there was another

announcing that next week, in'a big international theatre (which is used

for anything from Jewish problem gays to Italian grand opera) there

would appear the following attraction:

115
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A Greek Performance!

By Greek Artists Just Arrived From Athens!

"ESMA"

Yr

I took a long look again at the pictures and then at dire faces

around me. ,

"Do you all mean to settle for good in Chicago?", I asked.

*
"Sure," said one spokesman. "Cheecago is fine."

SOURCE:

Poole, Ernest, Everybody's Magazine, Vol. 23, October, 1910, pp. 554-556

QUESTIONS: ,

.1. What b; the *story about?

2. What did the people in the Cafe Acropolis do? Can you describe spme of
the things which used to take place in the coffeehouse?

3. What would you bay was the main function of the Cafe AcroPqlis?

116
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GOAL1
.

.

To develop an awareness of Gieek4U4cal instruments and to compete
IIthese instruments to those found largely in Western countries,

OBJECTIVES:
. '

1. Students will be able to identify instruments native to Greece.

2. Students will be able to compare Greek musical ilnstrumen)ts with
instruments .to which they are alieady familiar.

3. Students will be able to.describe differences and similarities
be een Greek music and music they are accustomed to hearing.

4. Students will be able to examine the actual instruments they will
hear on the recorded tape.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

This first lesson illustrates to,the student aurally the sounds

of various instruments'tfiat form the very basis of music. Theselinstru-
,

ments are compared to the native Greekillstruments in the,recorded tape.
1

The lesson is primarily concerned/with souild and the student's reaction

to the combination of instruments. .A complete transcript of the tape is

provided elsewhere in this manual for the teacher. It would/(enefit the

classroom experience fax the teather to ask the band or orchestra instrut-c

11

.

tor of the school for the use of any of the folloirig instruments,

preferably all: guitar, flute, oboe; crarinet,'small drum, triangle,

Ir
finger cymbals, tambourine, and wooden clappers or sticks such as those

...,-- .

found in elementary rhythm'bands. is the tape is played, the teacher could

11 show the class the instruments they are hearing. It would als;e0aid this
. .

.

classroom participation to` `studentsof the students if any play thee above-
.

mentioned instruments; in which case, the student would possibly aid in'the

117
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demonstration and particularly so during tf(e class discussion following.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springbdard

2. Class copies of Springboard
groups and the divisions of

3. Tape recorder. (Cassette)

111 (Illustrations of theiGreek instruments).

1 /2'aists of the three primary instrumental
the instruments.

4. Instruments from the band or orchestra department of the school
(See Background Information above fot list of instruments desired).

5. Inquire o the clan if anyone plays and owns

il\.

any of the above instru-
ments and k for a possible classroom demonstration of the instrument.

-- .0

PROCEDURES:

1. Distribute to each student Springboard #1 (Illustrations of the Greek
instruments) and Springboard 11'2 (List of the three primary instrumental
groups). The tape is a recording of the following transcript (TM only).
It may prove advisable for the teacher to stop' the cape following

.numbers 5,7, and 9 for a re-hearing of the vatious instrument groups.
However, sho the teacher obtain the instruments (explained in Back-
ground Info tion), this should not be needed.

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE:
- 0*

1., Music.. Backgroun - (fade le fade out)

. .-
2. An I

': .

The music youhave been hearingia an authenti5 Greek dance called,
4

"Hassapikos" or ','Butcher's Dance." Its origin dateq back into the

Byzantine period. During this class session and following ones, we

will be hearing and seeing. a part of the national heritdge of the

people of Greece.

,-"' 116
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4

1.0

"4.41RMIVic is andneeparsble link of the Greek people from very ancient

times to the present times. In dancing and singing, thtsGteek people
.

is

give dramatic expression to their joys and sorPows, record their hopes

and history, and store their legends.

Greek folk music is a combination of elements of ancient:Greek

music and Oriental influences, fused together under particular

conditions of life in ti5e Byzantine and post-Byzantine ages.
/

Today, we will be discussing the instrumental 'part 'of Greek

songs -an dances. In your manuals you will find drawings of these

instruments as well as a map of Greece showing particular areas from

where many of the songs and dances you will hear have coule.

3. "(PAUSE)

At this point, the teacher will ask the students to Follow in

the manuals the loistings and drawings of the instruments.

4. Announcer:

The musical instruments that provide accompaniment to the songs

and dances of Greece fall into.three principal groups: (1) Strings;

( (2) Winds; and (3) Percussion. The qup of strings is'comprised of

the lire, lt4e, santouri, bouzo ki, laghouto, and outt. These instru-
,

ments are native to Greece and the Mid- Eastland are largely unfamiliar

to Western countries; however,, similar instruments would be the violin,

1 .

lute,. and guitar.' Let us listen to the individual sounds of a violin

0
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and a guitar with piano accompaniment.

5. (PAUSE) '

S.

Violin plays small excerpt,then guitar--both with piano.

6. Announcer:

The group of wind instruments is comprised of: the zurna (pipiza or

caramouza, a primitive and very sharp form of oboe); gaida and tsampoura;

clarinet; and all kinds of flutes, such as the floghera and aulos.'

We will now hear the sounds of a flute, oboe, and clarinet.

.7. (PAUSE)

Alt

Each play a short excerpt; between each instrument the announcer

states the names.

. Announter: ';

Thelast group of instruments is percussion,,, and this includes all.

types of drums, large and small; bells, triangles, tambourines, and

wooden spoons. Many of these are very familiar to us and you will

recognize them as they are played.

9. (PAUSE)

SeVeral people play a small drum, triangle, bells, tambourine

10.

and spoons -- each with a short excerpt, then all ombined.

11"
Announcer:

In the following music you will hear a song, 'Arachova
!

that

imitates the "Zygia," Which isTan orchestra of popultir instruments

120
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1featuring the 8#olin, clarinet, lute ,4 and dulcimer.

11. (PAUSE)

The song is played..

NOTE: CLASS SESSION MAY TERMINATE HEX FOR DISCUSSION.

a

1J
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12. Announcer:

*4

We have ,e.en speaking of the instruments that make up the sounds
/

-i-:

of music; but'we must also mention two other important Characteristics

that add much appeal to Greek music: rhythm and modes.

The 'rhythms in our Western music are based largely on 2/4, 3/4

',and 4/4 times. In the following examples, the piano wilt play a

song which we all know: "Twinkle, Twinkle, Littie.Star" - first in

2/4 time -- - - ---- PAUSE -; now, in 3/4 time -- - - ---- PAUSE--- - - ---;

finally-, in 4/4 time, which'is almost the same as 2/4 time PAUSE.

****NOTE: THE ANNOUNCER COUNTS EACH RHYTHM AS THE PIANO PLAYS.****.

13. Announcer:

In many Greek songs and dances, we find such rhythms as 5/8 and 7/8;

I/

that is, 5 and 7 beats instead of*our usual 2,3, and 4 beats. The fol-

lowing two excerpts illustrate these rhythms: first, the 5/8 time--------

PAUSE--------(the piano plays a short excerpt while the announcer counts).

Now, the 7/8 rhythm ----PAUSE (the piano plays a /short

excerpt while the announcer counts.)

14. Announcer:

Earlier we-spoke also of modes - this term denotes, the selection

Of tones, arranged in a scale, which form the basic tonal substance

of a musical composition. We are accustamedto hearing a piece of

music in either major or minor modes, but Greek music utilizes others

122
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as well.

14. (continued) -

1.

t Listen to a major scale played on ,the piano- - -- -PAUSE --- - -;

'-finally, a minor- scales %-- PAUSE --- - -; finally, the minor scale is ,AW
OP

played once again with a sltght variation between the last two tones .

- - -PAUSE - --. This effect is very prevalent in the next dance

we will hear. It is performed by pairs of dancers in the region of

Macedonia. As the'dance progresses, the tempo becomes more intense,

and the movements more robust. Listen, also, for the unmistakable

7/8 rhythm we discussed earlier.

15. (PAUSE)

An instrumental dance ia played.

16. Announcer

--Finally, we shall hear three dances from Epirus. The first is

called, "Per#tianos," which is a variation of the popular dance called,

"Syrtos." It demonstrates contrasting rhythms and moods:

- 7/8 and 6/8 rhythms alterhating.

17. PAUSE

The second-dance, another syrtos, is called "Fissouni" and it is in

9/8 rhythm.

18. PAUSE

The third and final dance is the "Pogonissios." You will hear singers

using very ancient harmonies--intervals of 4ths andl5ths.-

r
\-73.23
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?.

1. Compare the authentic Greek musical instruments pictured in
Springboard #1 and those heard on the-tape.recording with the
instruments you are familiar with in this country'.

2. How does the music you havepheard differ from the music you
are accustomed to hearing daily?

3. Can you think of other instruments from different countries that
could be substituted in sound and shape for the Greek instruments?

4. Some of the Greek instruments date ba-ak ,Co centuries B.C. How
do we know what these instruments looka7like?

5. When the Greek immigration to America began, what instruments
Might they have brought with them?

6. Where would you find these instrumentsif you wished to hear them
dr.

today?
-

7. After hearing the tape recording, what di you feel as you-listened
to the different Greek rhythms as compare to the rhythms Used in
music you hear in this country?

A

After posing question No. 3 above, the teather,may use the following
as examples:

Greece Other Country

Spoons Cas tanets (S'ain)

Marracas (Cuba,.Carribbe6)

AW
Bouzouki Bala laika (Russia)

Koto (Japan)

In question No. 4, possible answers might be archaeological discoveries,
descriptions from'the ancient writings;'the famous bas-reliefs from
tombs and temples; the vase paintings,.

of*

124
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ADDITIONAL gEADINGS

Bawra, C.M., Classical Greece, New York: Time-Life Books, Inc., 1965.

Durant) Will, The Life o Greece, Simon and Schuster, New York: 1939.
(Chapter IX, "The on Culture of Early Greece," P13.11'203223)#

Fleming, William, Art, Music, and Ideas, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
Inc., New York: Chapter 2, "The Hellenic Style," pp. 13-38.

14

SUGGESTED LISTENING LIST
r,

;GREEK FOLE.,SONGS AND DANCES, Royal Greek Festival Company.
Counterpoint/Esoteric: CPST 5527.

GREEK ISLAND AND MOUNTAIN SONGS, Royal Greek Festival Company
Counterpoint/Esoteric.

)
531.

SONGS AND DANCES OF GREECE, hilips: PCC 213.

LOVE BALLADS AND FOLICSONGS 014-OREECE, Monitor: VT 369.

FROM THE LAND,OF THE GOLDEN FLEECE, Columbia: WL 123.

125
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fit

GRAEKETHNIC-PROGRAM:

6

=

CREDITS
: 4

Uh$-.01: TRANSCRIPT-OF TAPE (Teacher Manual)
Background information consulted: 3,C7rd 'album notes by
Fivos Anoyanakis (Counterpoint /Esoteric 531)

MUSIC USED IN TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE -- RECORDINGS
"Hassapikos" -- Counterpoint/Esoteric 531; Side 2, -Band 2 ;It

This conposipion.is used for Nos. 1 and.2 on transcript
"Arachova" UL 123; Side 1, Band 2

ri

This composition is Usealor.Nos. 10 and 11 on transcript
"Antikristos" Counterpoint/Esoteric CPST 5527; Side 2, Bind 1

This compoiition is used for Nos. 14 and 15 on transcript,
"peratianos",-- Counterpoint/Esoteric 531; Side 1, Band 3

This composition is used for No. 16 on transcript
"Fissouni" CouhterpointtEsoteric 531; Side 1, Band 3

This composition is used for No. 16 on transcript
"Pogonissios" -- Counterpoint/Esoteric 531, Side 1, Bana-3'

This composition is used for No.. 16 on transcript

MUSIC USED IN TRANSCRIPT OF-TAPE -- PRINTED MUSIC
"Sou 'pa manna",-- arrangement by Gr. COnstantinides

This was used to illustrate the 5/8 rhythm in No. 13 on
transcript of tape

"Trio paidia Boliotike - rangementlby Gr. Constantinides
This was used to it trate the 7/8rhythm in No. 13
on transcript of tape

(Both arrangements ppblished by: Edition Musicales
Gr. Co stantinidbs
Passage Arsakiou 4
Athens)

ILDUSTRATIONS USED IN UNIT 1

,These were taken frPm the following volume which uses hoto-
graphs of the actual instruments:

Exposition D'Instruments de Musique Populaires trecs.
Foyer d BeauxiArts and.des'Lettres
Athens: 1965, 57 pp. .

The following formed the organization committee:
G. Spyridakis, Heleke Sgourou, Ropi Zora, N. Aneptopoulos,
S. gams, F. Anoyanakis

126
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MUSICAL IMSTRUMEgS OF GREECE

Three principal Groups:

IN

(1) STRINGS: Lira, Lute, Santouri, Bousouki, ,Laghobto, Outi

, (2) WINDS: Pipiza, Cornamuda, Clarinet, Flogheza, Aulos

(3) PERCUSSION: Drum, Bell's,, Triangles, Tambourines, Wooden Spoons.

RHYTHM:

(3 + 2 + 2 )

46)W
98 8

5 (3+ 2
8 8

4

A.
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6

GREECE AND THE AEGEAN

AREA: 50,944 sq. mi. POPULATION: 8,550,000
LANGUAGE: Modern Greek RELIGION: Eastern Ozthodox
ECONOMY: About 60% of working population in farming, fishing
and forestry; 19% in industry (textiles, chemicals, food processing).

130, a
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GOAL:

T aid the student in examining a-*portion of Greek regional folk songs,
the development of these songs, anti certain historical information as to.
Why these songs haVe survived for centuries. .

OBJECTIVES:

1.. Students will be able to describe similarities and differences in .

folk songs of Greece to folk songs of other ethnic groups
(1...e. the Negro .spiritu 1, the Spanish folk song, etc.).

2. Students will be able to tell the historical significances of these songs.

3. Students will listen to characteristics in the music alreaft.established
ip Unit 10 - the instrum_ental music, and list characteristics of the
music.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A

Thomas Seplios writes in his excellent Pictorial History of Greece,

(Crown Publishers, Inc.,New York: 1967, pp. 211), the following concerning

the Kl4phyi

"Throughout the entire eriod of the Turkish occupation, Christian

utlawg known aq.pephts ntained a semi-independent existence in the more

mountainous regions of cent ral and northern Greece. They interrupted

imperial communications and preyed upon the wealthy Christian and Muslim

people of the plains. To combat them, the Turks were forcdd to recruit

and arm irregular forces of hardy Greek mountaineers. These forces of Chris-

tiara soldiers, kn own as the Armatoles, were generally in sympathy with the

Klephts, and defections from one sidebto the other and back again were

common. The heroic exploits of both Are recorded in th' ballad poetry of

Greece, and in time, served to symbolize to all Greets, deMoralized by the

131 4
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I

bondage of Turkish rule, everything that was manly, noble, and courageous

in their national character."

". . At the turn of the Nineteenth Century, both the Klephts and the
ti

corsairs suffered severe losses. Many Klephts lost their lives in the

abortive uprising,of 1770, and many of the Greek corsairs became respectable

merchant seamen. 1803, the Ottoman gavernment,started a campaign to wipe

out the outlaws:. the Greek people were urged to get rid of the Kleppes and

the pirates. As a result of the desire for peace and commerce and of the

stand of the. Chnrchl the outlaws lost much of their support, and barely

managed to survive for their important role in the war of national liberation.

In both the student and teacher's manuals, there is a map designating

areas wiere some of the songs are native; the same will'hold true in the

following unit,on dance. It would also Ye wise to review generally the

preceding unit on instrumental music.

The accompanying texts (in both manuals) 'are not, in any sense, literal.

t It may seem strange to the student to hear a song extolling beautiful eyes

the color of olives; a song concerning the herb, basil; or a song concerning

the flight of an eagle. However, the:olive is symbolic of beauty, the fragrance

Of the basil plant lingers long after the actual plant is dead; and the eagle is

symbolic of the Greek quest to be free.

132
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard #1 from Unit 10.

2. Class copies of Springboard #2 from Unit 10.

3. Cassette tape recorder (71/2 ips).

4. Class copies of Spring oard #1 for this unit (texts of songs

PROCEDURES:

1.*Distribute to each student the above listed springboards.

'2. Play the cassette recording of the following transcript (TM only)

6for the students.

TRANSCRIPT OF -TAPE:

1. Atnounc

Lying in the shadow of the Acropolis, is the quaint{ and picturesque
section 'of Ath ns known as Plaka. Here, minstrels sing serenades and
popular songs s they travel from tavern to tavern. Organ grinders
slowly weave t eir way through the darkened narrow ptreets playing tunes
thirty to..flit years old.

In the villages, one can hear women -along a river bank singing to
the multi-rhyt ic sounds of their wooden paddles beating the wash clean.
In the evening, a recent-widow sits alone lamenting her loved one, while
in the distanc .a mother lulls her new-born to sleep: At the village
coffeehouse, m: gethetto talk of politics, reminisce, and sing historic
Klephtic songs from their particular region. Newly' -weds are awakened by
maidens singi g at their window. Peasants travel to. larger village4
nearby .to att hd a "panigyri" -- a -s--"5"Er.ai gathering and celebration lasting

, for several ays -- to dance to the music of ensembles. Music is truly
an essential part of contemporary Greek life.

6

The music of Greece falls into two main categories: folk or regional.
music, and popular music. The folkmusic'of Greece is clearly defined
into two general groupings: music of the mainland and music of the
isjauds.

133
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a

The mainland>rtgions of Thrace, Macedonia, Epirus, Thessaly, end
the Peloponnesus are considered as being distinct musical regions,
each having its Own unmistakable style of expression. The slow,
stately nature of the music of, Epirus contrasts greatly to the pastorale
styles of Thessaly and the highland idioms of the Peloponnesus. In
complete contrast is the music of Thrace, where external musical factors
have been assi

Island folk music tends to be much lighter in quality. For
example, the serenades of Corfu are quite different from the lively
"Sousta" of, des and Crete. Stringed instruments such as the san-
touri, laouto violin, and lyra are,preferred by the islanders.

2. Announcer:

e

Greek folk song; are divided'into various categories according to
their social functions and to the.customs and ceremonies, which
determine their usage. There are marriage and love songs, laments,
dirges, and Klephtic-songs--a great number of these songs are known
to be created during the Ottoman rule, and during or after the war for
Greek independence -of 1821. They express in an infinite variety of
feelings the lover of the Greek people for freedom,

During the Turkish occupation (from the Second half of the 15'40, .

'century down to 1821), many people would abandon their families
and homes and go to live in the mountains. They carried on for
centuries a continuobs warfare against the conqueror. The Turks
called this class Of men, Klephts (bandits or:guerrillas). These men
spent all their lives on the mountains under the most difficult condi-
tions. Besides developing their physical abilities to a great degree of
perfection, many of them were known to have the Ability of composing
and improvising verses and songs. Many of these Klephtic songs have
a heroic tone and rhythm; others display a delicate feeling of tender-
nessand love, or a nostalgic ydarning for loved ones gar away. It

is not possible to tell the age of most of the folk songs, especially_
V-those of a genera ocial character.

In the following s4g, the words concern the exploits of patriots
in the War of Independence. It is a Klephtic song from Epirus and
accompanies a dance of the region, the Tsamikos, a war dance performed
mainly by men. -

V

(Play No. 1)
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4. Announcer:

410
A

The next sont features excerpts from traditional songs.

5. Announcer:

:Ibis is a very old song, familiar throughout Greece--"To Erinaki"
' or "Young Irene." The translation is: "For days nut my Irene, I

have passed your home, but the door is locked. Whirreason can I find
for your cruel mother to keep you hidden inside? I want to come in
and see you, talk with you, and kiss you. I love you, Irene.",

(Play Song No. 2)

(Play Song No. 3)

6. Announcer:

This a song from Thessaly. A shepherd sings to his sweetheart
and tells ar that he will sell his goats and lambs to offer her
jewels and fancy gowns; and he would give all his grazing land to offer
her a palace., This is a song which accompanies a dance from the same
region (Thessaly) and is performed by fhe young village maidens after
church.

t(Play Song No. 4)

7. Announcer:

The following song is from the island of Crete, where the people
believe in living life to its fullest. The song is in a story, form,

I/

a type of-narrative poem composed in short stanzas, especially one of
romantic character, and adapted for singing. It is similar to our
American country-western folk songs. The translation is: Cursed ip j -
the one who has the opportunity for .love and lets it pass by, since one
does not know what the future will bring."

\\(Play Song No. 5)

8. Announcer: -r

The translation for the following song is: "Your beautiful eyes
are ike black olives; Whoever kisses them is not afraid of death."

(Play Song No.

135
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9. Announcer:

The next song exhibits a blend of western and eastern cultural
influences, characteristic of the Ionian island songs.

10. Announcer

(Play Song No. 7)

This is.an 18th century song'from the Greek village of Alatsata
in Asia Minor. It celebrAaelthe beauty of the young girlsAhlthe
village. "Oh my' lovely brunette; where shall I plant you, you lovely
village maiden? Yes, I shall plant you in my heart, thus shall I
be able to conquer you, you beautiful'one."

11. Announcer:

(Play Song No. 8)

44

A lullaby in any language is an expression of a mother's love for
her child as she puts him to sleep. The Greek mother is most dramatic
in her choice of words when speaking of the love she 'reels for her
child. In the lullaby you will now hear, the mother says: "When you
were born, my darling, the sun itself came down and bestowed upon you
its radiance` and brilliance, and then it returned to the sky."

.(Play Song No. 9)

r-

12. Announcer:

The.followihg is a pastoral song, and is an example of a very tra-
ditional song, the shepherd laments the.losiT of his lamb which was stolen
the night before by. bandits, and he has such a deep concern about .his
flock that he refers to the, stolen lamb as having golden horns and
silver fleece. He then calls his shepherdess to share his sadness.

13. Announcer:

(Play Song No. 10)

The Greek people are proud of their folk songs'which refl
the struggle that the nation has waged for survivalthrough ut.the
centuries. They sing their songs, and dance them in their celebrations
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and festivals as their ancestors did before them. While it is true that
the musical tastes of the urban centers are more cosmopolitan, folk
singing and dancing in the countryside is as popular now as it ever
was, with the dances being performed in native regional costumes
du0.ng important telebrations.

\ -
It is of special interest that these folk songs and dances have

been carried to every part of the wort where Greeks have settled,
and are enjoyed there in a form, the rity of 4,hich is astonishing
in vie4-of the 'time and distance th separates thebe people from their
ancestors.

O

J

.

1
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GREEK ETHNIC PROGRAM:'

to,

CREDITS

UNIT 11: BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Teacher's Manual)
'Spelios, Thomas. Pictorial History of Greece. New York:

Crown Punishetsi Inc., 1967,328 pp.

1

2

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE ('Teacher's Manual)

_Record album notes by Sotirios Chianis fro Philips Recording
(Monaural PCC 213)

'SONG TRANSLATIONS

Record Album notes by Elfleida and Theodoie Petrides from
Monitor Recording MF 369.

SONGS USED AND ARRANGER

1) "In the Valley" -- arrangement by Gr. Constantinides

- 2) Excerpts

3) "Yount Irene" (To Erineki) by Gr. Constantinides

4) "Karagouna" arrangement by Constantinides

5) "Kritiko" -- arrangement by Mholis Kalomiris

6) "Ta matakia sou to mavra" arrangemstiy Gr. Constantinides

7) "Kerkyra"

8) "Alatsatiani" -- arrangement by _Theodore Spathy

9)

10) "To Layarni" --,arrangement by Theodore Spathy

PERFORMERS 5'

In songs 1 through 9 -- Elena Nikolaidi, Mezzo-Soprano

George Darden, Pianist
Song No. 10 L.- Elena Nikolaidi, Mezzo- Soprano

Meridian (Mississippi) Symphony
(non-commercial recording)
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TEXTS OF SONGS 1%.

1. This song concerns the exploits of patriots in theWar of Independence.
It is a Klephtic song from Eprius and is titled, ".In the Valley," and
it accompanies a dance of the region, the Tsamikos, a war dance
performed mainly by men. The War of Independence agaipst the Turkish
occupation occurred from 1821 to 1830.

4
"At the foot of the valley, in the dry villages, come eat and

drink, dear brothers. The Klephts in,uniforus q0ered w4b_gold medals,
sit, eat,-and drink, and menace the city of Arta:- Attention, Turks,
they will retak6 the villages. Quickly, to arms, for theewill attack
like wolves!" . /

2. This selection features excerpts from severartraditional songs.

-"Under the Oak Tree" - "Down there under the shadow of the oak
tree I saw my love dancing with the villa& girls and boys."

57 In the second song, a young girl states: "Find a husband for me,
but not an old one, for you will be sorry. I want a sparkling young
man."

3, This is one of Ale most familiar songs throughout Greece, entitled,
"Young Irene.", "For days now, my Irene, I have passed your home, bust
the door is locked. What reason can I find for your cruel mother will:7
keeps you hidden inside? I want to come in and see you, talk to you,
and kiss you. I love you, Irene." .

4. This song is from Thessaly. A shepherd sings to his sweetheart and
.tells her.: "I would sell goats and lambs to offer you jewels and gowns,
and I would give all my grazing land to offer you a palace."

This song accompanies a dances frowthe same region. \According to custom,
it-As performed by the young-village maidens after church. The young
men encircle them to watch and admire them,-and at the end of the dance
they throw their handkerchiefs to the one whom they intend.to ask in
marriage. The title of the song, "Karagouna," is widespread throughout
the province of\Thessaly and the inhabjtants look upon it a's their
"national" song. .

5. The next song is from the island of Crete,and the people there believe
in living life.to its fullest extent. The song is in a story formi,.a
type of narrativepoem composed in short stanzas. The translation is:

139r 1-
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Continued

"Cursedji the one who has the opportunity for love and allows it to
pass by, since one does not know what 9e future will bring."

.

6. Tra matakia sou to mavra 4 ." The translation for this song is:
* "Your beautiful eyes are like the black olives; whoever kisses them0,

ais not afraidof death." In Greece, the olive is symbolic of beauty,
therefore, the text is extolling the dark Apes to the color of an

. olive.

4.

7. This song exhibits a bleu f western and eastern cultural inflhences,
characteristic of he an idIand songs.,

. the title 6f-this song, "Alatsatiani," celebrated the beauty of the
younggirls.of Alatsatki a'Greek village in Asia Minor. It dates,back

°
0 from the 18th century. ,,..

"Oh,.my lovely brunette, where shall I plani.you, yo loyelyy,

village maiolen Yelk, I shall plant,you in my heart,; us, will
able to conquer yiiu,\you lovely village maiden."

_
-

.111k

9. The following song is a hilla y and a Greek mbther-is most dramatic
in her choice of words when speaking of the love she feels fo4 her
child. "When you were born, my darling, the sun itself came down and
bestowed upon ypu its radiance and brillifnce, and then it returnU
to the sky."

10. The final song is a pastoraloong and .is* an exaMple of a very:tradi-

II
tional.Greek folksong expressing°a way of lift. In this particular
song, theshepherd laments the loss of his 1A), which was stolen the
night before by the bandits and he has such a deep concernabout his
flpcfc that he refers to tlie stolen lamb as having golden horns and
silver fleece. He then calls his shepherdess to share his sadness.

Rat .

4
A
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QUESTIONS

WHAT DO YOu,THINK'T,

0 r

1. In the tape recording and manualp, the Kelphts were discussed. Who
were they and what did they accomplish?

2. In times of way and conflict, there have been groups of people like the "

Klephts. ,Name other groups who, under similar circumstances, reacted in
uch the same way. .

3. epmap of Greece included in thekmanuals,Signated many regions of
- Greece from where the songs come31. Name.ieyeral regions in the United

States that have prOduced songs Vbrich 'relite to those U.S. regions.

4. We have already dThcpased instrumeits. Name one pirticular instrument
that was fOund in one areaofAmgri eh. that was especially used to
accompany folk-music.

5. Name some songs that concern patriotism in the United States during
\Conflict and war. After identifying these songs, relate them to their
historical settings.

4

6. In Questio #3, we'd cussed regions in the United States. -,Name some
,,,var us et nic groups that have made aOspecial contribution to folk
music this country.."

f4

_A

./

M11
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GOAL:

C

To examine 4e cultural and historical significances of dance through the
use of video-tape and relayed material in the accompanying manuals.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will become familiar with categories of the Greek folk dances,
the characteristicS' of the dances, the diagrams and steps of the
dances, and the musical background.

2. Students will be able to compare certain characteristics in the dances
seen on She video-tape with other folk dances.

3. Students will hear again musical expressibns already encountered in the
two preceding units (i.e., rhythms, instruments, etc.).

4. Students will learn of influences that led to the'historical and cultural
backgrounds of each dance on the video-tape.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:'

There is no possibility of defining the real meaning of the words,

"dance," "folk song," "music," or of judging them in any manner without

a previous effort to study them in the natural background of the country

where they were born. There must alio be a search for the sources they

sprang from and an examination of the psychological needs of the human

society which created them.

Liberty, pride, and noble AA/airy were characteristics of Ancient Greece.

Air

A sense of harmony, a wholeage of tragic and satyric poets -- all this did

not belong to the elite, but to-the people. The people took part in it. It

was rheir_aroperty. Y

Ways of life changed, but basically the same spirit was there. Wars

occurred to save the heritage and civilization- -wars in the north, east, west

and south of the vast empire. These facts constitute the historic continuity
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of the.Greeks. Facts can be found not Aly in.the works of art and

the ancient Greeks, but those that"came through alive 'in 'the dances,

;- .7

writing of

I I,.

Songs,

costumes,-superstitions, and festivals of the people., This is why the folk

dances, and songs-have a deeper meaning and a greater value, because.they

'survived'as the highest forms of Greek history. Greece's history is expressed

through this treasure which no conquerors could' ever take away, and the people

left to us.the loveliest songs at the timeof the War of Independence.

Dancing is their most direct expression of human feelings and senti-

ments. People fled rip pens and papet, nor the education,to exptess their

inner self. They had not even the time: they worked, they fought, and once

in.a while, relaxed by dancing, thus expressing thei

or their sorrow for their fate.

y for a battle won,

When one says that the folk dances carry history in them, one does

not mean that they are performed as they were performed 2,500 ye.ars ago.

Few written descriptions exist (iii 4-few passages of Homer, Plutarch, and

Xenophon). However, there are many ancient vases with representations of

dances and many frescoes in monasteries that can convince one that there

certainly is a correlation between the old and the new. This also applies to

the musical .instruments used today by Greek folk musicians:

'he folk dances of Greece, accompanied by/ Music played on traditional .

instruments and frequently also with singing, are of two diyinct kinds.

The lively "pidiktos" and the restrained "syrtos" are he distinguishing

measures of these two groups. Dances comprised of alternating pidiktos

143
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syrtos measures constitUtaa third and derivative group.

IIThe pidiktos, literally the "leaping" dance, was born on the rugged

11

mountains of Greece and is apprOpriately danced by men alone. The syrtos,

or "dragging" dance, on/the other hand, is most frequently seen in the

IIlowlands, coastal regions and the islands. Both me& and women dance the

syrtos.

II Greek circular dances,, the characteristic pattern of most national, .

II

dances in the country, are often named after the place where they first
4

developed into a recognized form or variation; or after a profession as in

t
.."'

the case of ..tke "Hassapikos'\(Butcher's Dance). Finally, their names'

denote the category to whl.ch-they belong, as the Klephtikos or Klephtic;

II .

-
that is, the warrior-patriots' dance.'

II. The most popula -orm of the Greek dance is the open circle with the *k

regular pandhold position; i.e., when facing the chain of dancers, their.

IIarms resemble the letter W; hands are held out to the sides, shou lder high

with almost a right-angle bend at the elbow. (See Illustration 1).

II'The next popular dance form is the straight line in which the out-

II

stretched arms are placed on the shoulders of the adjoining dancer. The
. 0

straight line usually contains,about five people while the open circle has
)

many more. (.Illustration 2).

.

Lastly comes the curved
,

line dance with its basket-weave hold.

I a,
-every other dancer holds hands across the waist of the adjoining dancer.

The left arm is over the right arm of the adjoined dancer. (See Illustration 3)

.144
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The video-tape which you will now see features four characteristic

dales: The Hassapiko, the Naftiko: the Tsamiko, and the Kalamatiano,

In the following pages of the manual, youlwill find background information

on each dance, the characteristics,rformatioh, and time. In some cases,

4 ---
a diagram i given to show positions of feet, as well as a page devoted

to the basic steps of each dance.

The dancers you will see are all young Greek-Americans in appropriate

costumes. Naturally, to see these dances performed by native Greeks in

I'lftative'coStumekwou/d'be the ihodt idedl sftuatitri: However; it'id very

interesting to see these young people express themselves so capably in

presenting a part, of their Cultural heritage.,

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT .

1. Class copies of Springboard #1 (excerpts from the abol Background
Information).

2. Class copies of Springboard #2 (illustrations,of the three hold
positions).

3. Class copies of Springboard #3 (backgrounds, diagrams, and steps of .

the dances).
IP

4. Video-ape player and video-tape of dances.

PROCEDURES:

Distribute to each student Springboards #1, #2, and #3, allowing
appropriate reading time for the background information. Should the
instructor desire it, the unit could be divided into two classroom periods:

First day: Reading and discussion of the dances

Second day: Viewing of the video-tape and general discussion

-or-

1,45
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First day:

Second day:

to xs c:

Reading and viewing of only two of the four dances on
the video tape;

Reading and viewing of the final two dances on the tape.

146
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GREEK ETHNIC PROGRAM:

CREDITS

UNIT 12: BACKGROUND INFORMATION -.Teacher's Manual

t

Notes bTDora Strato from a Program of Greek Dances,
Athens: 1966 r /
Notes by Fivos Anoyanitkis for Recording Counterpoint/Esoteric
CPST 5527; Petrides, Theodore and'Elfleida, Folk Dances bf-the
Greeks. New York: Exposition Press, 1961, 78 pp.

ILLUSTRATIONS -- Teacher/Student Manuals

Petrides, Theodore and\Elfleida, Folk Dances of the Greeks.
New York: Exposition Press, 1961, 78 pp.

VIDEO --TAPE -- Non-commercial; taped in the studios of the St.
Petersbgrg (Florida)' Cotlege.

0
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BACKGROUND OF THE FOLK DANCES OF GREECE

c

,/
The folk dances of Greece, accompanied by music played on traditional

instruments and frequently also with dinginet are of"two distinct

kinds. The'lively "pidiktos" and the restrained "syrtds" are the distinguishing

measures of these two groups. Dances con ised of alternating pidiktos and

syrtos measures constitute a third and derivative group.

The pidiktos, literally the "leaping" dance, was born on the rugged

mountains of Greece and is appropriately danced by men alone. The syrtos, orr

? , _
"dragging" dance,-on the other hand, is most frequently seen in the lowlands,

coastal regions, and the islands. Both men and_women dance the syrtos.

Greek circular dances, the characteristic.pattern of most national

dances in the country, are often named after the place where they first

developed into a, recognized fort or variation; or after a profession as in

the case of the "Hassapikos" (Butcher's Dance). Finally, their names denote

the category to which they)elong', as the Klephtikos of Klephtic; that is

the" warrior-patriot's dance.

The most popular form of the Greek dance is the open circle with the

regular handhold position; i.e., when facing the chain of dancers, their

arms resemble the letter W; hands are held out to the sides, shoulder high

with almost a right-angle bend at the elbow. (See Illustration 1).

The next popular dance form is the straight line in which the out-

stretched arms are placed on the shoulders of the adjoining dancer. The

148
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straight line usually Contars about five people while the open circlea ' . ,

has many, ore. (See- Illustration 2).

1Last y comes the curved-line with its basket-weave hold. Every

other dancer holds hands across the waist of the adjoining dancer. The

leftarm is over the right arm of the adjoined dancer. (See Illustration 3)

The video-tape which.you.will now see features four characteristic

dances: the Hassapiko the Naftiko, the Tsamiko, and the Kalamatiano.

In the following pages of the-manual you will find background informatioft

on each dance, the characteristUp, formation, and time. In some cases,

a-diagram is given to show positions of feet, as well as a page devoted

to the basic steps of each dance.
4

Thedancers,you will see are all young Greek-Americans in appropriate

costumes. Naturally, to see these dances performed by native Greeks in

,native costumes would betthe most ideal situation. However, it is very

-interesting to see these young people express themselves so capably in

presenting a part of their cultural heritage.
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FIGURE I

FIGURE II

FIGURE III
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KALAMATIANOS

Thisdance is one of the most popular dances in Greece.
Originally a Syrto (full name--Kalamatiano Syrto Horo), it
slowly gained the spirit and form of a "Pidiktos", so that
-not only the leader leaps and whirls in various embellishing
figures, but the 1 ne of dancers will hop and skip as well.

This day as its name indicates, originated and was most
n Kalamata, a town located on the southwestern shore

.of the, Peloponessus; however, there seems Co be quite a close
connection with the ancient chain-dance called "Ormos".

/The rhythm of the Kalamatiano i /8, which in itself sets-it °
apart frothe Syrto dances, bec use, enerally speaking, they
are in 2/4 time.

Lth aracteristics: Gay and carefree.

The time of the dance is broken doWn as follows:-
3/8 + 2/8 + 2/8 a 7/8 which again makes it different from

other dances of 7/8 time.

Formation: Open circle, moving counter-clockwise with regular
"W" handhold (as in Illustration No. 1).

le

-r
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STEPS TO DANCES

KALAMATIANOS:

.1, 2, 3

1, 2

1, 2
r 1, 4_3
1,21
I, 2

Side r.

Cross 1. behind r.
Side r.

Cross 1. in front Of-r.
Side r.

Cross 1. behind r.

1, 2; 3 Side_r.
1°, 2 Cross 1. behind r., 4114

1, 2 Side r.
1,0 2, 3 Cross 1. in front of r. (Most popular form)
1, 2 Side r.
1, 2 Cross 1. in front of r.

The line may use any one of the following balances to.complete
the steps of the dance as given above; i.e., the first half com-
prises movement to the right, the second half, the balante. The
balafices are listed in order of their popularity.

BALANCES I:

BALANCE.II:

1, 2, 3
1, 2
1, 2

1, 2, 3

1, 2
2

Side r. ,

Cross 1'. in

Weight back
Step back 1.

Step back r.
Weight on 1.

ad& r.
Cross 1. in
Weight back
Side 1.

* Cross r: in
Tieight-bat)c

front-of r., weight off r.
on r.

, weight off 1.

front of r., wei ht.off r.
on r.

front
on 1.

of 1., weight of 1.

4
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HASSARIKO.

This dance is one of the most poRillar forms of dance expressions
to be Ifound.throughout the whole of the Near East, and like a number
of 'others, has lost its Greek name and.is popularly called by the
Arabic-Turkish name for "butcher" -- "Hassapiko."

.Long before the Turkish conquest of the Byzantine Empire., the
dance was already popular throughout the area; itwas
popular during the Hellenic Age and was introduced by the soldiers of
Alexandef theiGreet's army. '"It was a war dance and ioas adopted
from an ancient shepherd dance of the Macedonian-Thracian region.

The movements depicted a stealthy approach on the enemy; contact
and bat -tale with them; then victory. This was used to prepare th(
soldiers for battle; teaching them to move silently, signals for .%

movements were, transmitted by touch. 'As the battle ensued, commands
were shouted and, in both cases, the shepherd,, soldier or dancer
was to move imMediately Into a new pattern. Finally, the music
speeded up so Much that it was almost Impossible to keep up' with it--
this depicted the victory.

This dance today has actually broken up into two distinct 'parts;
there is no gradual acceleration; and the verlf ild section at the
end has been dropped altogether. There rema s the slow Hassapiko ,
which is also known as tyre Naftiko (Sail s Dance), The fast
Hassapiko is simply called.Hassapiko. General terms are also
:applied to it such as: village dance, festival dance, wedding
dance, etc. Both the slaw and fast parts haves numerous variations,
with the whole line participating in the execution of the intricate
variations, which are performed spontaneously, as the leader
signals them. %

Characteristics: Gay and cirefree. A high-spirited dance on the balls
of. the feet with many variations and fast; tricky steps.

Formation: Open circle. Hands on shoulders. General movement
counter-clockwise.

fime: 2/4

Diagram of Foot Positions:
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ContiOuol

STEPS-TO DANCES

421

..
-A* it-

1 Step i. 1. quickly to r.
2 Step r. 1. quickly to

f' )1 Step.K. to r,
2 Hop on r. and itk 1. in front of r.
1 Step 1. bac t to r.

2 Hop pn 1. and r. in front of 1.

1 Step t, to r.
2 1. in ;pntoof r.

1 Step o r..-

2 Hpp on -t. tnd kick 1..in front of r. it the same time.
1. back next to r.

op on 1. and kick r. in front of 1. at the same mei 4

1 Hop on 1. travelin:4 to r.

2 Hop on 1. traveling to r.
, 1 Step r. to r., step -1. in,front of r.
24Ftep r. in place.

1 Step ,1, back net to r., step r. in front' of 1.
2 Step 1. in-place.

4
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TSAMIKOS

A

The TsaMiko, as its name suggests, originated in and was the
most popular dance'of the area of Tsamidon. " name Tsamidon
and Tsamouria,(TurkishiCamouria) seem to be corruptions of the
anciefielocality which they now represent and in the past was
called Camania. The Turkish name for a person of this area is
"Cam." However, during the War of Independence, it became the
favorite dance of the Klephts (Mountain fighters), and it spread
from 'Epirus through all of Greede and is particularly enjoyed in
the Aetolo-Acarnania area. It is not only symbolic of the shep-.
herd's climbing and leaping among the mountain crags and ledges,
but goes further back into antiquity, for it is one of the many
dances which were associated with the sacredwrane.

The dance is,difforent from the general type of war dance, for
quite ofteqp "espeCially in Epirus, the beat is slow; yet because
of it;lthe excitement stirred/06N in the individual, especially
the leader, is more deeply rooted than in the faster war dance.
The peak of, the dance exhorts the leader to perform outstanding
,gymnastic and acrobatic feats.

The timing of the, dance is 3/4, broken down in this manner:

1,2 3

2/4 1/4 k 3/4 or slow, quick.
S metimessthe beat is in 3/8 and occasionally 6/8.

Ch. acteristics: Dignified and warlike, with the leader doing many
jumping and leaping figures.

Formation: Open circle,,moving counter-clockwise with the regular
handhold. Right foot crossed over left always before. starting

' this dance.

4

ttpc3?1

fSM tio

Diagrem:
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STEPS TO DANCES

TiAMIKOS:

1,2 Side r.
3 Cross 1.

1,2 Side x.
3 Cross 1.

1,2 Side r.
3 Aross 1.

in Akt of

in front of 1/4\
r

in front of r.

1,2 Side r.
3 Lift d. foot to calf of r. leg, hopping on r.

ti

1,2 Side 1. (moving clockwise)
3 Cross r. in front of 1. -

1,2 Side 1.

3 Crosi r. in front of 1.,I6Ointing toe, and hop on 1.

1

w
The sixteen-step variation is the more correct Corm of-the dance as it was

introducedto the rest of Greece from Epirus. The last four steps have been
eliminated in the other versions which come from central and southern Greece
and which are the,most popular in the United States.

The right foot always Crosses over the left. foot before starting the dance.

Side r.
3 'Cross 1. in front of r.

1,2 Point r. foot forward right oblique.
3 Step r. back next to 1.

-,..3

1,2, Point 1. forward.,
3 Cross 1. in front of 'r.

a

1,2 Side r.
3 Hop on r. foot, kicking 1. foot up behind about knee high

.1,2 Side 1: to left. 1

3 Cross r. in front of 1.

1,2

.3

Side 1.
Kick r. foot across 1. shin

1,2 Side r. to right.

3 Cross 1. in front of r.
. A

1,2 Point r. to 'tight side.
Cross r. foot over 1. foot

%
e

./1

while hoppingvon 1.

156 it"
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11 UNIT 12 - SM
QUESTIONS.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
ir

1. How do we know that many of the anci nt Greek dances have a continuing
link with the present folk dances? Where are descriptions of depictions
found?

2. Describe the two distinct kinds df Greek folk dances.

3. Describe-the three most popular dance forms with their hand-hold positions.

4. Name one particular folk dance in America that would be similar to
one of the Greek dances.

5. In describing the-square dance', rllate certain characteristics to the
Greek folk dance. (i.e., various'hand-hold positions, movements of
the feet, straight-line, curve-line, etc.)

6. What kind of musical instruments are usually found accompanying square
dances? Are these instruments in any way related It the Greek instruments
already discussed in Unit 10? In what way?

7. Costumes and dress serve as an important background to the Greek folk
dances. Most of us have.seen square dancers in a live performance,
television, or movies. Describe the type of dress or costume worn.

8. Name various forms- of dancin that you are familiar with in this
country. What kihd o rhyt usually accompanies the dances you named?___
Rela4e them to the dance you saw on the video-tape'or the dances
described in your manual.

9. Name some dances that are particular to various ethnic groups, such as
Mexican, Spanish, Jewish, Polish, Russian; etc.
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UNIT 13 - TM

GOAL:

I

46 44.

To examine the contents of Greek-American newspapers and compare them with
'Ameiican newspapers.

OBJECTIVES

1. Students will be able to describe similArities and differences between
American and Greek-American newspapers.

2. Students, will be able to list the kinds of news discussed in Greek-
American newspapers (i.e., political, social, religious).

3. Students will,be able to list.reasons for the kinds of advertisements used
in Greek-American newspapers..

HYPOTHESEI
0

1. If ethnic newspapers contain articles about activities in one's native
country, then a communication bridge with the native country will be
established.

2. If ethnic newspapers publish news about an ethnic group throughOut the
country, then a means of identifying with the accomplishments of the
ethnic group will be available.

a

3. If ethnic newspapers advertise products and services similar to those
found in one's native country, then a segment of the native culture
will be reinforced in the American community.)

BACKGROUNDINFORMATION:

Originally, ethnic newspapers were published entirely in the foreign

'language of a particu lar ethnic group (the earliest Greek newspaper in

America was the Atlantis, 1894).
1

,However, the emergence of the foreign
.*-

language radio, better educated immigrants, and a larger number of immi-

grants who already knew English, .hale caused a decreAse in the number of

,foreign language newspapers.

p
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UNIT 13 - TM
Page 2

at

There is always a tendency among aliens who speak a foreign language
0

to congregate in groups. This is a natural teAgency'since people tend to go

to thosethose whom they know, to those whose speech they can understand, and to %

those from whoi they may receive help and suggestions. Comparatively,

ethnic newspapers still serve a.purpose for immigrants and native born

Americans offoreign ancestry. The press'keeps the immigrants in touch with

4
the'political struggle and other news atlhome, and'in some degree gives them

an opportunity to take part in

SOURCE:

1. -Hellenic Chronicle, 324 Newbury Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

2. Hellenic Time; 305 East 40th Street, Box 346, New York, New 'York.

3. Orthodox Observer, 8 East 79th Street, New York, New York.

4. Park, Robert E., Americanization Studies The Immigrant Press and Its
Control 1971.

a'

MATERIAES AND EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboard #1.

A
2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

PROCEDURES

1. Each student should b' given a copy of the newspaper articles contajned
in Springboard #l,and the teacher should read thyfollowing statement
for students to think about as they read the articles from several
Greek-American newspapers:

"In Ameiica,"as in Europe, it is language and tradition rather
than political allegiance that unites the foreign populations."1
(p. 5)
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UNIT 13 - TM
Page 3

PROCEDURES: (Cotitinued)

-Ate°

Encourage the students to read several\articles. Allow approximately
20 minutes for this. The questions listed should then be used in class
disCussion.

2. Each student shotild be given a copy of the advertisements contained
in Springboard #2. Allow approximately 5 to 10 minutes for this;.th
use the questio;ls listed for class discussion.

t4

t

I

4
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UNIT 13 - SM
-Springboard #1

The following are articles from different Greek-American newspaper'.
See what similarities and differences you notice in these as compared to
other American newspapers.

Hellenic Chronicle - 1/30/75

BAKALIS MAY SEEK ILLINOIS GOVERNORSHIP

CHICAGO - Michael J. Bakalis has stepped out as superintendent of

Illinois schools and has moved into an area which he hopes will set the

stage for a possible quest for the governorship.

Bakalis, 36, is moving in pretty much the,same'direction that lichael S.

Dukakis moved in _preparing for his successful campaign for the Massachusetts

governorship.

Bakalis has announced that he will be forming a statewide volunteer

education advocacy organization, the 'Illinois Committee for Educational

Excellence. Dukakis did pretty much the samd-by becoming a sort of, Ralph J

IINader in the Bay State and by taking on a post as moderator of an educational
,-, . 4

11

television show,"The Advocates." .
,

Bakalis told newsmen he will embark on a national lecture tout as a
1

II
distinguished education policy fellow of the Institute for Educational
117 .

.

Leadership, Geoige Washington UniversityWashington, D.C. -.He will-be

II

.

serving as a visiting professor of education.at Northwestern University,

Evanstoni and the University of Illinois, Champaign andldirecting a project

in alternative education 'sponsored by the Eli Lilly Foundation.
of- -

He also planswriting a book on education and politics.
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ae

Bakalis also said he will be'making some decision on any future

participation in the Illinois political arena within the next six to

eight months. .

"I will be evaluatinlitthe political scene and will be making a

determination about any commitments for'1976," he said;

Hellenic Chronicle - 1/30/75

MORE OPTIMISM SEEN IN GREECE

WASHINGTON --Change of government has been seen by one economic

writer for the cautious optimism evident in economic circlepOin Greece

today.

In an article in "Commerce Today," ..1C-hn L. Priamou of the-U.S.

Bureau of International Commerce, is quoted as attributing the Shift from

the pessimism of 1974 to cautious optimism as being primarily due to the

change of government.

It is noted that the dictatorship in an effort to combat rampant

inflatip adopted stringent anti-inflationary measures, which, though
,-- _

stabilizing prices, stunted.the growth of the economy. .--,_
. .

The 1914 growth rate, with the exception of agriculture, thus fell

from a 16.5 in 1973 to zero last year. the Caramanlis government is now,

trying to find ways to revitalize the economy and to bring inflation to

l
1

II

an acceptable level while trying to correct the chronic imbalance of

/ .

1.
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payments.

Credit restrictions have been relaxed, minimum salaries increased,

heavy taxation on new construction abolished. The government hopes,. to

stimulate industrial developnipnt with an emphasis on exportL.orienied

production.

Total imports in 1973 were $4,047 million; those for the first six

monthp of list year, $2,143 million. ImporiVor tlie year will likely.

be pegged at$4,700 million. The U.S: is third in rank among suppliers

of Greek imports, with Western Germany and Italy running ahead. Revital-

izing of the economy, however, offers U.S. suppliers a prospect for

improvement. U.S:-made metalworking machinery,-office machinery, farm

equipment, organic chemicals, plastic,Ilumber, paper, hotel and recrea-

tion supplies are expected to sell'well Jin Greece; but improvement Is also

expected in aviation industry products, mining, food-processing and

padkagIng, refrigeration, air-conditioning, scientific instrumentation,

pollution and environmental control equipment, medical and pharmaceutical

goods and iron and steel sdraps.

U.S. telecommunications and electronic equipment is also expected to

sell well in Greece.

t
Orthodox Observer - 2/5/75

ATHENS HEADS DRIVE
r

CHICAGO - George D. Karcazes, poard president of the Hellenic
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Foundation, has announced that March 1 has been selected as ee date of a

Founders' Dinner, which will be the most ambitious fund-raising project

in the history of the Foundation.

General chairperson of the event is Andrew A. Athens, Chicago indus-

trialist. Funds raised will provide subsidies for the needy residents

of the retirement home, Hollywood House, and will implement theiSOcial services

programs that have already been initiated.

Honored on that evening will bVthe Foundatioh's founds, headed 41

F. George Mastrantonis, who conceived the idea of a retirement hogg"for

the aged and was instrumental in the establishing of the Foundation.

Athens, who is president of Metrol Steel Corporation, is president

of the United HelleW.c Council of Illinois.

Tickets for the banquet are being,sold by board and auxiliary

members and through the Foundation office, 5700 North Sheridan Road,

Chicago,, Illinois 60660.

Orthodox Observer - 2/5/75

ORTHQDOX NEWS BRIEFS

'Christian Unity' in Jerusalem

'

Jeruaalem, (RNS) - A highlight of the Week of Prayer for Christian

Unity (Jandary 18-25) in the: Holy Land was the participation of Protestants,

Anglicans, and Roman Catholics at an "Apodypnon," or Sunset Service, of the

164
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Greek Orthodox Church in the Church of the Holy Sepu

In Nazareth, joint prayers and lectures were held under the auspices

of a newly foried Ecumenical Committee of clergy and

Catholic) Orthod estant churChs.

ity representing

An Ecumenical Musical.Evening featured choirs of the Greek Orthodox,

Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, Lutheran, Anglican, and Etheopian Orthodox

churches.

Orthodox Observer - 2/5/75

ANTIOCHIAN ARCHBISHOP: ABORTION MESSAGE

ENGLEWOOD, N.J. - On the occasion of the second anniversary zi/the

S4reme Court decision on abortion, Metropolitan Philip Saliba, Archbi-,

shop of the Antiochian Orthodox Archdiocese of New York and All North

America, issued an encyclical'on abortion.

Archbishop Philip notes that "The Supreme Court's 1973 decision

reflects a strong trend in our society toward the dehumanization and

objectification of man . . . there is no more` reverence. for life.

He emphasizes that "the right-to-life issue is not restricted

to the unborn. Abortion kills our unborn, infanticide claims our infants

and euthanasia will claim you and me if tomorrow we becot ill and are no

lonfar Considered useful to society."

The Archbishop encourages all his faithful to become better educated

on pto-,life issues and to assist in finding the best solutions for all the

7 165 176
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lives involved. Educational material is available from the National Right- /

to-Life Committee, 1200 15th Street, N.W., Suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20005.

His Eminence conclud e with the Prayer that Orthodox Christians "will

not sit silently and assist in the destruction of human life through their

lack of action:"

Hellenic Times - 2/6/75

NEW YORKERS SEE AHEPA'S MISSION OF MERCY TO CYPRUS

Oh Sunday, January 26, 1975, over 500 persons Aaw for the first time

or
, in New York the\A.H.E.P.A. Fact 'Finding "Mission of Mercy to Cyprus" film,

riqhich was narrated by the "Kojak" star, Telly Savalas.

Speaking at this affair was the Congressman Mario Biaggi, who blastecrthe

ILU.S. Government for not preventing the acts of aggression by Turkey on the

Mediterranean Island of Cyprus. The American people have paid with.their

tax dollars the arms which are illegally being used to kill'innocent women

and-dhildren.of this once peaceful and prosperous country. .

Congressman Biaggi fears that Cyprus will shortly, find itself in the r

same peaceful solution which presently exists in Ireland; Korea, Viet Nam

and Laos. "There-47illAbe.a North and South' Cyprus, and there will never

again be peace on that island,"-said Biaggi.

"The proposed $235 million fot materials and aid to TurkeY-X-ipp'"the

United States can guarantee the loss for a peaceful solution on'Cyptus,?
\ ,

said Biaggi. F
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.

Other speakets at the premiere showing included former Under Secretary

to the Treasury Gene Rossidei; ConSul General to Cyprusf Dino Moussoutas;

Supreme President of the Order of A.H.E.P.A., William G. Chirgotis; and George

Doukas, CoordiAtor of A.H.E.P.A.'s Cyprus Mission of Mercy Trip and Long

Island Press Reportg.44

The program was sponsored by Stephen Parnassa, District Governor of

A.H.E.P.A. District No. 6, New York State; 'Anthony Porfiros, Chairman of the

Board of H.A.N.A.C. and Louis MVromatis, President of Enosis Lefkariton of.

1:,,Cyprus in America.

Director of the program was Archie Mavromatis, Secretary of A.H.E.P.A.

Chapter No. 403 and ethnic coordinator of. the City's Manpower Career Devel-

'oPment Agency.

Hellenic Times - 2/6/75

EDITOrRIALt
START A CHAIN REACTION!

Incredibly$ the Defense Department notified Congress recently that it/

intends:to sell Turkey $229 million in arms to modernize 885 M-48 U.S.-

'supplied tanks.

In an attempt. to counteract this.actiOn, immediately contact] in

person, by telephone and Oire,'your Senators and Congressmen (202) 224-3121,

. the President (202) 456-1414,,Secretary of Defense,Jates R. Schlesin &er

167
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16+ (!2).695 =5261, and!,$eioretary of State Henry A. Kissinger (202) 02-9884-,_

.
.

,

and exp sa.your.st:iongest possible protest to this potenttl sale as

.

rary..illegal-under the.Foreign Assistance Act, as amended, and Ront'to the
-,.

, .

. intepests ok,the U:S. Such a sale'compounds the U.S. appeasement and

. .

support ofTurkish aggression. It endangers our relations with Greece,

whowis far more important to U.S. strategic interests than Tirkey.

same .

START A CHAIN REACTION TODAY: Have five'relaiives and friends do the,

, :Aft

Rellenic.thionicle -1130/75.-

.

'1 COCKINOS TOP HANCOCK AGENT
,. .

ilIPP .
.. ,

.
.

1 - ',',, __.

'Nicholas 0.'Cockinos, veteran employee of John Hancock Mutual Life
A.

1 L
' Insurance-qempanY:las been named top. agent of-the Company in Boston and.

- .. .

:fr's, j.14th nattwide. ...,. ...4

.

...

..

Cockinos, whoshps been witil the firm since leaving the Marine ,Corps

in 1948, ii 14th' among 15,000 Hancock agenti throughout tfiecountry. In

.1. photo, the honoree, 'left, is'congrattgated by Edwin J..Matz, company_president..

Cockinos; life AncGcmalifqing member Of the Million, -Dollar Round table,

, -

is secretarrtreasurer of the 1;500 'member Boston Life Underwriters Assoc-
- r

iation.

\ As a'result. ,

. JP.
.

ei
' Ginny, will be.

O

Jo_

41.

of his honor,' Cockinos and his wife, Irene, 'and daughter,

ending a week at.Freeport's.Kings Grant Inn next Irnth.111.

16817) .
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411

A surprise congratulatory gesture for Cockinos was a horseshoe floral

wreath from Stavros"Coamopulos of Hill, Holliday, Connors, Cosmopulos.

416:

The two are lifelong friends and business associates. Cockinos also received
0

many messages of congratulations.

The Cockinos family attends St. Caeherine's Church, Quincy, of which -

Cockinos is a past president. ,

. Hellenic Chronicle - 1/30/75

1

PETERZEGRAS NAMED SALES DIRECTOR NAZIONALLFOR BURLINGTON HOSIERY

NEW YORK,'N.Y. - Peter S. Zegras of Weston, Connecticut, hasbeen

promoted to National, Sales Director fof Budington'Brand Ladies Hosiery,
1. f 0

it has been announced by Matthew Chamlin, preAdent of Burlington Hosiery

.

Company, division of Burlington Industries.

6' Mr. iegras,:55, will be responsible for*sales development; management
.0..

. of sales policies and plan; and supervision of all New York and pational

..,7.7field sales personnel tor_Burlingeon Brand Hosiery. He was formerly

manager of sales and administ
r
ation for the brand..

Mr. Zegras joined Burlington Hosiery Company in 1973; following a Seven

year.aisociatiOn with Pepsi-Colas where he servedfour years as director of
Alb

-food store sales ana three years as vertising brand manager. for many of

the coppamesttproduCts including Pep -Cola and Diet Pepsi -Cola. He has ,

previously'been'a product manager'for Canada Dry. He has also been witH.

169
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I

At
Papert, Koenig 'and Lois and Benton and Bowles advertising agencies

II

He has more-than 14 years experiende in mariteting, sales, and'aterchan-
,

dising of established national brazils. 4 r
.

II

.

From 1962 -63, Mr. Zegras was supreme presidentof Sons of Pericles.
. .

.

A graduate of Fordham University, with-a B.S. degree, Mt. Zegras resides

.11

with his wife and fanlily in Westou, Connecticut. :,,,

O
.

1

II f
. ""VC

& %v..

Hellenic Chronicle - 2/13/75

Il )
..._ .... ___., ,,,. -.CONGRESSMAN- YATRON-AD STURBED-MITH-S0CII-SE --INEWHISS---- ---

. - ,
WASHINGTON --Corigressman Gus. Yatron has introduced a ill which he says

will "seek to correct one of the most glaring in s of our'Social
'. *St,

f .
-

Sqctirily system." 'The inequity to which he referred is the-section of.the'

I
40 ...

Social Security law th4t requires reductions of other Federal pensions

II ' in c tain cases when Social Security benefits are increased.

Yatron says kat legislation which he.has introduced would rectify the

11
pr'edint situation. As the Congressman explained, the problem is that Social

n

Sectirity increases often push recipients into higher income brackets. "If-
. 0 ..

11 . an individual i8 receiving any other type of Federal pension when this occurs,
14.. 1

f

(for example, M., AFDC, or Veterans' pension), the Social Security increase
go

will result-in a decrease- in the diher pension. Th# end result of this a0-
. -

II

.

justment process is that a personsloses more than he gains by the Social
,

more

) 410 1y
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security increase," According to Mr..Yatron, "this was clearly not the

intent of the laWt"

*IIHe continued: ,We must protect the limite.and fixed incomes'upon

which, these veterans and widows depend."

Congressian Yatron stated that the bill has generated "considerable

.4 bipartisan support, and..I am hopeful that the yngress will approve tilts

II measure quickly." e

.

)Orthodox Observer - 2/5/75

ATHENAGORAS STATUE COMMISSIONED

I

NEW YORK - Sculptor Nikolas IkaPrIs has been awarded theme commission to

I(I . design °the statue of the late Patriarch`Athenagorasa, for'which funds

were collfcted.by,the Orthodox Obsewer Aom its readers.

Selection of Mr. Ikaris as.ihe artist 'to execute the statue was made by

a committee appointed by the Archdioilesan Council for this purpose. Dr.,

Kimon.Doukasp representing the committee,

careful considerstiOn of numerous artists

of the committee were: Michael Sotirhos,

II Ilhou

costa.

804, "The selection was made after

here and in.Greece." Other members

Peter°T. Kourides and Emmanuel Konda-

The 26-inch-high rough, model of the tatue shown here be'overseven

feet high when it is reproduced in bronze nd placed on aolow pedestal on the

....._//-C-ampus of Holy Cross School of Theology in BtroOk/Ine,'Masliachusetts.

10111 17r
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Patriarch Athenagoras.founded Holy Cross in 1937, when he was Archbishop

of the Americas. Originally in Pomfret, Connecticut, the seminary was moved

,to Brookline in 194.7. or

The model, which has been approved by Archbisho; Iakovos and the

Statue Committee, shows the beloved Ecumenical PatriarN of Constantinople
V

wearing a simple clerics robe and carrying a chalice in his left hand while

offering a blessing with his right hand.

Dedication df the statue, is scheduled at Holy Cross o t ber

1975, the feast day of the Holy Cross.

The artist,'mr. Ikaris, is a native of the island of Inaria. He is #

graduate of the Fine Arts' Academy of the Athens Polytechnic School. He hie

:taught art apt,he City University of New York and has won awards in many

I international exhibitions. 4Other commissions have iKluded: a bust of
.-,,

.

,. ,

Einstein .for the Atomic Center in Athens; a bust of Alexander Fleding for

II

6 0

V the Medical School of Athens; a statue of Albert Schweitzer for Germany; a
.

1 . I , f r -
.

11

- statue to Beethoven in:Vienna; and a statue of President Harry Truman in

Independence,' Missouri. -,

II

II.

Hellenic Times -: 2/6/75

. HOLY CROSS THEOLOGY CR001-16EAN SPEAA AT ANTI-ABORTION RALLY

I

BOSTON An Antic-Abortion Rally held at Boston's City Hall Plaza'on' the

occasion of the second anniversary of thc Supreme Court decision permitting

in effect, abortion on aemandf on Wednesday, January 22, inclu4d a talk

172,
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by the Reverend Dr.'Stanmley S. Harakas, Dean of Holy Cross Greek

Orthodox School of Theology, Brookline, Massachusette.

Dean, who is also Professor of Orthodox Christian Ethics a.t the

Seminary, related the efforts of the Pro-Life movement to the persistent

/
preaching of the truth of God in the face of apparent/y overwhelming odds

by the Old Testament Prophets, the Apostles and the great Fathers and

MAeionaries of t 'he'Church.

Father Harakas made a strong point of noting that the ethical concern

for the protection of life was not limited to any single religious body.

Eastern Orthodoxy, he noted, throughOut its history, has opposed abortion,
.

.

and upheld respect for human life as a' basic ethical requirement.
.____ ____

N ,

The Dean is a member of the Board of Governors of Volcom, an organi-

zation committed to opposing abortion practices through educational means.

He has authored a'number Of.articles on the subject whic have been widely

reprinted in Orthodox Christian religious publications; and he has appeared

at legislative hearings in opposition to life-destructive legislation. He'

is married and th4 father of five children.

Helithic Chronicle /75

EVENING IYITURGY

"Though it has not become general practice, it is"now permissible for
4

chidtdhes to celebrate the Divine Liturgy commemorating a feast day on the

Jeang'of the feast.

v-
3, ,
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The Roman Catholic Church has been doing glis for many years, making

possible.for faithful to fulfill. their obligation by attending a holy

day service the night before the event. The next stepwas a natural one--

Sunday Masses 'on the evening before.
/

Recently the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese in a protocol, No. 175,

informed its far-flung parishes that "in order...to better'serve the

spiritual needs of the,members4ip of our Archdiocese...we have decided...

to allow the ceiebratfon of the Divine Liturgy to take place on the eve

of the feast...This applies only to the commemoration of feasts for saints

which occur on weekdays..."
-

it cannot help but i$rove attendance at feast day Liturgies.*
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UNIT 13.- SM
Springboard #1
Continued

*ft

QUESTIONS:

1. What are these articles about? What do they describe?

2. .What do you think is tke primary puposes of a newspaper which
contains these kinds of articles?

3. What kinds of similarities and differences do you notice in 'these
and 'American newspapers?

4. Why do you suppose there is a mixture of news about Greeks in America
and Greeks in other countries such Greece?

r

\
.
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UNIT 13 - SM

Springboard #2
a

4

*0--
The following:advertisements come from several Greek-American newp-

papers. What kinds of advertisements do you find? What purpose do they
40*

serve?

(Spe following pages)

.9

a
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UNIT 14 - TM

GOAb: (
To examine Greek-American attitudes toward and partitipation in the
United States political process.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will listen to interviews dealing with political attitudes and
behaviors of Greeks and will identify Greek interest and extent of par-
ticipation in politics, as well as their political trust and political
efilicacy.

2. Students will form hypotheses explaining the existence of a "clientelistic
political system" in a'country;

3. Students will be able to describe attitudes and participation of Greek .

immigrants in United States politics.

4. Students will form hypotheses explaining the effect th the baCkground
of immigrants has on their present political behay.ion-",

5, Students mill discuss their own at'titudes.and behaviors, concerning politic

6. Studenis-will_form hypotheses on the importanse,of being a p'articipant in
politics.

HYPOTHESES:
*

1. If people feel that the political leaders do not rel)resent them, then they

may form.a personal relationship with a political figure of the client=
patron type, in order to promote their. own interests,

. \

2. If the political system of the Country to which people emigrate is different
c from that of their native country, then they may not participate in the new
'system.

3. If people participate actively in the.political process, then they will
feel that they have more cdptrol over decisions affecting theft lives.

MCKGROUND INFORMATION:

The Greek political system is )1iff rent from that of thfiUnited States.

Impersonal relationships between citize s and poll,tical leaders, and impartial
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application of the law to a 4 are emphasized in the United States.

It-, s different Greece. Justi e is not seen by the Greeks as being .

f.rJaPIndependent the individuals involved and the particular Situation.

The relatidnships between citizens and individuals holding political

offices are personal, and are "clientelistic" in nature. Accordin

to Legg, clientelism involves "personalized, affective and re rocal

relationships between actors, or sets of actors commanding unequal resources

and involving mutual beneficial transactions that have political ramifica-

dons beyond the immediate sphere,of dyadic relationships."1 By virtue of

his position, the-politician has access to economic-and social resource

which are inaccessible to hisconstituents. He may, for example, have the

final word on how government money should bviistributed in his district.

Also, he knows many influential persons in the political and'economic

sphere that his constituents do not. His relationship to thelatter'is

of a personal nature, and benefits both parties. The politician does

personal favors -for his constituents and, in return, they v'ke fork him or

offer personal services

Thd development of such relationships is closely related to bvw
.

-

Greeks view themselves and the world. Greeks define themselves in terms of

the group into-which they were born the family, the village, the clan.2

Individuals act to serve their groups' needs.' Moreover, Greek people `are

brought up, with the belie =that they capknot trust anyone and that taking'

advantag e of others and being taken advantage of is to be expected.,

- .
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Trust in politicians does not exist. There is no feelillg

tical leaders work for the welfare of the people. Therefore, individuals

make arrangements with a decision-maker in order to promote their interests.

The politician helps them get what they want,aid:they help him stay in

office by noting for him,

Some of the aptitudes examined in thig lesson relate to political

-efficacy and political trust.

Political 4ff±cacy is a person's abilitrro understand the func-tioning

of thgovernment and Eo feel that it tanbe changed; the, efficacious petsOn

feels that he or other citizens have the-power.to,influence polittcal"deci-

slons.3 Political trust refers to the feelihg of confidence'(or lack of it)

that on develops toward the.government and'its officials.

In this iesgon, students will examine the attitudes Greeks have toward-
, t.

their official,Ment'and the-elected official, and.their'participation in Greek
. .

pOlitics. They will also 4iamine how Greek immigrants feel about the 'pOlitical

Proce'ss'orof.thE\ir adopted country, and try to determinebow their political
.' Apik

background

in Greece influences their present-behavior: ,
,--

SOURCES': A.

r 1. Legg, Keith R., Politics in Modern Greece, -Stanford Universxity Press,
Stanford University, 1969.

-2. Pollis,Adam n ImPlic tionA of the Modern Greek Concept of
Self Sigen R.S.,-editor, Learning1 About Politics: A Reader in Political
Socialization, Random House, N61.7 York, 1970, p. 295.

I
. ,

-
1., -Mggsialas, -Byron G.; editor, Political Youth, ,Traditional Schools, Prntice-

. Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972. 6 ,
e 4 ,c,r ..,.d=

e. . .

.. I. Legg, Keith R.,-"Political Change'in a Clientelistic Policy: /he F ure df

,, - .. Democracy in Greece," Journal of Political al.ci Military Science 973,' Vsol.r =

(Fall) pp.--2431--, 246, 232. .

. .
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMT:

1. Tape containing interview.

CasSe.tte Tape recorder.

I

PROCEDURES:
4 r..

.

II
1. Th parr of each tape that pertains to Greek politics should be played for

.
th qtudents. A class discussion should then` rake place which can be based
on the following questions: --

I,
o.

, ori
A. What is' the topic of the interview?

B. Is the.person in the tape interested'in' Jolitics? Does he paAi-,A cipate in the political process? How?

(11

C. Is he politically active? stilly or why not? ..,

D. What type of man is usually elected as preAiden't in this man's village?

fl
F.: Doesthe.man interviewed feel that the president of the ,village acts,

t

to prmote the peoples' interests?

. Why do people vote for him?

II,

G. Do Greek iiillagers feel that they can Change something they dcn't like,
in the way they are governed? el C

. .

H. How do they go about having their needs met? Whom did the man inter

.
vie4itrgo to see to glet his "good conduct" paper?

What is the relationship of people to politicians?
,

A
J, 4Why do politicians do favors for individuals? Do they get anything

.out of it?

11
2. The last pat of the tapes shoulapbe'played and should be followed by a

clasa discussion, with the followingquestions serving as a basisY

A. Do Greek. immigrants feel that the American-political process is simi
lar to the'Greek? Explain.

,

B4 How do they-see themselves in relatidn to elected officials in. the
.

. United States?

' 182
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C. Do they seem to be interested and-do they participate in Americn
_politics?, Do you think their background hasp had an effect on
their attitudes about and participation in the political process
in the United States? ,

D. /bo you, personally, participate in,politics? How? Do you think
your participation is important?

.

E. Do you think' that your public offl,pials are working for your
interests?

F.

(

Whet would you do if you did not like a particular political
decision? Would you try to change it? How?

4.83
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UNIT 14 TM.

SCRIPS FOR INTERVIEW

Q: .Wrhat is your name, please?
A: 'My name is . .1.

Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in'a small village near Yannina in Epirus, which is in the

Northwest of Greece.

Q: How old were you when you left &eece?'
A: About 25.

6

Q: Do you remember anything from the political life in Greece?
A: Sure. You don't forget easily something you're involved in. WeGreeks,

you know, know about politics. Every day in the Kafeneio--,that's
coffee shop--that's all themen would discuss--politics. Sometimes
they even had fights about politics.

Q:, Ho* was the village governed? How did the leader get elgated?
A:. The pers'on who governed the village--the equivalent of an American mayor,

was called president. He was elected by the peOple. He was the richest
man in the village or one who knew.most of the pebple and had.a lot of
influence.

Q: Why were such people elected?
A: People looked up to thei.m they could give the people of the village what

other people could not. For example, the president of my village for many
years was the maniaho owned the general store. Most people don't get paid
regularly in the villag'es since agriculture is the main occupation. Which
means they meet most of their needs through their own efforts on the farm.
They .produce most of their own food,.but there are some things like soap
that they cannot make themselves. So, they go to the store without money. ,

The president doesn't ask for money and gives them credit. Since peOPle
owe him mfney,.they want to be on good terms with him. So, when alection

.

time comes around, most of them voterfor him.

Q: Why did you vote for a certain person?
A: The deputy of our district, someone like a congressman, is from our

village: If,we don't vote for him, who, will? If he gets elected, he will
help all of is from his village who voted for him.

Q: Did he ever help you in ahything?
A. Yes, many times. I remember, once I needed a certificate of good political
I conduct from, the police. I had to apply and wait until the police inves7

tigated and that would take a few days. So I went to my congressman and
told him about my problem: He immediately called the head officer of the
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I
Q: 'Why did he do this for you?
A: I guess in return he'expected me and my family p vote forhim.

11

Q: How do you feel about Greek' politicians? Do you think they work for the
people?

A: Greek politicians cannot be trusted. They don't care for the people. They
all work for their own interests. It doesn't make much differencel4hat .

II )

party is in power; our lives don't change much. In order' or people to
--anything; to get anywhere, they have to have a friend in politics whet
beAe rules a little. ,If one expects tp get things done through channels,

I. he'll have to wait a long time. -

UNIT 14 - TM
Page 2 (Script),

3

police department and told him to-give me the paper right away as a favor
to him. In an hour, I had the, certificate.

Q: If you didn't like something about-the. way you were governed, did you feel
you could do something to change it?

4 .A: Not really. What can one man do?' Nobody
e

would
J

listen to him. If many
people got together and demonstrated long enough*or something, maybe'some-
thing will be done. But one person cannot do anything: If a law is against

I
.. -my interests,, I don't try to change it, I try to go around it. I go see My

representative-and he usually firids a way to fix things.'

.1! UNITED STATES

Q: Why did you come to the United States? .

A: Mainly for economic reasons. The money I Was making in Greece was very
little. I had an uncle here who had a restaurant. He was getting old
and wanted' somebody to help him. He wroteto me andasked.me to come to

II .

/
America. So here I-am.

.
.

Q: What happened when you got here?

II

/!: I lived with my uncle's family for a while and worked in hiS'restaurant.
But things were not as good as I thought they would be..' I had to w9rk
12-15 hours a day for very little pay, I didn't pay rent; though,Irsince
I lived with them. I felt grateful to him at first.. He gave 'me a job

II
and a place to live, even though the money was very little. "Then, they
found me a room and .I moved out of their house% I had to pay rent and
food, etc., now, but the pay was no higher,' I eould hardly make it. But

*
I -khew no English, I didn't know how to get'around, I didn't know anybody
els. But as time went on, I met other Greeks, my English became better,
and I didn't need my uncle any more. So Ileft him to get a better paying

I
job:

\-\ .
. .

Q: In your earl years in the U.S., were you still interested in Greece,and
.

the politics there?
'to
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'

A:

Q:
A:

4:21

A:

Q:
A:

Q:

A:

That's all I 1..7s,interested in. I came to this country with/the intention
of making same money and going back to Greece. I did not care much about
what was happening here because I would leave anyllay. So I would get the
Greek newspapers every day and read what was going on in my country--Greece.'
We would get toga her with friends and qften,discuss Greece's politikal
situation.

.

Did you ever become involved in-American politicp?
I wouldn't say involved. I became an American citizen when I came back
from Greece. I went to live there but it wasn't the same anymore. tither
I or it had changed. So I came back and decided to become a citizen and
read the newspapers, but I really don't particiAate that much. ,There's
no point. You cannot do anything. I am involved a little in campaighs of
Greek-American candidates, but not more than that. I have more important
things to do than to involve myself in politics.

How do you relate to politicians 'here? Is this the same kind of relation-
ship you remember having in Greece? If th are not the same, how are
they different? N.

I don't hale much to do with politicians here. It's not the same as in
Greece. You can't go to him and ask him to do favors for you. He'll
probably tell'you,"Sorry, but'I can't treat people differently. I wish
I coUTd do something for you; bit have to gd according to the law." ,

Something like.that.happened to a friend of mine.

Do you think the government in this country works for you?
Politicians are politicians everywhere. They look out for their own
interests. But AmeriCan politicians do some things for the people, too.

If a Greek American was one of the candidates you'could vote for, would
you vote for hint? Why?
Of course I would vote for him. He's one of us and he will promote our
interests. Did you see how the Greek congressmen fought for the cut-off
of military aid to Turkey? Sure I would vote for him.

186
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UNIT 15 1M

11
o examine the role ofNan eihn pressure group within the political system.

0 4..

1

. .

OBJECTIVES:
Ir.

4

"1. Students will examine different pressure groups and will be able to define
"ethnic prissuregroup."

Students will,form hypotheses about the reasons for the formation of
pressure groups.

3. Students will state some of the objectives of pressure groups and the
various means used to achieve them.

4. The students will analyze GreekAmerican ethnic organizations in terms
of their characteristics as pressure groups.

5. Students will examine materials dealing with the political' participation
of GreekAmerican groups with regard to a crucial issue (i.e., the 1974 '
invasion of Cyprus by Turkey) hand will compare such participation with that
of other groups.

6. Students will examine the Ajectives of the GreekAmerican pressure
`groups and _the means used_
objectives and means With

7. Students will examine the

IheNokwill_also_compare_diaJe
those of other groups.

political accomplishments of the GreekAmerican
.

groups.

8. Students will form hypotheses about the factOrs affecting the success of
a group's efforts/

HYPOTHESES:

1. If people feel they are treated unfairly, then they will organizeto form
pressure groups.

2. If a pressure group is to be successful J dts pursuits, its methods of
qperation will have to be consistent with its aims. 6

3. If a group is to be effective, factors such es the nature of -its demands,.

financial resources, internal cohesion, and contacts with decision makets
4.have to be taken' into consideration.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

A pressure group is any group which attempts-to infldence governmental

; decisions without seeking to exercise the formal powers of the government.

s. All pressure groups are not the same. In fact, they differ'so much that

there seems to be little in common among them except the concern to persuade

others. There are, for example, literacy campaigns by-associations for the

reform of laws on sexual contact, batgaining over prices and subsidiesby

farmers' unions, rioting and seizure of buildings by militant students,

peaceful demonstrations of consumers, and sitins by factory workers. There

are, however, several ways of classifying. pressure groups:

1. Interest Groups These are organized to protect the interests of

a recognizable section in a society. The membership of. such a

group is made up of people from a pirticular position 4ithin the

1economic or social structure, by" virtUe of which they are likely

tobe affeCted siarly by government decisions. Professional

organizations such as the American Medical Association, trade unions,

y taxpayers, and students can be classified as interest groups.A.

2. Attitude or'Cause Groups These groups exist to promote a particular

idea or cause. Th4.r members come from all walks of life because of

a concensus of opinion on a specific.issue. 'Some examples of cause

groups are: The Black Panthers, the women's liberation groups, and,

thpse.protesting the Vietnam war.

The two, types of groups above overlap to an extent, but can usually be

recognized as one.or the other. .A basic difference between them is that
.

188
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interest groups are permanent and act as spokesmen of a particular section

throughout that section's existence, while, attitude groups exist only'as

long-as their cause is unattained.

met

3. Interest and Cause Groups- This is an interest group (as defined

in #1) attempting to promote a specific; cause: The Civil Rights

Movemdnt in the U.S.; and the Greek-Americans working for the

Cyprus issue, are examples of ethnic (interest) groups promoting

a particular cause.

There is a close relationship be&ren the aims of a group and the

s' and strategies adopted. FOC-example, boycotting may be an effective

.

method. for agroup that wants the prices of a certain product lowered; but,
1/ : .

for a group which aims at changing the social order such as the S.D.S:

1

I

(Students for a Democratic Society), and S.L.A. (Symbionese Liberation Army),

boycotting will be of little use. Other strategies would be

in achieving the desired results.

The impact of a,pressure group depends on many factors: the nature of

the demands, the contacts with decision makers and political parties,,its

financial resources, the extent

to the spirit ofthe,community,

For further information on

of its, internal cohesion, the responsiveness

and the prevailing public opinion.
A

pressure groups, the teacher should refer to:

1. Castles, Francis G., Pressure Groups and Political Culture, Routledge.
and Kegan Paul, Ltd., London, 1967. "a.

2, Moodie, G. C. and Studdert-Kennedy, G., Opinions, Publics and Pressure
Gioups, An Essay on Vox Populi and Repres.,

3. Vijay, K.I., "Some Ref lecttons on the Study of Pressure Groups in Great
Britain," Soc. Analysis (Sheffield); I, June 3, 1971,Pp. 135 -152.
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In this lesSon,"the students will'examine certain pressure groups in

action., They Will learn what pressure groups are. Also, they will learn

. ,

that there are different kinds .of groups, each with different aits.and

di'fferent methods for achieving them. The GreekAmerican group will be used

as a case study so that students tay disCover how an ethnic pressure group-

operates within a political system.

4

I

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMEk

1. Slides of "pressure groups.",.

.
1

2. Class copies of Springboard #2. (A and B, "Mobilization of GreekAmerican.
GrouT.

4

.11 - 4 3. Class copies of 6ringbpard 1/3 (A, 13/ and C, "Aims an& Methods"),,

*
4. Class copies of Springboard #4 (Accomplishments)."

6
i

'

c

PRO ED RgS:

The lesson opens with selected slides (Springboard #1, "Pressure Groups")
which are presented to the students. They are asked to describe each
while it is shown. The teacher should try to get students to compare the ^

different slides so that the slides are shdwin groups which try to influ
ence others. The students.should also understand that one type of pressure
group is n ethnic group. The following questions may be asked by thg
teacher to achieve these ends.:

-
.

.

A.
)
What are the slides.about? What is the main idea in them? f

It

B. Are all the groups the same? How axe they similar and hbw are they '
different?

, a ,
. .

, .

C. Why doyou think groups such as these are formed?.

2. The teacher should explain, to the students,that'in this lesson
cular ethnic pressure group (GreekAmericans) will be used as

,J
a case study

so that they will gain an understinding of the role of pressurgegroilps in
the politidal system. All parts of Springboard 112, "Mobilization of Greek
American Groups" should be given to the.class. About ten minutes should be
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.

allowed for siuderits to read them.

and contrast parts 2=A and 2C.

3. Springboard #3 (Parts A, B,'and C)
allowing enough time for siudenls

"

a

Following this, they shoilld compare

should be distributed to the class,
to read them..

4. Sprinapoard #4 ("Accomplishment") should be distributed to the students,
allowing enough time for students to read it. Then,a class discussion
should take place.

5. In'order to bring everything_together, a class discussion can take place
which may be bated on the following general-questions:

.. . .
\ ._

A. Why are pressure groups formed? ,

..)

B. # you think there is a relationship between the goals' set by a
. pressure group and the methods used to reach them? Elaborate.

4.

C. What are some o4 the factors that determine the effectiveness of
a pressure groui.'

191
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UNIT 15 - SM'

Springboard #2-A

ti

."

Rept the next three articles and then answer the questions which
follow.

%.

=el

c

'A'very important feature of the New York City Greek-American community

is that its organizations and associations have failed to change to'meet

the demands of.the modern urban world. Most of th em exist to serve the

internal social and spiritual needs of the Greek community. A result is

/7)
that the Greek community lacks those associations and organizations which,

would undertake championing,the needs of the needyGreek in our midst . . .,

.
- 7 _., '

It is, iro ically, the strengths of the Greeks that have created the. .

greatest obs cles to the development of organizations. The strength of

the Greeks lies in their st1able families and self-reliant attitu des. Al-
..

though admirable and of continued value to the Greek4, these attitudes fail

to meet the Greek community's needs in a world where individo4 and family

dependence on the state'is so great. A consequence; of this'is that the

Greek community-has not developed the necessary organizations, nor learned

the Skillwrequired, to negotiate with the state and community obtain

the facilities and services to meet its need's . . .

The Greeks of New York City and throughout the rest of America have
. .

never organized themselves into a political body or organization. The
.

church has been the major organizing dtructure in the Greek community;.

hoWever, its political influence and involvement is limited.,
,

SOUVE:
.

.
.

.
.

Hellenic American Neighborhood Action Committee, The Needs of the Growing
Greek-American Community in the City of New York,'New York0.1973.
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II' °Springboard #2-B

A I

4
II The Island of Cyprus is situated in the Eastern begin of the Mediterranean

*
Sea, in the crossroad between the East and the Vest. The population of this

, 16. " (
, strategiUmiland consists of 80 percent Greeks, 18 percent TUrks, and two per

'

cent others, mostly Armenians.

As far back as 1500 B.C., Cyprus held a prominent position in the Greed

world. But because of its s.rategic position and fertile land, it was con-_

quered by many nations: Assyria, Egypt, Persia, Athens, and,MLdonia (under

the leadership of Alexande'i the'greet).' Cyprus was petit of.the Byzantine

\ ,

Empire unti1571, when Turks took over the island. The Turkish occupation
...t

.

\
. ..

continued until 1878 when Cyprus was'sold to England and became a British eolony.t
\,:

After a hard struggle for independence was waged by reek- Cypriots, the
i'

Republic of Cyprus was established in '1960. England, Greec\e and Turkey signed

the "Treaty of Guarantee," guaranteeing'the independence, security, and terri-

torial integrity of the island. Since then, there hasibeeli constant friction

betWeen Greebe and Turkey, over Cyprus, resulting in a Turkish invasion of the

island nation during the summer of 1974.
s 6

1r

On July 15;f1974, part of the Cypriot army, led by Greek officers, overthrew
I4

4
.

` Archbishop Makarios, the legitimate, elected president of the Republic. Turkey,
.

vowing to restore Maka os to power, and to proteLt the Turkish minority, invaded

Cyprus on July-20. Heavy'fighting took place for several days and on Jul}_ 25,

peace negotiations began in Geneva. On July 30, a declaration was signed calling e

for a cease-fire. A'second.phase of talks. took place, but they failed and the

Turks initiatera new offensive, seizing 40 percent of -Cyprus.

19c
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Springboatd- #2B
4pontitiued"

.1-

, 4.--`

4
r,

a

N.Nr"" .

r

'

49.

t-,

Naturally; therp was much destruction..Soldiers,and civilians were Alled,
li f 1...

homed were burned,stores were /ooted,-etc. Most'iMportantly, thousands of
'' r* No

1 methird of hegreekCypriot population- -% forced to.leav their.
4

. , - ,
.:4)

homes. These refugeeeilive now in nonTurkish 'occupied parts of Cyprus, mostly
.

, .,

in tents.. -;
' d

4

r 4- ,

,.. The Greekmericans'felt that the U.S. Goyernmentk:kept a proTurkish line.

1

lts

The arts used by Turkey to ''take over Cyprus' were American. Since it, is illegal.

fora country to use U.S. Government arms for offansive purposes, it was

tk.

demanded that the'U.S.-Goveriment stop sending military 4id to Turkey. Under
,

these-c,ircumstances., the Greek -Americans united anal fought for justice for

Cyprus..

SOURCES!
,

'1 Magazines (AHEPAN, Greece, Tahydromdg, et. al:) L
- 4

1 44 .

2 Awspapers (Washington Post, New York Tives,..HellenicChronicle, et.al.)
.

of the period of July to December, 1974.
..

w
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Nothing in recent history has organized Americans of Greek desc'ent as

has the plight of<yprus and 14 Grip. brpthers.

AlffiLSt as if there never was any difference between them, divergent views
0

have vanished among Greeks. Now it is4Cyprus.and Oprus along' that counts.

Fibm every corner of ,the land have come letters, messages, expressions of

concern, evidence of actions,` demonstrations and rallies, all with one aim: To
/

make Americans aware that Cyprus has been dealta low blow by the West, mostly

by America. t 9

4
iyprus has been a nonalignedinatEon. It might hive been better for this

country and its NATO allies if it was aligned with the West. But itswould have
ti

been better for NATO if it were. permitted toiremain ninaligned. rather than to

11

be treated insuch a rafthshod manner as has come abbut through the invasion of

the island by a NATO ally, Turkey; for now Cyprus has caused a rift in the.

, solid southern flank of NATO, a rift which will take far more than the 25 years..
ft

.of NATO to heal.

It fe not surprised us Atha'' cans of Greek 4cent have rallied 100

t

. /

.

perdent behindthe Cyprus c4use. TFey feel that the basically -Greek island has
, ,.

.

received a raw deal, and they are upset.
,

,...

-..,

e ., *
.

. It makes litAle difference if the Greek is from Greece, from America, frbm
t

Europe, from South Amer, from Asia or from Cyprus. A Greek beset upon by a
.

Turk-will find support among all Greeks.

SOURCE:
'4

The Hellenic Chronicle, September 12, 1974.
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Springboard #2-C
Continued

w

'QUESTIONS:

1. Do 'all the part present the same picture of Greek-Americans?

2. Springboturd 412-A suggests that, in the pai't, the Greek-Americans have
not organize to have their needs met. How would you explain that?

3. What does Springboard #2-C suggest? Can you explain the change in
political participation of the Greek-Americans?

4. Do you know of other ethnic presure groups that have organized for
political purposes? Nam9 some. Were thay always active., or did they
organize in response to a certain situation?

.4

O
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A

4.9

No.
af.

Look at the next four articles and then answer the accompanying questions.

I

ciftla micas arin ETINAwk Of TURp1 INVADERS FFflI CYPRUS
*, .

Three million. Americans of Haillenic,descent, through their organizations,
,

are united in their support.of the SecuriO_Council's resolution of July'20,

on the and urging that the

independence of Cyprus be respected.

In so .doing, we Condemn the invasion of Cyprus by Turkish forces ,eind

demand the immediate removals of these forces In order that the territorial

integrity and independence of Cyprus be restored.
SI"

We condemn-also the atrocities committed in Cyprus by Turkish forces,

including such acts Of barbarism and the systematic napalm bombibg by the

I
____

Turkish Air Force 'of hospitals ands civilian 'centers, resulting in the death

,
,

of innocent persons. .

II

..,-.-

. We declare, our moral suppoit for the people of Cyprus in the face of
. *,

.,

Turkish intentions to force the partition of,the island in contravention of

11

,

1

II

the charter of,the United Nation and the,dedlaration of human rights.,

, We recognize and Commend they efforts of the President'of the United

States and the Secretary of'State which brought about a cease.fire in

Cyprus.

"

We condemn the mobilization of forces of the Soviet Union in support of*the

Turkish position which hes exasp ated the situation and endangered world peace.

a
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Continued

0 4V
4

We' urge that the Vnited States toe appropriate action through active

participation in the Geneva Conference to influence a peaceful solution of

the Cyprus

sill be pie

question to the end thbt the rights of the people of Cyprus

served and the x.eiritorial integrity and independlif of Cyprus.

be restored.

a
SOURCE.:

Hellenic Chronicle, July 25, 1974.

UNITED HELLENIC AMERICAN ORGANIZATION
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Springboard 413-B

1
A

. ,

PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD

THE WHITE HOUSE
;WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

O

As, an American of Greek descent, gravely concerned with the recent

tragic developmints in Cyprus, which resulted it the weakening of,NATO,

t e withdrawal of.the Gleek fo;ces from the Alliance, the threat of war
,

between Greece and Turkey and in seriously undermining the traditional
-14% S

friendship.between U.S.A. and Greece, I vehemently condemnetthe illegal and

unjustified- Turkish invasion of Cyprus, as well as the continuing aggression

there. ,

(

I urge our Government to abandon its present obviously'pro-Turkish

policy'and work immediately for a solu on orthe'crisis bad on the imple-
,

mentation of the resolution 353 (July 20th) of the U.N. seaurity'Council.

This yesolutiqn, supported by our country and 13 other nations,calls for

a cease-fire,the immediate withdrawal of all for.ignmilitary forces, res-

pect of the independence and territorial integrity of Cyprd, restoration

of tie constitutional structure of the Republic and negotiations.

Hoping that you, will intdify your personal effoits towards this end,

.we wish you every success in this endeavor so that peace and normality'
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Continved

return to the embattled Island.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

)

Respectfully yours,

STATE::

SOURCE:

The National Herald

200
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le,

HELLENIC CHRONICLE

GREEK CONGRESS OFFICIALUEET WITH STATE DEPART IEW

August 8, 1974

WASHINGTON4fficials of the newly-formed Congreda of American Hellenic

. Organizatio ,is met Wedn9sday with U.S. Undersecretary of ate for'Political

1
Affairs, Joseph J. Sisco, at the state department for a private briefing and

exchange of views on the exprOsive
,

Cyprus crisis.
/

,

Meeting th Sisco were William P.
e--

laaffaras, supreme president of
0' , 4

-,\
A.H.E.P.A. and Coordinator of the Congresi; Danny Boy 'Terzakis, Chairman of

the Congress of American Organization's; Prof. D.G. KoUsoulas, national a visor

for political affairs to the Congress and George J. Leber, A.H.E.R.A. exec -

tive secretary.

.'Undersecretary Sisco spoke of the efforrts already'made by the U.S. to

promote a cease =fire an4 to avert a war between Greece and Turkey.

expressed the hope that Turkey will abide with the Geneva agreement' Sisco

4

indicated that he fully understands the importance of strengthening the

-poektion of Premier Karamanlis of Greece,

The. participants expressed the deepfeelings of all Americans of Greek

descent and urged the'Undersecrataryw-to take more positive steps to put an

end to the continuing violations of the cease-fire by the Turk±sh troops.
4

They also discussed the wider' implications of the conflict especially with
I.

regard to the domestic, political situation in, Greece and the position of

201
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A

4

Karamanlisand urged Kr.Sisco to express in some public form -official)

dissatisfaction with continuing aggressive provocations of the Turkish

forces. on.Cyprus. The contfnuing American silence, they added, further

alIate's the Greek people everywhere.

. .

ti

SOURCE;.

Hellenic Chronicle, August 8, 1974.

QUESTIONS: t .1

1. 'What were- the materials you'just..exaDynedr Identify them.

2. Do they have anything in common?,Explsin.

3. Wha are some of the aims of the Greek-Americans? What arguments do
they presdnt to support their position?

4. What are the methods they use to meet their aims?
a

k,

N

5. How do other groups go about getting the results they want? Give some
examples.

11)

I- O

.1 -
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II
The following articles describe steps which Greek - Americans to* to

accolggsh a common goal: .

When Congress compelled the administration to accept tough conditions

on military aid to

marked a turning point'in the passive rcy.e Congress has playedin foreign

rkey, despite two presidential vetoes, many said it

policy since before World War II.

In ,a quieter way, it also marked the successful mobilization of a

segment of ethnicAmprica that had been politically passive before tills

point- -the same three million members ok the Greek-Aperican community.

By pouringthousands of telegrams, phone calls and letters into Capitol

Hill every time the Turkish arms aid questions came up, the Greek-American

community is credited. with stiffening Congressional resolve against a4

cave-in to President Ford and Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, despite
4

the two Presidential vetoes.

"In my 16 years in the House I have never before seen the Greek-America-

community display such an interest in an issue. There bias an interest in

Agnew's candidacy, but it was narrower. This issue really awakened them to

the impact they can have, and their efforts proved very effective," said

Rep. Jahn Brademas (D- Ind.), a Greek-American and a
0
leader in the House

fight to calmp stiff curbs on military help for Turkey.
- 0

John G. Plumides, one of the leaders of the OrdeZ of A.H.E.P.A. (American

soo

Hellenic Educational Progressive Association), who organized the mobilizetion;:_-__

said, "It was a first for us. We've never been demanding citizens. We've

203
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.

0

always been a politically passive people who never requested much from

anybody. But our people rallied to this cause like the Jews Israel."

In fact, the victory of the Greek-American is being oompa ed to tie

,victory Americanews won through their congress nal sUpporterscongr when they
. .

forced a delay. of the administration-backed trade reltim bill until the'
. .

)
Soviet Uhion protised: tvT ease restrictions ,on emigration of Jews and others!'"

2,

Uniike the wish commu nit
'

y, which has been politically sensitized

- 4 .
and

4.
mobilized on Israel's behalf'for a long time, Greek-Americans had to

organize themselves from match.

4
The backbone was the Order of A.H.E.P.A:organized in 1922 tomake American

citizens out of Greek immigrants, and now a non-prifit charitable, civic and

educational organization with about 1,100 chapters,.

At :627.R.E.P.A.'a convention in Boston last August, "Justice for Cyprus

Committee" was organized. The committee was chaired by Charlotte Plumides, a
7

North Carolina lawyer and past supreme president of A.H.E.P.A.
.

Its general counsel was Eugene T. Rossides who, after a stint as assis-

tant secretary of the treasury fiom 1969-1972, returned to the Washington law

firm of Rogers and Wells, headed by former Secretary of State William P. Rogers.

Rossides; whose father was a Cypriot. and mother was from Sparta,. provided

the group with legal advice and research, as we4.1. as contacts with the State
.a

Department and administration that resulted in three meetings with Kissinger:
8 r

OP-
Other Just)ce for Cyprus committess were org zed In the A.H.E.P%*iv

1

chapters around the nation. Each time a congressional action on Turkish aid

2 5 :
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f

4
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N
/

1
. 4F

impended, A.H:E.P:A.-Headquarters contacted members and the word as spread.
N. 1411

The Greek-Americans wrote, called, telegraphed and occasionally personally
4-

I

visited their congressmensand sena rs.t

rASenator Barry M..Goldwater (R rizona) said an old Grek friend told

him 5,000 Greek-Americans would voteoagainst him In November if he did not help
--/

on the Turkish aid issue. llk

An aide to Rep, John B. Anderson (R-tllinois) said, "They were very well

Organized. Each time it came up, calls, letters and telegraw would just tome

pouring in,"
41.

gic---v l

Anderson, a member of the Republican leadership whose wife is a Greek-
v. 9

American, withstood the pressure, but at ;east 50 of the 187 House Republicans

voted foi the Turkey aid ban at one time or another.

One vote in the House wasij07 to 97, a

A.H.E.P,A. organizers.

tal that surprised even the

'f
House Minority Leader John J. Rhodes (R-Arizona) attribueed the'final.

victory to at,"demonstration of the power of the Greek community."

Brademas also-stated:. "If we members had not been, able t .put together

a compelling case, in terms of law, policy and morality, we would not have

been effective. BUt on the other hand, without the kind of support we got

from the Greek community, our case might ,no-Cliave been sufficient to win the

day.'

205
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The Greeks are not resting on these laurels. Plumides%and six others

presented Kissinger with an eight -point program calling for witharrawal of

Turkiltroops and an immediate return home for the 2,000,000 Cypriot refu-

gees.

<).

The Wagtington

G,

Post, VYiday, Octob* 25, 1974.

A
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UNIT 15 - SM
Springboard. #4-B

BE SURE TO SAY "THANK YOU" We ask that <your

Chapter and membership'immediateiy send LETTERS OF APPRECIATION to

1

.

those U. Senators and Representatives who have SUPPORTED our position of
' I

cutting off U.S. 'military a'd to Turkey. During the coming months, we will

need their further support in the new Foreign Aid Bill, the removal of Turkish

troops from Cyprus, the return of refugees to theirhomes, and for massive

humanitarian aid to the'Cyprus refugees as well as war - reparations from
,,4

Turkey to Cyprus.

SOURCE:

"Publication by American Hellenic Educational Association.

AT

QUESTIONS:

1. Were all of the objectives of Greek-Americans achieved as of October
25, 1974?

2. What are some of the reasons ilotaffected 91e outcomes .of the gfoup 's
actions?

3. Have you participated in or are you aware of-groups using similar methods,.
to achieie their goals? Describe.

A

4. If you were.-in a position fo decide on what action to take, WhatwOuld you
have done? Would you have worked within the system? If so, what would you
have done if,that had not produced any concrete results?

a
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GOAL:,

To examine some aspects of the political lives-of leaders belonging to
ethnic grbups.,

OBJECTIVES':

1. Students will be able to list ways in
/ suppori from the electorate.

2.' Through use of case s.udies, students
qualities which help individuals gain

3. Through use of a case etudy,'students
background of a political leader;

which political leaders solicit

will be able to list specific
political positions.

will elkamine the biogykshicai

4. Students will be Able to list positive and/or negative of ects,of a
political leader's ethnic background on an election.

5. Students willekamine and describe the effects of person ity and
.eocio-ecoaomit bAckground in political leadeks' carews:

. HYPOTHESES:

1: If political leaders are member's of certain ethnic grogps, then they
may mpeothat membership to promotbtheir political goals.

2. If polit4a1 leaders aremembers of ert-ain ethnic groups, then they
are likely to support that group through the use of their political
positions.

3. If political leadefs have "charismatic" personakties and relatively

-high socio-economicstandings, thentheir *a:legs of being elected
f are greater than those who lack these characteristics.

BACKGROUND INFORMATI:

4 In addition t,G formal local, state, or national rules fd recruitment

+N

of politicia: 1 aders, such as age, 'residency, and citizenship (for example;

persons not born in the United Statesdailnot Come President there are

other facibrs which influence the political car'rs of persons. Such

208,
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factors include personality, the area they are running in, sex, race,

-ethnic badkground; socio- economic status, and-religion and morality.

Today, we will examinethq effect the above fadtors may have on the

politica). careers of different people. Par4icular'emphasis will be placed

on ethnicity and the contributions of ethnic groups in the area of politics.

SOURCE:

Mehlinger, H.P., and Patrick, J.J., American Political Behavior, Gi

$'

Cothpany, Lexington, Massachusetts, 1972.

MATERIALS TD EQUIPMENT:

1. Class copies of Springboar' 1 /1.

'2. Class copies of Springboard #2.

3.' Class copied of Springboard #3A and 3B.

4. Class copies of Springblard #4.

5. Class copies of Springboard 1/5.

PROCEDURES:

4r\

04
I

3

1. Divide the class into three groups and distribute Springboard #1'to each
student. -Assign each'group.one of the candidates listed. The group is
then to'develOp a promotional campaign which will support-that candidate.
Allow each group to.present their program to the rest of the class (each
group may select a chairperson to do this). 'Next, the.class should have a,

debateabout.the three'candidates, using the cestions given with the spring-
.

board4 The teacher should list on the board MaracteIisticsgiven by students
which affect a candidate'S chances for election. Stabnts should gain a
knowledge of socio-economic standards and How they, affect the outcome of
elections.

2. Distribute Springboard #2 in theilext'session. GIN ents time to
read the article and think about the 'questions. 3 er this, discuss the
questions orally. Students should gain an undeptanding of ethnic
differences and how they affecteiectiona. ', .

- ..

. .
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Distribute-Springboard #3 to the students. Allow time -for students to
examine the articles and think about the questions. Finally, discuss the
questions orally. Students should learn the types of prom6tional activities
which candidates carry on during an election.

Distribute Springboard #4 to the students. AllowN.time for students to
think about the article and then discuss the question. Students should
learn how political leaders may repay electorate support.

Finally) distribute SpAingboard #5. Allow students as much time as
needed to complete the activity. Ask for volunteers to share their
ideas with the class. Students should be able to pull everything

ther in 'the activity.

210
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u

Blow are descriptions of three fictional individuals running for city
council. Read the descriptions and answer the questions which follow as if,
they were running in your own'commudity.

. .

Mr. Johnson is the principal of CiHigh School and earns $15,000 ---.

a year. He received his° egree from the state university ten years ago anti'

jfhas worked his way throw h.the school systemAb his present position. Mr.

Johnson is very outspoken and,,well liked by students and parents. He has

initiated many, community activities to support some of his.school programs.

He and hiS family live in a neat residential section of town where they own
.

a nice home. He is a member oftlia0social and civic organizations., His

twp children attend public schools.

. .

/
i

.

Mr. Janes is the president of the Central National Bank. He graddated

from Harvard University and earns over $100,000 at his present position.

He is a serious minded businessman who has recently moved into a new home in

the suburbs. he home has five bedrooms, for bathrooms, a large yard and .

a swimming pool.' Mr. Jones isa member of several community organizations,

of the Chamber of CNImerce, and.iP President of the new exclusive Country

Club Central. Alis-three childret attend private boarding schools.

r

Ms. James i a lawyer and a junior member of the law firm of Harris,

Hutchins, and Henderson. She graduated from the state law school and earns

$17,000 a year. She is, legal representative for the Community Action

ati
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Organization and has been fundameatal-in promoting.community projects.

Ms. James is a member of several civic organizations and devotes weekend

time to the half-way house in our community. She is single and has one

child who attends public*school.

4.

SOURCE:

1. Whicii candidate has ;heNest chances of waning? Why?

2. Who would you vote for?

3.4 Which candidate is most qualified for the position? Why?

4. Name specific qualities that *voters may consider.when choosing a can-.
didate.

S
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The following,is.a fictional description of a j5ossible election.
Read-the account of what happened and then complete the questions.'

Plainfield is a rapidly growing city of over 180,000 people, the

majority of whom make their livings working in factories. Over ten differ-

. ent nationalities'of the world are represented in fhe population. The first

groups to go to Plainfield seeking work in the newly built factories were

immigrants from southern and eastern Europe: Poles, Cseetas, Greeks,, Hungar-'

ians, Italians, Ukranians, and Russians. Most of these immigrants arrived

between 1910 and 1922.

During recent years, 1945 to the present'three new groups of,people

have gone to Plainfield seeking work in-the factories: Blacks from the southern

states, Puerto'Ricans, and Mexicans. Mexican-Americans have been thellargest

of the groups, comprising almost sixty percent of the city's present pbpulation.
, .

The relationship among the'different ethnic groups of-Plainfield have

been reasonably friendly for the most part: Some incidents occurred,betweetk

Blacks and other newcomers, but these did not disrupt the political and\social

stability of Plainfield. Unlike many racially Ipixed cities, no rioting\occurred.

in Plainfield before 1969.

The city government has Mainly been controlled by'descendants of th'e

Edsiern European immigrants. The Black, Mexican and Puerto Rican people have

not been as well represented in the government. Before 1969, No Black

Mexican had ever been elected mayor of Plainfield In 1969, Jose Rodrig4ez

set out to change this.

1
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ri

Early in 1969, Rodriguez -announced that he would be a Democratic

candidate for mayor. At that time, he was President of the City Council,

35 years old, and a prominent lawyer. His announcement shocked some people and

inspired others. Ithrly Mexicans were inspired to try to gain greater political

power in a city where they,had little influence, even though they were the

majority of the population.

In the'May primary for the party nomination, Rodriguez competed against

other Democrats--the incumbent, Mvor George Jones and businessman Harry

Green. John Sacobs, a white busirlessman deslin furniture, a member of

an old Plainfield family and a civic leader, was the only Republican candi-

date. Rodriguez and Jones both had support from Mexican and white Democrats.

However, Rodriguez had more Mexican support. Green appealed only to white

voters. The results of the primary gave Rodriguez the Democratic nomination.

and Jacobs the Republican nomination.

/ As the campaign between Rid iguez and Jacobs progresged,it became apprent

that many white Democrats were supporting the Republican Jacobs. Of,course,

.4115

Rodriguez was a Mexican and his record showed that-he was a st/oporter of civil

rights and civil-liberties for people\of. all4pthnic and racial groups. To his

supporters,' Rodriguez's attempts to protict the rights of free speech and

equality of opportunity for minority groups made him appear as a champion of

4

democracy. However, to others, his 'efforts along this line were marks against

him. io these peolile, Rodriguez was a dangerous political radical.

Rodriguez publically denounced violence and civil disorder. Several

.
importark national Democratic Party leaders defended Rodriguez on this
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,

position. They vouched for his patriotic.and political ability. Throughout

the election, this and other problems pointed a finger at Rodriguez because

he was a Mexican., It was a close battle between Rodriguez and Jacobs, The

final tally on November 7th was Rodriguez 32,619-and Jacobs 29,098..
°.

QUESTIONS:

1. What are the main points of this article?

2. How did Rodriguez's ethnic/background help him or prevent him from
achieving his political goals?

3, Why do you think some Demockatic voters.suppartgd the Republican candidate?
40v

4. Was Rodriguez closely associated with his ethnic group or did he disasso-
ciate himself from it? Do you think,he was right in doing this? Why?,

5. How does this election compare to some with which you are familiar?
,

6. If you had a choice to vote for4one of two persons!and one of them had an
ethnic background-,(Puerto Rican, Greek, Irish, Italian, etc.),,who would.
you vote for? Give reasons for your decision.
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Springboard #3A

0

The following-is a factual descriptionoof'a Greek-Ameriban congressman.
By reading the names' of organizations of.which he'is a member and the
activities that he Participates in, how do you suppose he uses these contacts
during an election?

Representative George 'T;anichas, a Democrat, is serving his third

-year term (as of 1975) in theRhode Island House of Representatives

om-the 78th Dist,t-in Pawtucket. He was first elected to the House on

No ember 3, 1970, and became the only Greek-American state Official_in the

his ory of Rhode Island.

Panichis is a member of the House Flmance Committee and formerly

sery on the House Committee 4n Health, Education and Welfare. He is; and

vJ*

has b a member of several special 1 slative commissions.

ti

P- ichas is a member o the American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign

Wars, d the Order ag A.H.E.P.A. He is a parlhioner of the Assumption of

the Virg n Mary Greek Orthodox Church in Pawtucket and served on the church's

Board of aiiectors for fifteen years, as member, Vice-President, and President.

He has, an continues to h671nvolved in many civic activities and Greek-
. .

American f i ctiots.

A Ranich was instrumental in the preparation of legislation successfully

sponsored by U.S. Senator Clairborne deB. Pell of Rhode Island concerning

immigration during the term of the late President John F. Kennedy. He has

also beenactive in the preparatiga and adoption of other legislation

involving Greeks in the New England area.).
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nEEP DISCUSSION WITH GUESTS at the outing sponsored'by the St. Anargyrol Chutch In
llariboro, inphuto above is Michael Dukakis In left foreground as members of that pommuntly listen
In earriest. in bottom photo. Michael Dukakis, Democratic candidate for Governor of MassPtaiks
with Demos Genakountzos. center and Nicholas Geannakos right of Ipswich at the Lobster Festival
held In July by the Greek Church of Ipswleir.
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Springboards #3A and #3B-
t

QUESTIONS

,//'

1. What does Springboard #3A suggest to you?

1,

2. What, does Springboard #3B suggest to you?

3. What ideas do these two materials have in common?

4. What are some ways in which candidates in these articles try to get votes?

5. From your own experience, what are some things candidates do to get votes?

How do you think membership in different ethnic organizations might help
or *hinder a candidate's Chances for electioh?
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The following is an'example of a resolution presented by Congressmen in
the House of Representatives. Why do you think the resolUtion was introduced?

RESOLUTION

Expressing the sense of the House regarding the halt of United States

economic and military assistance to Turkey until all, Turkish Armed Force&

have been withdraWn from Cyprus.

By Mr. Brademas, Mr. Kyros, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Sarbanes, and Mr. Bafalis.

<All of these are Congregsmen of Greek descent).

H..RES. 1319

I

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Brademas (for

Mr. Bafalis) submitted

August 14, 1974

himself,: M. Kyros, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Sarbanes, and
o

the following resolution; which wks referred to the

Committee on Foreign Affairs.

.1%.Perr

Resolved. That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that:

(1) all military, economic, or other assistance, all sairs .of defense°

arfiEles and services (whether for cash or by credit, guarantee, or any other

means), all sales of agricultural commodities (whether for cash, credit., or
4.-

by other means), and all licenses with respect to the transportation of arms,

ammunitions and implements of war (including technical data relating thereto)
C\
t4,the, Government of Turkey should be suspended on the date of adoption of

thia'resoiution: and
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Springboard #4
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(2) the provisions of this resolution-should cease to apply when the

President reports to Congress that theGovernment of turkey has withdrawn

all oft its aped forces from Cyprus.

QUESTIONS;

1. What are these items about?

2. What is the purpose of thedt resolutions?

3. Why doyou think Congressmen support legislation of this type?.

4. What do you think'would'be the reaction of a CongresSman's ethnic
electorate-ii he didn't support these re lutions?

5. Do you think political leaders should par cipate in the activities and
promote the aims of the ethnic group to which they belong? Defend your
anwWer. ,

6. If you were- a political leader,- would you help,a particular group? Be
specific and describe circumstances under which you would support a
special interest group.

. A
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Based on what you have learqed about political d/ections, keepingiin,.
4 mind ethnic background, socio-economic background, personality arid edulation,

describe bdlow.n speeth which you would give if you were running for class
president. As you write, think about:

..,

1. D you need to con idea the elements discussed_14this unit? Why or gt

why'not?'

2. If you don't consider these, what other factors are' appropriate for your
speech?

3. Who might vote for you?

4. What are their characteristics?

5. What can 'you do to appeal to the voters' interests?

re your speech with the class and see what their reactions will be.- .

I-
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